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Art. I.—THE AUBURN DECLARATION.
By Rev. E. D. Morris, D.D., Professor of Theology in Lane Theological Seminary.

Among the treasures preserved in the Library of Lane Semi-

nary, is the original draft of what is widely known as the AU-
BURN Declaration. More than thirty years after its prepa-

ration, just when the separated Presbyterian Churches were

happily uniting, this interesting historical document was pre-

sented to the Institution by its author, the venerable Baxter
Dickinson, D.D. It was also accompanied by valuable memo-
randa with respect to its authorship, and to the circumstances

which occasioned its preparation. Its contents have at various

times been made public through the press, and have recently

been incorporated under another name in the Presbyterian

Digest. Its doctrinal quality and its important historical rela-

tions to the Presbyterian Church, both as separate and as united,

are such as justify its further introduction to public notice in

the columns of our denominational Review. What will be at-

tempted in the present article, is a narrative of the origin of this

declaration, an analysis of its contents, and a brief discussion

of its doctrinal significance and value, as one among the inter-

esting memorials of our beloved Zion.

It is hardly needful to say that this task is undertaken in no

conscious mood of partisanship, and with no anticipation of

awakening old animosities or arousing new oppositions, but

AND
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6 THE AUBURN DECLARATION. [Jar*

rather in the hope of contributing something alike to historical

and theologic knowledge, and to that broad and generous tem-

per of unity which now reigns so worthily in our united church.

It is impossible for the writer to be so unfaithful to the true

spirit of history, and to the irenical tendencies of the times, as

intentionally to use the courtesies now granted him in these

pages for the purpose of promoting the interests of a party, or

of introducing discord or division into the Presbyterian house-

hold. He is inspired simply by the belief that the welfare of

a great denomination, both in the present and in the future,

may be essentially subserved in several important respects by
such an inquiry, historical and doctrinal, as is now proposed.

I. A sufficient account of the manner in which the Auburn
Declaration came into existence will hardly require any gen-

eral survey of the exciting events which marked the history of

the Presbyterian Church during the fourth decade of the present

century. We need not enter into an examination of the Act

and Testimony of 1834, considered as a statement of Calvinistic

doctrine, or analyze the deliverance of the Assembly of 1835

against “ such opinions as are not distinguishable from Pelagian

or Arminian errors.” We need not undertake an account of

the various parties and tendencies which came into view during

the following years, or of the fierce strifes which both saddened

and embittered that critical period in our denominational life.

The narrative may properly commence with the convention of

1837, held in Philadelphia just prior to the meeting of the Gen-

eral Assembly. That Convention consisted, according to its own
record, of one hundred and twenty-four members, of whom one

hundred and twelve were designated by fifty-four Presbyte-

ries, and twelve by minorities in eight other Presbyteries, and

all of whom were ministers or ruling elders in the Presbyterian

Church. It was assembled in general for the purpose of con-

sultation respecting the serious issues then pending, and in the

expectation of influencing the action of the approaching As-

sembly. Its most decisive act was the preparation of a Testi-

mony and Memorial to be presented to the Assembly, relating

to certain errors, not merely in church order and discipline, but

also in doctrinal teaching, which were supposed by the Conven-

tion to be widely prevalent within the church. The document

thus prepared was brought in to the Assembly as a memorial.
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together with a petition that that venerable body would take

such action in the premises as, in the judgment of the memori-
alists, the gravity of the case required.

Concerning the general propriety or desirableness of such a

method of influencing church judicatories, nothing need be said

in this connection ; neither is it essential to refer further to the

irregularities in ecclesiastical order and discipline of which the

Convention complained. Our attention must be limited to the

series of doctrinal errors, sixteen in number, which the memori-
alists described as prevalent in certain sections of the church,

and against which they felt constrained to enter an earnest pro-

test. These errors are stated, as follows :

1. That God would have been glad to prevent the existence of sin in our

world, but was notable, without destroying the moral agency of man; or, that

for aught that appears in the Bible to the contrary, sin is incidental to any

wise moral system.

2. That election to eternal life is founded on a foresight of faith and obedi-

ence.

3. That we have no more to do with the sin of Adam than with the sins of

any other parent.

4. That infants come into the world as free from moral defilement as was

Adam when he was created.

5. That infants sustain the same relation to the moral government of God
in this world as brute animals, and that their sufferings and death are to be

accounted for on the same principles as those of brutes, and not by any

means to be considered as penal.

6. That there is no other original sin than the fact that all the posterity of

Adam, though by nature innocent, or possessed of no moral character, will

always begin to sin when they begin to exercise moral agency; that original

sin does not include a sinful bias of the human mind and a just exposure to

penal suffering
;
and that there is no evidence in Scripture that infants in

order to salvation do need redemption by the blood of Christ, and regenera-

tion by the Holy Ghost.

7. That the doctrine of imputation, whether of the guilt of Adam’s sin, or

of the righteousness of Christ, has no foundation in the word of God, and is

both unjust and absurd.

8. That the sufferings and death of Christ were not truly vicarious and

penal, but symbolical, governmental, and instructive only.

9. That the impenitent sinner is by nature, and independently of the renew-

ing influence or almighty energy of the Holy Spirit, in full possession of all

the ability necessary to a full compliance with all the commands of God.

10. That Christ never intercedes for any but those who are united to Him
by faith, or that Christ does not intercede for the elect until after their re-

generation.
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1 1. That saving faith is a mere belief of the word of God, and not a grace

of the Holy Spirit.

12. That regeneration is the act of the sinner himself, and that it consists

in a change of his governing purpose, which he himself must produce, and

which is the result, not of any direct influence of the Holy Spirit on the heart,

but chiefly of a persuasive exhibition of the truth, analogous to the influence

which one man exerts over the mind of another
; or that regeneration is

not an instantaneous act, but a progressive work

13. That God has done all that He can do for the salvation of all men, and

that man himself must do the rest.

14. That God cannot exert such influence on the minds of men as shall

make it certain that they will choose and act in a particular manner, without

impairing their moral agency.

15. That the righteousness of Christ is not the sole ground of the sinner’s

acceptance with God, and that in no sense does the righteousness of Christ

become ours.

16. That the reason why some differ from others in regard to their recep-

tion of the gospel is, that they make themselves to differ.

Studying these sixteen propositions in their connections,

and in comparison with our doctrinal system, we at once per-

ceive that they constitute in the aggregate a very wide, if not

fatal, departure from the Westminster symbols. And if, indeed,

these errors—as the Convention affirmed—were at the time

held and taught by many persons professing to receive our

standards, were accepted by almost entire presbyteries and

synods, and were virtually sanctioned even by preceding Gen-

eral Assemblies, most persons will admit that it was not

merely the privilege, but also the duty, of the memorialists to

solicit to these errors the prompt attention of the assembly,

and to invoke its aid in their repression. It was justly said,

that to bear public and open testimony against such departures

from the Gospel, and so far as possible to banish them from

the household of faith, was a duty which the Presbyterian

Church owed to her Master.

The presentation of the Testimony and Memorial to the Gen-

eral Assembly of 1837 became the occasion of the series of acts

by which the Presbyterian Church was formally divided, and

the New School body came into being. In this series of acts

we need to note only so much as relates to the question of

doctrine. On the recommendation of its committee on bills

and overtures, the Assembly took up and considered this list

of doctrinal errors, and bore solemn testimony against them,
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“whenever, wherever, and by whomsoever taught.” It also

enjoined the inferior judicatories to adopt all suitable measures

to “ keep their members pure from opinions so dangerous;”

and counselled the presbyteries to visit with discipline any

minister who should give currency to such opinions. The pro-

positions of the Convention thus became the statements of

the Assembly, and were incorporated in its Minutes, with a few

verbal alterations, and with an explanatory expansion of the

eleventh proposition, as follows: That saving faith is not an

effect of the special operation of the Holy Spirit, but a mere

rational belief of the truth, or assent to the Word of God.
“ During the exciting scenes of that remarkable Assembly,”

writes the author of the Auburn Declaration, “ the New School

members wrere in the practice of holding separate meetings in

the evening for consultation. On one of these occasions,” he

adds, “ I stated that it seemed to me due to ourselves and to

the New School body at large, to disavow the errors charged,

and to say distinctly what views we held as opposed to them.

The suggestion was at once approved ; and by way of carrying

it out, I was requested to prepare a paper to be laid before a

future similar meeting. . . . The paper thus prepared,

being the original of the Declaration, was presented by me, as

my report, at a subsequent meeting. It was discussed at

length, amended somewhat, and unanimously approved as a

correct expression of the theological views held by the New
School generally on the points of doctrine presented in the list

of errors.”

After the Assembly had already taken the action recited, it

became important in the judgment of those interested that the

document thus prepared, and which was then styled Errors

and True Doctrines, should in some way be brought formally

before that body. This was done by incorporating it in a gen-

eral protest, which was received by the Assembly, and with-

out formal answer, placed in its minutes. This protest, while

presenting other considerations against the course adopted by
the Assembly on the whole subject, claimed especially that the

errors named were not held- by the New School party, and in

the name of that party it explicitly disavowed and rejected

them as unworthy of countenance in the Church. The
paper presented in each case, first the error charged, and then
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underneath, what was conceived to be the true view. Omitting

here the series of errors, the True Doctrines, as found in the

minutes of the Assembly, are as follows :

1. God permitted the introduction of sin, not because He was unable to

prevent it consistently with the moral freedom of His creatures, but for wise

and benevolent reasons which he has not revealed.

2. Election to eternal life is not founded on a foresight of faith and obe-

dience, but is a sovereign act of God’s mercy, whereby, according to the

counsel of his own will, he has chosen some to salvation : ‘ yet so as thereby

neither is violence offered to the will of the creatures, nor is the liberty or con-

tingency of second causes taken away, but rather established;’ nor does this

gracious purpose ever take effect independently of faith and a holy life.

3. By a divine constitution Adam was so the head and representative of

the race that, as a consequence of his transgression, all mankind became

morally corrupt, and liable to death, temporal and eternal.

4. Adam was created in the image of God, endowed with knowledge,

righteousness, and true holiness. Infants come into the world not only des-

titute of these, but with a nature inclined to evil, and only evil.

5. Brute animals sustain no such relation to the moral government of

God as does the human family. Infants are a part of the human family,

and their sufferings and death are to be accounted for on the ground of their

being involved in the general moral ruin of the race, induced by the apostasy.

6. Original sin is a natural bias to evil, resulting from the first apostasy,

leading invariably and certainly to actual transgression. And all infants, as

well as adults, in order to be saved, need redemption by the blood of Christ,

and regenera ion by the Holy Ghost.

7. The sin of Adam is not imputed to his posterity in the sense of a

literal transfer of personal qualities, acts, and demerits ; but by reason of the

sin of Adam, in its peculiar relation, the race are treated as if they had sinned.

Nor is the righteousness of Christ imputed to his people in the sense of a

literal transfer of personal qualities, acts, and merit
;
but by reason of his

peculiar relation, they are treated as if they were righteous.

8. The sufferings of Christ were not symbolical, governmental, and in-

structive only; but were truly vicarious, i. e., a substitute for the punishment

due to transgressors. And while Christ did not suffer the literal penalty of

the law, involving remorse of conscience and the pains of hell, he did offer

a sacrifice.which infinite wisdom saw to be a full equivalent. And by virtue of

this atonement, overtures of mercy are sincerely made to th’ race, and sal-

vation secured to all who believe.

9. While sinners have all the faculties necessary to a perfect moral

agency and a just accountability, such is their love of sin and opposition to

God and his law, that, independently of the renewing influence and almighty

energy of the Holy Spirit, they never will comply with the commands of God.

10. The intercession of Christ for the elect is previous, as well as subse-

quent, to their regeneration, as appears from the following Scripture, viz.:

‘I pray not for the world, but for them which thou hast given me, for th;y
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rare thine. Neither pray I for these alone, but for them also which shall

believe on me through their word.’

11. Saving faith is an intelligent and cordial assent to the testimony of

God concerning his Son, implying reliance on Christ alone for pardon and

•eternal life, and in all cases it is an effect of the special operation of the Holy

Spirit.

12. Regeneration is a radical change of heart, produced by ^the special op-

erations of the Holy Spirit, “determining the sinner to that which is good,’’

and is in all cases instantaneous.

13. While repentance for sin and faith in Christ are indispensable to sal-

vation, all who are saved are indebted, from first to last, to the grace and

Spirit of God. And the reason that God does not save all, is not that he wants

Xhz power \.o do it, but that in his wisdom he does not see fit to exert that

power further than he actually does

14 While the liberty of the will is not impaired, nor the established

connection betwixt means and ends broken, by any action of God on the

mind, he can influence it according to his pleasure, and does effectually de-

termine it to good in all cases of true conversion.

15. All believers are justified, not on the ground of personal merit, but

solely on the ground of the obedience and death, or, in other words, the

righteousness of Christ
;
and while that righteousness does not become theirs,

in the sense of a literal transfer of personal qualities and merits, yet from

respect to it God can and does treat them as if they were righteous.

16. While all such as reject the Gospel of Christ do it, not by coercion,

but freely, and all who embrace it, do it not by coercion, but freely, the

reason why some differ from others is, that God has made them to differ.

After the Assembly had closed its sessions, and the rupture

of the church had become inevitable, it was resolved by the

signers of this protest, and other representatives of the New
School party, to call a convention of delegates from the sepa-

rated portions of the church, to consider the existing state of

affairs, and to determine upon the course of duty in the future.

This Convention assembled at Auburn, N.Y., during the month
of August, in the same year, and was composed of one hundred

and eighty persons. Nine synods and thirty-three presbyteries

were represented by ninety-eight ministers and fifty-eight lay-

men; and twenty-four other ministers, not commissioned, were

admitted as corresponding members. Of this truly represen-

tative body the venerable Dr. Richards, who, after an honored

pastorate in New Jersey, had served the denomination for

fourteen years as teacher of theology in the seminary at Au-
burn, and who was now, in his seventieth year, an acknowl-

edged and revered father in the church, was by acclamation
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made president. While the Convention was primarily called to
consider certain practical questions of policy arising out of the

peculiar exigency of the time, it was felt to be a matter of great

importance to protect the New School body against the some-

what general impression, that it cherished, or at least allowed,,

the errors which had been so forcibly condemned by the As-
sembly. Although the members were generally averse to the

interpretations put by the opposite party upon certain doctrines

of the Confession, and preferred modes of statement as to these

doctrines which, in their judgment, were less liable to be mis-

understood, and less likely to become injurious, they were not

conscious of any departure, on their part, from the essential

principles of the Calvinistic system. They believed that both

themselves and the body they were representing, were thor-

oughly loyal to the Westminster symbols
;
but in order to pre-

vent misunderstanding as to their position, they deemed it

wise to make some definite and adequate declaration of their

common faith. In this spirit they took up the paper entitled

Errors and True Doctrines
,
and after full deliberation adopted

it as expressing their matured views, and those of the churches

they represented, on the several topics involved. They also-

declared that they cordially disapproved and condemned the

list of errors to which the True Doctrines stand opposed
;
and

further affirmed their cordial acceptance of the Confession of
Faith as the best formula of Christian doctrine in existence.

Whatever position may be taken on the question, whether

the statements of their Declaration do, in fact, harmonize gen-

erally and essentially with the teaching of our standards, the

opinion that the Convention sincerely believed in such harmony

will hardly be questioned. In the heat of exciting controversy

it was indeed alleged, not merely that these statements consti-

tuted a series of strange, if not fatal, departures from sound

doctrine, but also that the members of the Convention must be

aware of such serious incongruity. It was even suspected that

this Declaration was made, not as the actual and full belief of

the New School party, but rather as a screen to hide still more

heretical and disastrous deviations from the truth. But at this

day there are none who suppose that this Convention was con-

sciously covering up cherished Arminian errors with Calvinistic

wrappings, or that its avowal of loyalty to our symbols was.
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otherwise than sincere and cordial. All will unite in according

to these men Christian sincerity and Christian frankness, as

well as boldness, in their utterance of what they regarded as

revealed truth and as sound Presbyterianism.

One interesting confirmation on this point may be introduced

here. In the autumn of the following year (1838) the venera-

ble president of the Auburn Convention wrote an open letter,

designed to quiet misapprehensions and to certify to the essen-

tial loyalty of the New School body to the accepted standards.

His testimony must be regarded as intelligent, honest, conclus-

ive. In respect to the ministers, he declares that they have all

solemnly professed to believe the Confession of Faith as con-

taining that system of doctrine taught in the Scriptures
;
not,

indeed, accepting every proposition contained in it, but such

truths as are “ vital to the system, and which distinguish it

from Arminianism and Semipelagianism.” They believe, he

says, in the doctrine of total depravity by nature
;
in regenera-

tion by the sovereign and efficacious influence of the Holy

Spirit
;
in justification by the righteousness of Christ as the

only true and meritorious cause; and in the perseverance of

the saints and the interminable punishment of the wicked. As
to the churches, he testifies, after an examination of twenty-six

formulas of admission to membership, which he had gathered

by application to as many presbyteries : “If I have any judgment

as to what belongs to orthodoxy, they are as sound as a roach,

with the exception of the article on atonement. They favor

the idea of general atonement, as John Calvin and the early

Reformers did.”

II. With this brief review of the origin and history of the

Auburn Declaration in mind,we may pass, inthe next place, to an

examination of its doctrinal contents, in comparison, especially,

with the teaching of our standards. In such an examination

the first step is a just recognition of the general characteristics

of the document, regarded as a theological symbol. Here it

will be observed at the outset, that, like the canons of the

Synod of Dort, it does not profess to be a complete summary
of Christian doctrine, but is simply a condensed statement of

opinion on the specific topics named in the Act and Testimony.

Drafted for a particular exigency, and, in fact, to answer certain

specified charges, it is more directly concerned with the disa-
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vowal of imputed error than with the exposition of revealed

truth. In its structure it is consequently negative rather than

positive, and fails more by conciseness than by redundancy.

Avowedly abstaining from direct affirmation upon some of the

more metaphysical and difficult questions suggested in the list

of Errors
,
it sometimes says less than is said in our Confession

—pausing carefully where our standards would have justified

further advance. In its terms and phrases it carries us back not

merely to the specific controversies in which it arose, but also

to those prolonged struggles around anthropological and soteri-

ological issues in which the religious thought of the country

had, ever since the revival period of the preceding century,

been so largely engaged. It especially reveals, at several

points, the presence of that remarkable influence which had

flowed down upon the Presbyterian Church, as indeed upon

all evangelical communions, from the imperial mind and heart

of Jonathan Edwards. It could have originated as a symbol

in no other land than ours, and under no other set of condi-

tions than that in which the author and his associates were

historically placed. Its contents, its form, its method are alike

American. In respect to the spirit it reveals, it must be re-

garded as decidedly irenical rather than polemic; and in its

aim and tendency, it is much more practical than speculative or

abstract.

In attempting an analysis of this Declaration, we do not pro-

pose to enter upon any defense of the doctrines presented, or

to name the considerations by which these doctrines were jus-

tified in the eyes of their advocates. Still less shall we under-

take to criticise the propositions of the Declaration, or to show,

by any line of argument, their falsity or their inadequacy. We
desire simply to place the reader, for the time, out of connec-

tion with ecclesiastical parties or schools of thought, and to

bring him to the study of the document, as if it belonged to

another land and age—as if it hadjust come to light as some new
creed of the Reformation, or some recovered symbol of the me-

dieval church. Though the language may frequently carry him
back in memory to controversies raging only a generation ago,

he should, as a student of theological opinion, be able to rise

above the influence of those controversies, and weigh these

propositions with a firm and generous impartiality. In order
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to conduct such an examination successfully, the teachings of

the Declaration should be grouped under three main divisions :

I. The first of these includes the introductioyi and transmission

cf sin
,
and the condition of mankind as fallen. All theories

respecting the relations of God to the introduction or permis-

sion of human sin, represent him either as constrained to

admit it wherever free agency exists or a moral system is

established, or as allowing it in order that he may overrule it

for the benefit of our race, especially through the compensa-

tions and blessings of the Gospel. In man as a moral being,

in the nature of a probationary system, in the higher economy
of providence, or in the consummating plan of redemption,

taken separately or in some form of conjunction, the effort is

made to find the key and explication of the solemn fact that

under a divine constitution and arrangement sin exists. It is

not strange that many minds turn away from every such

explanation, and prefer to rest simply in the belief that,

however inscrutable the mystery may now appear, God has

some method in which the existence of sin is not merely

permitted, but made subservient to his own holy purposes and

to his eternal glory. This is the attitude of the Auburn
Declaration. While, in answer to the error charged, it rejects

the notion that God cannot prevent sin without destroying

the moral agency of man, it does not attempt to account

theoretically for the actual permission of sin, but simply

remands the problem to the realm of divine sovereignty, main-

taining only that the fact, however perplexing, is not one which

should be suffered to shake our faith in the ability or wisdom,

the equity or the love of Deity.

Recognizing sin as something which for wise and good

reasons God has permitted, the Declaration proceeds to affirm,

in opposition to all individualistic theories, the fact of its

transmission from our first parents through all succeeding

generations of mankind. In relation to this fact, as maintained

and taught in the various Calvinistic Confessions, three theories

or explanations have extensively prevailed. The first con-

ceives of Adam as so far including and incorporating in himself

the human race, that his primal transgression becomes, in

effect, the generic offense of his entire posterity, and his fall

naturally and of necessity involves every human being, as
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sprung from him, and acting in him, in a common culpability

and ruin. The second regards the connection, so far as the

transmission of sin is concerned, as rather federal than natural,

and Adam as representing and acting for the race by divine

appointment, in such a sense and degree that they fell through

his fall, and must therefore share with him in the penal issues

of his sin. The third simply asserts, without attempting

to define its exact nature, the existence under the divine con-

stitution of such an established connection between Adam and

his posterity, that sin on his part involved consequent sinfulness

and guilt in them as his posterity. The Declaration evidently

aims primarily to bring out the essential fact in the case, that

sin originated with our first parents, and has in some manner
flowed down from them, both as a taint and as a shame, upon

their entire posterity. But, theoretically, it prefers rather to

refer this fact simply to this divine constitution of things, than

to explain it upon either the realistic or the federal theory.

It indeed rejects the conception of a direct imputation in any

such sense as involves a literal transfer of personal qualities,

acts, or demerit, and chooses rather simply to say that by
reason of the sin of Adam, and in view of his natural relation

as head and representative, the race are treated as if they had

sinned. The imputation in the case is viewed as mediate

rather than immediate, and the intermediate element is their

possession of his corrupted and sinful nature. As possessing

such a nature, all mankind are regarded not only as morally

corrupt, but as liable to death, temporal and eternal—a liability

which, to the divine mind, became certainty, and which

invariably changes into fact in the case of ever}' responsible

soul.

In regard to the nature and reach of the moral corruption

thus affirmed, the Declaration takes what may be characterized

as a strong Calvinistic position. Though it declines to present

any theory respecting the divine permission of sin, and speaks

cautiously in regard to the method in which sin is transmitted,

it affirms most clearly the fallen and lost estate of man without

the Gospel. It presents a marked contrast between the original

character of our first parents, as created in knowledge
t

righteousness, and true holiness, and the estate of their

posterity as coming into the world, not only destitute of these
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qualities, but in fact inclined to evil and evil only. It teaches

that this bias to evil is so strong as to lead on, invariably and

certainly, to actual transgression, and that consequently even

infants, as possessing it, need redemption through atoning and

regenerating grace. It further recognizes this moral corruption

as accounting for the existence of human misery, for the fact

of temporal death, and for the general moral ruin in which

mankind appear to be involved. To the notion that there is

nothing back of personal choice which involves exposure to

penal consequences, that we have nothing whatever to do with

the sin or guilt of Adam, that infants are born free from all

transmitted defilement, and consequently need no salvation, if

they die in infancy, the Declaration certainly gives no counte-

nance.

In general, it will be seen that the anthropological teaching

of this document is not merely Calvinistic, as tested by the

consensus of the Reformed symbols, but is substantially in

harmony with the Westminster standards. So far as the

divine relations to sin are concerned, it pauses where the Con-

fession pauses, at the central mystery of an absolute and holy

and glorious sovereignty. So far as the Confession favors either

the theory of natural or that of federal headship (and there are

passages which would justify both affirmations) the Declaration

would rather be classed with some other essentially Calvinistic

symbols, which content themselves with asserting the simple

fact of transmission under a divine constitution, without

attempting any additional explanation. As to the fallen and

corrupt estate of man, while it does not repeat the statement

of the Confession, that mankind are utterly indisposed, disabled,

and made opposite to all good, and wholly inclined to all evil

—

a statement regarded by some as unguarded in terms, and re-

quiring careful explanation—-the Declaration is still thoroughly

Augustinian, alike in doctrine and in spirit.

2. The second general topic treated in the Auburn Declara-

tion is the Divine and the human in regeneration
,
and in the spirit-

ual life. Controversies around this topic had agitated the

American Church, and especially the Calvinistic portion of it,

even from the time of Edwards. In the Presbyterian body such

controversies had became intensely earnest, practical, divisive;

and it was within this field that the larger part of the errors
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named by the Assembly of 1837 were grouped. It was, there-

fore, indispensable that the language of the Declaration, on the

several points in question, should be distinct, positive, and un-

mistakable.

The first of these points relates to the kind and amount of

ability possessed by the sinner in the direction of holiness. It

had been affirmed that many in the church taught that, inde-

pendently of the renewing influence and energy of the Holy
Spirit, the sinner possesses all the ability necessary to a full'

compliance with every divine command. And it was justly in-

ferred that such teaching was not only in great degree subver-

sive of the gospel, regarded as a scheme of grace, but also likely

to lull the souls of men into false confidence and imperil their

prospect of salvation. In contrast with this error, the Declara-

tion plants itself on the old and familiar distinction between an

ability that is constitutional, and a disability that is moral : and'

teaches on one side that men have all the natural faculties nec-

essary to a perfect moral agency and to a full accountability,

and on the other side, that their moral disposition is so per-

verse—their love of sin and opposition to God and His law so

strong—that they in fact never do exercise these faculties in

the right direction. It further declares that this moral inability,

which has its root in the natural bias to evil already recognized

as resulting from the first apostasy, involves certain continuance

in sin, and will never be changed except by a direct and mighty

interposition of the Spirit of God
;
and further, that from such

an interposition alone can true regeneration come as a sover-

eign, gracious, undeserved bestowment.

In conformity with this general position, the Declaration fur-

ther defines regeneration, not as a product of the native facul-

ties or independent activities of man, but as an immediate work

of the Holy Spirit
;
a work involving nothing less than a radi-

cal and permanent change of heart, by which the soul, in the

language of our symbols, is determined toward all good and

away from all transgression. This change of heart is declared

to be instantaneous rather than progressive, and to be instan-

taneously effected, not through the independent influence of the

truth, nor by some voluntary reversal of our governing purpose,

but through the special operation of the Spirit of God. As
to the connection between such special operation of the Spirit
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and the inherent liberty of man, as a moral agent, the Declara-

tion teaches that here, as in the original purpose of election,

there is no infringement upon human freedom
;
that man acts

and acts freely in conversion, while at the same time the Spirit

effectually works within him regeneratively, to will and to do

according to the divine pleasure. Room is preserved for the

established connection between means and ends, for the liberty

or contingency of second causes, for the free play of every vital

force remaining within the soul, while at the same time it is

affirmed that all outward agencies, all means of grace, all hu-

man devices and energies, would be utterly fruitless, excepting

as the Spirit of God should thus begin, carry forward, and com-

plete in sovereign potency and grace the specific work of re-

generation.

Respecting saving faith as the prime condition of regenera-

tion and the new life, the Declaration is careful to distinguish

between such faith and any mere rational belief of the truth,

or simple assent to the gospel plan of redemption, and describes

it rather as a spiritual consent, involving the heart and will as

well as the intellect, to all that God has said respecting our sal-

vation through Christ. As thus defined, saving faith is emi-

nently a true, cordial reliance on the Lord Jesus Christ for par-

don and eternal life
;
and such faith, instead of originating in

man, or being developed through human influence, comes into

being only through the Spirit, and is a supernatural witness to

his presence within the soul. In like manner, true repentance,

which is the unvarying concomitant of true faith, is described

as different from all mere regret or remorse, or other natural

feeling, and as developed in the breast only when the Holy
Spirit has come in with illuminating and quickening power.

The Christian life, thus originating in regeneration and marked

by the presence of saving faith and its concomitants, is ascribed

in the Declaration, from first to last, to the grace of God, and

is thus recognized as supernatural, alike in its beginning and in

every subsequent development. It is true that the* document
emphasizes more frequently and fully than our symbols the

element of conversion, or the human side of that process by
which the soul passes from death unto life. It aims especially to

protect the doctrine of freedom, and the consequent doctrine

of responsibility, from all such inferences as might result from
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excessive conceptions of the immobility, the stupor, the dead-

ness of the natural man. But it nowhere admits any Pelagian

misconceptions of what regeneration is, or of the essentially

supernatural life that flows from regeneration. It does not rest

in the notion of a general influence of the Spirit, or a merely

secondary and temporary work wrought by him, or a holy life

sustained and blooming apart from his aid. It points directly

to his special operation as the true cause and source, and as-

cribes the result, from first to last, to his sovereign and gracious

agency. Nothing in the Confession itself is more clear, more
weighty, more convincing, on this cardinal doctrine.

3. The nature
,
characteristics, and extent of the plan of re-

demption, through the atonement of Christ, constitute the third

main topic of the Auburn Declaration. That such a plan of

redemption is, and, from the nature of the case, must be, elec-

tive and segregative in its application, that it involves a par-

ticular and personal setting apart unto life in the case of each

one who enjoys its privileges, and that such election is based,

not on any foresight of faith and obedience in them, but is

simply an act of infinite mercy, of which the will of God is the

sole and the absolute source, this document very clearly affirms.

It is careful, however, to protect this doctrine against the in-

ference that free choice in man is thereby rendered impossible,

quoting the strong statement of the Confession on this point

:

“ Yet so as thereby neither is violence offered to the will of the

creatures, nor is the liberty or contingency of second causes

taken away, but rather established.” It also guards against

another natural and kindred objection, by further declaring

that this divine election is invariably realized and made mani-

fest to us only in and through conscious faith and true holiness

of life. And to this there should be added its further teaching,

that such election is neither an accidental or fortuitous result,

controlled by no rational consideration, nor a merely arbitrary

manifestation of sovereign will, irrespective of any claims of

justice, but is rather an act of ineffable and holy love, brooding

over our lost race, and tenderly drawing some proportion of that

race upward into itself. On such an election, inspired by di-

vine love, specific and personal in application, and verified

through a holy life in the elect, the plan of redemption is thus

directly and definitely based.
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In respect to the nature of that atoning work of Christ by

which salvation becomes possible, the Declaration teaches ex-

plicitly that his sacrifice was not instructive, nor symbolical, nor

governmental merely, but was truly vicarious—an actual sub-

stitution for the punishment due to transgressors. It takes up

literally the error described in the Act and Testimony
,
and in

the very language of that document affirms the contrary. It

does, indeed, reject the statement that the sacrifice of Christ

was penal, in the sense that He endured the exact and literal

penalty of the law, or Himself felt, in any form, remorse of

conscience or the pains of hell, as those whom He redeems

would have done. That sacrifice is viewed simply as an equiv-

alent for such punishment—an expedient by which the same
results are secured at the bar of justice and in the sphere of

moral administration which would have resulted from the con-

demnation of a world of sinners—an expedient, therefore, which

the infinite wisdom and infinite equity of God will permit Him
to accept, and which His infinite mercy inclines Him to ac-

cept, in place of the punishment due to those whom Christ has

redeemed. Thus defined, the death of our Lord becomes

something infinitely higher than a method of revealing dra-

matically the divine love, or of teaching men the truth con-

cerning God, or of sustaining the divine government simply

—

it becomes a real substitution, an actually vicarious sacrifice,

through which God may be just and yet justify the sinner.

In accordance with this view, the Declaration further affirms

that this atonement not only secures the salvation of all who
believe, but also, in some real sense, provides a possibility of

salvation for all mankind. The transaction is of such a nature,

and of such value, that, on the basis provided in it, overtures

of mercy may be made, and are sincerely made, to the entire

human race. While the divine plan becomes efficient only in

such as believe, it is held to be sufficient for all men, so that

nothing more would be needed on the part of God, were all

mankind to accept the gracious provision here made. The
sovereignty ofGod is indeed recognized in the elective purpose,

in the prescribing of faith and repentance as the generic con-

ditions, and in the bringing of gracious instrumentalities to

bear upon men, in order to their acceptance of the gospel.

But, on the other hand, the freeness and fullness of the gospel

2
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scheme, the general as well as the specific relations of the

atonement and the possibility of redemption as a door open-

ing into Heaven, through which whosoever will may enter and

share freely in the feast of grace, are specifically and promi-

nently presented. It is probably at this point that one ob-

serves the widest divergence between the Declaration and our

standards—a divergence, however, which is, possibly, more
apparent than real, and concerning which varieties of opinion

have always existed, and still exist, harmoniously within the

Presbyterian church.

Respecting the manner in which this atonement is applied

the Declaration further teaches that the sinner is saved, not by

any personal merit, nor through any independent compliance,

on his part, with the prescribed conditions, but simply and

solely on account of the righteousness of Christ, made manifest

in His holy life, and especially in His obedience unto death.

This righteousness, it is said, does not become the possession

of believers through any direct transfer to them of his personal

qualities, acts, or merits
;

it is, however, by reason of his

righteousness, and in virtue of his peculiar relation to them

and their responsive relation to him, that they are treated as

if they were righteous. Their salvation is attributed exclu-

sively to what He has done. His work for them is prior even

to their faith in Him
;
and He intercedes as well as atones for

them, it is specially said, before they become regenerate.

The fact that some do reject the gospel, and consequently

persist in sin, is the only remaining point to be noted. It is

directly denied in the Declaration, that God does not save such

persons simply and only because He cannot save them, or that

it is some constitutional disability in Him, or some malevolent

and irresistible combination of circumstances about Him, which

is compelling him to let such perish. It is affirmed, on the con-

trary, that, as in the election of grace, the issue here is referable

simply to a sovereign and holy purpose, whose justifying

reasons or foundations it is not given to man to comprehend.

On the human side the difference between the saved and the

lost is seen to be a difference, not in the degree of visible in-

fluence or coercion exerted upon them, but in the free and

responsible choice on their part between God and sin. But on

the divine side the problem is simply accepted as inscrutable,
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and the sovereign choice which limits the application of redemp-

tive grace to a portion of mankind, is humbly and trustfully

acquiesced in as wise and good, because it is the choice of a

wise, a holy, an omnipotent, and a gracious God.

III. This synopsis of the doctrinal contents of the Auburn

Declaration, more brief than such an act and testimony deserves,

will be sufficient to prepare the way for some consideration of

its symbolic value and relations, especially within our united

church. It is hoped that what may be said on this topic will

be recognized as just, considerate, generous, and as such will

command the approbation of thoughtful men of whatever pre-

vious ecclesiastical connection or doctrinal tendency. To this

end the writer humbly invokes the guidance of the Spirit of

God.

It is a suggestive fact, that at the organization of the New
School Church in 1838, no attempt was made to give this

Declaration a symbolic position, or even to indorse it as an

authoritative comment on the revised standards. Adopted, as

it had unanimously and cordially been, by the representative

Convention of the preceding summer, it might have been antici-

pated that the Assembly, composed not only of delegates

from the same presbyteries and synods, but largely of the same

persons, would have taken occasion to reaffirm their position

on the doctrinal issues involved. It would not have been

strange if, at such a juncture, an effort had been made to give

the Declaration some co-ordinate authority, or even to alter the

Confession and Catechisms wherever the language of the Decla-

ration was regarded as preferable. The fact that nothing of this

sort was undertaken shows conclusively, not that the mind
of the Assembly had changed on these points of doctrine,

nor that a party had risen up in opposition to the Declar-

tion, but simply that this document was regarded as in essen-

tial harmony with the standards, and that all preferred to have

the new organization plant itself on those standards, pure and
simple. Had any great want of doctrinal harmony existed be-

tween the Declaration and the Confession, it is incredible that

the Assembly of 1838 would not have discovered it, or that, on
discovering it, they would not have either adopted the former

ex ammo
,
or undertaken to revise the latter in its interest. The

Assembly, in fact, left the Declaration exactly where it already
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stood, as a clear and satisfactory exposition of their mature

judgment on the points in question, and proceeded to adopt a

resolution recommending all the presbyteries in their connec-

tion to take steps toward the more general circulation of the

Confession and Catechisms among the churches under their

care. They thus planted themselves on the standards as they

were, while the Declaration became a revered but unauthorita-

tive expositor of these standards. The Assembly went further

in this direction, and in its Pastoral Letter declared its high re-

gard for the Confession as containing more well-defined, funda-

mental truth, with less defect, than any other known formula,

.

and as deserving of the continued acceptation and allegiance

of the churches
;
closing its commendation with a solemn dis-

avowal of all purpose to revise or change it.

At no subsequent period during its separate existence, did the

New School Church ever undertake to move off from the strong

position then assumed. Alterations were made from time to

time in the ecclesiastical methods and structure of the body,

and other similar alterations were, at various times, proposed.

But the Auburn Declaration was never adopted, or even for-

mally indorsed, so far as we have learned after careful inquiry ;

neither was any proposal ever submitted to alter a line or a

letter of the Confession or Catechisms in its interest. From the

beginning to the close of its history, that church preferred to

adhere to the old standards as they were, not merely as incor-

porating the system of doctrine contained in the Scriptures,

but also as a sufficient and satisfactory basis of church life and

activity. These have been the corner-stones on which its

numerous churches have been reared
;
by these, and these only,

have its ministers been tested
;
around these have its forces

been gathered, alike in the day of battle and in the glad hour

of victory.

In essential harmony with this pregnant fact stands the

equally historic fact, that, from the beginning, the New School

Church felt itselfat liberty, in the temper of perfect loyalty to the

standards, to cast its doctrinal teaching very largely in the new
mould thus providentially provided for it in the clear, terse,

honest, thoughtful sentences of the Auburn Declaration. Ac-

cepting heartily, for example, the generic truth set forth in the

Confession, that the utter fall and apostasy of man are trace-
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able to the prime transgression and consequent fall of Adam
as a source, it preferred to regard this, as developed under a

divine constitution of things—under a certain structural arrange-

ment of human society, divinely ordained for beneficent ends

—

rather than as occurring under either a realistic or a federal

headship. It maintained fully the real headship and the pe-

culiar relationship of Adam, but regarded these as involving,

through our inheritance of his corrupted nature, rather a me-

diate or social than an immediate or forensic imputation of his

guilt—the legal and the speculative thus giving way to a more

distinctively natural conception of the fact.

In like manner the New School Church never consciously

departed from the teaching of our standards respecting the

human and the divine in regeneration and the new life, or con-

sented to regard man as in any sense a co-ordinate factor with

God in the matter of his own salvation. But originating, as it

did, immediately after and partly in consequence of that re-

markable revival of religion which, for the preceding twenty

years, had swept with such tremendous force along the paral-

lels of latitude where it was chiefly located, it was led naturally

to lay much stress upon the freedom and the consequent re-

sponsibility of man, especially for his faithful use of all means
providentially afforded him, and for that state or disposition

of heart and choice which was seen to be vitally involved in

the matter of his regeneration and conversion through grace.

Of such convictions the language of the Declaration seemed,

without involving serious controversy about liberty of will or

the nature of regeneration, to furnish the happy practical ex-

pression
;
and that language, therefore, worked itself readily

into common use, shaping the current phraseology of the pul-

pit, regulating the forms of public prayer, and in numberless

other ways impressing itself deeply upon the popular thought.

The same general tendency led to the acceptance of the

teachings of the Declaration respecting the sufficiency, as well

as the efficiency, of the gospel plan of redemption. While
the doctrine of a particular election continued to be held, and
the complete and righteous sovereignty of God, in the bestow-

ment of salvation, was reverently taught, yet an earnest desire

to win all men to Christ, an enlarged and urgent missionary

zeal, could best express itself in formulas which brought out
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rather the generic than the particularistic aspects of the Chris-

tian scheme. It was supposed, perhaps needlessly and without

adequate grounds, that the doctrine of election had been so

held and taught in the church as to be an embarrassment to

the preacher in inviting sinners to Christ, and a hindrance to

the sinner on his way to the cross. And it might have hap-

pened that, in avoiding this, some, at least, would have fallen

into the opposite error, and cast the doctrine out of the circle

of evangelical truth, if the Declaration itself had not furnished

the more mediate view, and thus determined successfully the

theological teaching of the new-born church.

In each of these directions, and in others which might be
named, the Auburn Declaration became a kind of schoolmaster,

acting conjointly with the Westminster symbols in educating

the church into a true, broad, generous, fruitful type of Calvin*

ism. There are few, if any, instances in ecclesiastical history

where a document, never endowed with any form of authorityr

has yet entered so extensively and vitally into the general con-

victions of a body of believers, and become so practically a doc-

trinal basis and foundation. Perhaps the Symbolum Quicutnque,.

originating we hardly know where, never depending for currency

on any conspicuous ecclesiastical indorsement, yet affecting

almost as vitally the belief of the entire Western Church on mat-

ters of such moment as the real trinity' in God and the true

composite personality in Christ, furnishes the closest parallel

on record. So penetrating and diffusive has the influence of

this Declaration been, that it has passed almost bodily into the

language and experience of the church, with whose origin it

was so singularly associated ; it has survived in its effect the

age and the controversy that produced it ; it has descended

from one generation to another, and wrought itself into the

faith and teaching of a race of preachers to whom the docu-

ment itself is largely unknown; it has continued to affect the

instruction of the Sabbath-school and the familiar language of

the Christian conference, has furnished inspiration in seasons

of revival, has enkindled and directed missionary zeal, and, by

a thousand subtle processes, has stamped itself historically

on the convictions and experience of the church. To the stu-

dent of ecclesiastical history who examines such a phenomenon
in the serene light of a catholic scholarship, apart from the influ-
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ence of any partizan interest, this fact, anomalous as it is, cannot

fail to be full of useful suggestion. To one who is practically

interested in such an event as the historic growth and progress

and fruitfulness of the New School Church, a proper apprecia-

tion of this fact becomes indispensable.

Coming down in our survey to a more recent period, we

may, without offense, observe that no single step contributed

so much to the happy reunion of our beloved church as the

generous recognition of the Auburn Declaration by the Gen-

eral Assembly (O. S.)of 1868. For two years preceding, nego-

tiations in the interest of reunion had been going forward

without practical result. It had first been proposed that the

common standards should be accepted in their “fair historical

sense, in opposition to Antinomianism and Fatalism on the

one hand, and to Arminianism and Pelagianism on the other;”

but the consciousness of existing differences in interpretation

and in acceptance had led even positive friends of union on

both sides to hesitate in acting upon such a guarantee. It

had then been proposed that it should be understood, by both

parties, that “ various methods of viewing, stating, explaining,

and illustrating the doctrines of the Confession, which do not

impair the integrity of the Reformed or Calvinistic system, are

to be freely allowed in the United Church, as they have hith-

erto been allowed in the separate churches.”* To this pro-

posal sincere objection had been raised by friends of sound

orthodoxy, lest it might be construed as allowing wide depar-

* In explanation of this important sentence, we quote the language of the Joint

Committee on submitting their report to the two Assemblies of 1868 :

“ The same Confession is adopted by all. It is adopted in the same terms, as

containing the same system. At the same time that we exchange these guar-

antees for orthodoxy, we mutually interchange guarantees for Christian liberty.

Differences always have existed and been allowed in the Presbyterian Churches,

in Europe and America, as to modes of explaining and theorizing within the metes

and bounds of the one accepted system. To put into exact formulas what opin-

ions should be allowed and what interdicted, would be to write a new Confession

of Faith. . . Your committee have assumed no such work of supererogation.

Neither have they made compromises or concessions. They append no codicil to

the old symbols. They have assexted, as being essential to all true unity, the ne-

cessity of adopting the same Confession and the same system, with the recogni-

tion of liberty, on either hand, for such differences as do not impair the integrity

of the system itself : which is all the liberty that any branch of the great Calvin-

istic family ofchurches has ever claimed or desired.”—Reunion Memorial, p. 279.
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tures from the standards, or as granting too great a degree of

liberty, without defining sufficiently the sphere within which

such liberty might be exercised. For this, and for other kin-

dred reasons, the efforts in the interest of union had thus far

been futile ;
and all minds were verging toward the conclusion,

that the union, if ever formed, must rest doctrinally on the

simple basis of the standards.

At this juncture occurred the significant ecclesiastical action

to which we have referred. A strong protest against the union

had been presented to the Assembly by some of its most emi-

nent members, based chiefly on the ground that undue latitude

in doctrine had been allowed by these explanatory clauses.

In answer to this able protest the Assembly took occasion to

say: “ We regard the Auburn Declaration as an authoritative

statement of the New School type of Calvinism, and as indica-

ting how far they desire to go, and how much liberty they wish,

in regard to what the terms of union call the various modes of

explaining, illustrating, and stating the Calvinistic faith.” The
Assembly further declared its judgment, that the Declaration

embraced “ all the fundamentals of the Calvinistic Creed,” and

expressed its belief that the New School party claimed and

desired only that degree of variation from the standards

“ which would be represented by the theology of Richards and

the Auburn Declaration.”

Among the many providential indications, showing peculi-

arly the hand of a gracious God in uniting two churches divided

by a generation of alienation and rivalry, we know of none more

purely accidental to human view, and yet more divinely effect-

ual than this. For the first time during the thirty years of its

existence, the Declaration had now received ecclesiastical re-

cognition, and this indorsement had come, not from those who
had so long known and loved it as a commentary on the re-

ceived standards, but from those who clung to those standards,

without note or commentary, as containing the pure faith of

the church. From that hour the difficulties in the way of

union were seen to diminish. Even the signers of the protest,

whom all would recognize as profoundly versed in Calvinistic

theology, and as animated by the purest desire to preserve both

the orthodoxy and the peace of the church they loved, must

have felt that, if no further departure than this were desired,
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the purity of the faith would not be imperiled by the reunion.

Many others in that church, who had hitherto been constrained

for similar reasons to doubt and hesitate, were now led to see

that the granting of this measure of privilege was but a just

act, and one which it involved no compromise of principle or

of position to render. And on the other side there were many
who, while loyal to the essence of the Confession, had yet been

trained in the language and method of the Declaration, and

who, while in the main favoring union, yet felt that some de-

gree of guaranteed liberty was indispensable to any union

which should carry with it their heart and sympathy, as well

as their formal allegiance, to whom this frank indorsement

came as an adequate assurance, that all they had hitherto

cherished in modes of theological statement would, in fact, if

not in form, be guaranteed to them in the united church. They
desired no further latitude in interpretation

;
they wished for

no wider variation from the language of the standards
;
and

when the Assembly, of its own accord, put such honor upon

a doctrinal symbol so dear to them, their last occasion for hes-

itancy was taken away.

Was it not a singular ordering of Providence that the docu-

ment, which had originated historically in the division of our

church, and under which as a banner the separated party had

gone out from the ancestral patrimony in sadness and in bitter-

ness of heart, should have been made, by accident as it were,

the instrument used of God in the restoration of mutual con-

fidence, and in the actual union of the churches so separated ?

It was well said in the Assembly (O. S.) of the following year,

by one who represented the New School Church before that

body, “We recall the generous act of your last Assembly in

amply vindicating our orthodoxy by that deliverance which, of

your own accord, was entered upon your Minutes, and for which

we render you, in the name of all truth and fairness, our sincere

thanks.” Such a deliverance could never have been made,

had not the Declaration been essentially an irenical, rather

than a polemical, document. One evidence of this fact should

be mentioned here. It is well known that the framers of the

Declaration endeavored to increase the list of errors condemned
in the Assembly, by adding four others, with which they sup-
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posed some of their opponents to be justly chargeable.* In

this endeavor they were frustrated by the refusal of the Assem-

bly, under the previous question, to consider their amendment.

Yet, under these circumstances, they wisely threw away their

counter- charges, abandoned all aggressive measures, and rested

their case in the simple and calm and peaceable statement of

their judgment, on the points urged against them. Time has

proven the Christian wisdom of their course. Both in its terms

and in its spirit their Declaration became not only a silent pro-

test against the separation, but also a perpetual argument for

reunion. Its tones were soft and brotherly, and its voice was

the voice of a friend. So far as its influence -went, it quieted

asperities on both sides, reduced the theological differences to

their minimum, brought into view the broad remaining points

of agreement, and forever whispered peace. And it may be

that, although this was hardly in the hope of those who drafted

it, the Declaration has at last subserved one of its highest pre-

destined uses in rendering so easy and so cordial the unifica-

tion of our divided Presbyterian family.

While all this is true, it should be said, as a safeguard against

misapprehension, that the Auburn Declaration constitutes no
part of the standards of our church, and is invested ecclesi-

astically with no degree of symbolic authority. Our symbols

furnish still a sufficient basis of church belief, and they need

no authoritative commentary. What the Declaration does is

simply to exemplify conspicuously those methods of viewing,

stating, explaining, and illustrating the doctrines of our sym-

bols which the friends of orthodoxy were and are and will con-

tinue to be, we believe, willing to grant to the friends of liberty

in the temper of mutual confidence and love. It could not, in-

deed, be brought into court as a legal guarantee, or as a con-

stitutional impediment to action
;
in such a possible case, for ex-

* The four errors to which allusion is here made, are found in the Minutes, pp.

481-82, of the General Assembly of 1837. It may be of interest to our readers to

glance at them in passing:

1. That man has no ability of any kind to obey God’s commands or do his duty.

2. That ability is not necessary to constitute obligation.

3. That God may justly command what man has no ability to perform, and justly

condemn him for non-performance.

4. That the powers of man to perform the duty required of him have been de-

stroyed by the Fall.
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ample, as the trial for heresy of one who held to its view of

mediate imputation in preference to the immediate imputation

taught in the Confession. Still less could it be properly em-

ployed to screen an errorist who should be guilty of promulga-

ting opinions of such a nature as would impair the integrity of

the Calvinistic system. The true value of the document lies

rather in the deep impression which its contents, its history, its

interesting relations to the entire thought and life of the New
School body, its providential significance and use in the process

of reunion, are together making, and are likely for generations

to make, on our united church. We do not believe that any

man will ever be convicted of heresy in any presbytery in that

church, who simply holds what the Declaration teaches, and

who is clearly seen to have wandered no further from the let-

ter and essence*of our symbols than the Declaration has itself

gone. Its moderate and conciliatory terms, its irenical and

catholic temper, its silent testimony to essential truth amid

diversities of theory, will be both his safeguard and shield, and

the protection and support of the church. And we venture the

prediction, that after the conflicts of the past forty years

shall have passed wholly into history, and the church, in

the strength and glory of her union, shall have gone on

to do the grand work assigned to her on this continent

and in the world, the Auburn Declaration will continue to

speak, not by authority, but in love, as the witness and the

guarantee of a unity, which is none the less loyal to the truth

for being generous, and none the less generous for being loyal

still to the only recognized standards of our faith.

IV. This estimate of the symbolic value and relations of the

Auburn Declaration in the Presbyterian Church sheds some
interesting light on the current inquiry, whether the standaids

of that church need any present revision. At the risk of weary-

ing our readers beyond measure, we venture to prolong this

article by presenting some suggestions on this point, springing

specifically from what has already been expressed. No one

will question the right of any company of believers to alter, ex-

pand, abridge, amend, or even to throw aside and trample un-

der foot, a creed which they themselves have made. Done in

accordance with constitutional rules and provisions, and with

such general consent as due regard for the unity and harmony
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of the body would demand, such a revision or abrogation might

take place at any time, at the option of the church interested.

Individual members aggrieved by such changes would have the

simple alternative of withdrawing from a communion which had

thus modified or abandoned some of its original principles.

Other communions in the common Christendom might feel justi-

fied in withholding further fellowship with such a church, and

the general interests of Christianity might be seen to have suf-

fered seriously from such an act of apostasy. But the abstract

right remains, of course, with the church itself, subject only to

a solemn responsibility to its Divine Head. And this concession,

which involves the cardinal principle of Protestantism, must,

as Professor Rainy well observes, be more than a mere idle

flourish. “ It must exist in the church as a living, practical,

powerful principle. Loyalty to the Supreme Word requires it

;

and where it is withdrawn or denied, the defense of creeds on

Protestant principles becomes impossible.”

Standing on this general ground, our own church has not

only recognized the fact, that all synods and councils may err

in their exposition of Divine Truth, and the further fact that,

at the best, no human statements of doctrine are to be re-

garded as of co-ordinate authority with the Scriptures, but also

made adequate provision for the re-statement of her doctrinal

formularies,whenever such re-statement shall be constitutionally

demanded by her membership. It is well known that altera-

tions were made in the Confession when it first became, by the

Adopting Act of 1729, the doctrinal basis of American Pres-

byterianism
; that these alterations were further approved by

the act explantory of the Adopting Act, passed in 1736; and

that these, together with some changes made in the Larger

Catechism, became permanent in the Confession at the final

organization of the church in 1788. One of the resolutions of

1788 declares, that “the P'orm of Government and Discipline,

and the Confession of Faith, as now ratified, is to continue to

be our Constitution and the Confession of our faith and practice,

unalterably, unless two-thirds of the presbyteries under the care

of the General Assembly shall propose alterations or amend-

ments, and such alterations or amendments shall be agreed to

and enacted by the General Assembly.” In 1804, the Assem-

bly, upon the recommendation of a committee appointed in the
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previous year “ to consider whether any, and if any, what, altera-

tions ought to be made in the Confession of Faith,” resolved,

after full consideration, to undertake no such revision. And
in 1843 a similar committee, appointed to consider “whether
there is any prescribed mode of amending or altering the Con-

fession,” while reporting against a specific alteration proposed

in the section on marriage, directed attention to the Act of

1788, as giving full warrant for any amendment desired. It

is, therefore, competent for the Presbyterian Church, under

such rules and precedents, to take up any part or section of her

avowed belief, and to amend, alter, abridge, or even reject, as

the requisite majority in each case shall determine.

Granting the abstract right and the constitutional power
r

we may turn to consider the conditions under which revision

may wisely be proposed. The general proposition of Professor

Rainy, that this should not be regarded by the church as a

singular and revolutionary step, but rather as something be-

longing to her ordinary and recognized responsibilities,* is one

which needs to be received with caution, for it is difficult to

see how any extensive or radical alterations could be made in

the established creed of any Christian church, without involving

what might well be termed a revolution. Especially would we
hesitate to accept his suggestion, that the church should make
regular provision for such revision, if this were carried to the

extent of appointing set periods when the whole matter of the

church belief should pass statedly under review.+ Such pro-

visions might, indeed, be of service in the way of forestalling

those more violent processes, by which, in the heat of partisan

contention, creeds are sometimes altered or cast aside. It

* Development of Christian Doctrine, p. 276-7.

f At the risk of trespassing upon the privacy of a most profitable interview with

this distinguished author, we venture to express the opinion, that he has been some-

what misapprehended in America. It may be believed that he favors no present

movement for revision ofthe Confession in Scotland—that no such movement is likely,

in his judgment, to be undertaken—and that the serious proposal of it would probably

be fatal to the reputation of any man in the Free Church
;
and it may be added, that

his entire lecture on Creeds
(
Develop . ofChris. Docl., Lect vi.), together with the notes

appended to it, should be read and weighed as a totality by any one who would

obtain a just view of his conservative, rather than radical, attitude on the whole

subject.
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might also tend to check an undue sentiment of reverence for

creeds, arrest false conservatisms, pacify revolutionary ten-

dencies, and in general keep the church and her symbols in

their true relations. But, on the other side, it is to be remem-

bered, as this eminent writer himself well observes, that not

every generation of believers is qualified for the business of

making or amending Confessions. It is only great epochs

that throw out great creeds
;
and it might frequently happen,

under any such plan, that a less cultured or competent genera-

tion, or a reactionary or recreant generation, if called to such a

task of revision, would only mar and mutilate creeds which it

were better for them, and for the church and the world, to pre-

serve in the beauty and the grandeur of their primitive historic

integrity.

It will at least be granted, that such revision, if not revolu-

tionary, is a most serious and pregnant process, and onewrhich

should be undertaken only under the pressure of most urgent

considerations. A doubtful adjective, an ambiguous phrase,

an unsustained proposition, an incidental error, can hardly call

for so expensive a remedy.* Extensive diversity in regard to

* The evils involved in frequent revisions, or revision on slight grounds, are so

forcibly stated by the committee of the General Assembly of 1804, already referred

to, that we quote the following extracts:

“ It is by no means to be considered as a vulgar or unfounded prejudice, when

alarm is excited by alterations or innovations in the creed of a church. There are

many reasons, of the most weighty kind, that will dispose every person of sound

judgment and accurate observation to regard a spirit of change in this particular as

an evil pregnant with a host of mischiefs. It leads the infidel to say, and with

apparent plausibility, that there can be no truth already revealed in Scripture, because

not only its friends of various sects, but of the same sect, pretend to see truths in it

at one time, which at another they discover and declare to be falsehoods. It hurts

the minds of weak believers, by suggesting to them the same thought. It destroys

the confidence of the people generally, in those who maintain a system which is liable

to constant fluctuations. It violates settled and useful habits. It encourages those

who are influenced by the vanity of attempting to improve what wise men have exe-

cuted, or by mere love of novelty, to give constant disturbance to the church by their

crude proposals of amendment; and it is actually found to open the door to lasting

uneasiness, constant altercation, and, finally, to the adoption of errors a thousand fold

more dangerous and hurtful than any that shall have been corrected. ... If

there are a few things which, it might be shown, could be expressed more correctly,

and in a manner less liable to objections, it is not proper, with a view to obtain this,

to expose ourselves to the great inconveniences and injuries which have been

specified.”
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minor doctrines, or wide varieties of theory respecting more

central truths, may rather be suffered to exist, so long as the

essential elements of the system are preserved. And if among
these essential elements grave defects or serious errors should

be discovered
;

if, in the progress of scientific theology, propo-

sitions more comprehensive, more just, more spiritual and

scriptural, should be obtained, it would then, as we conceive,

be necessary first to secure substantial agreement in the church

before actual revision in the interest of such improve-

ments be undertaken. What it is proposed to substitute should

first be clearly seen and generally accepted
;
under no other

conditions could the church wisely consent to revision. By
the nature of the case this must be, not the initial step of a

theological inquiry after the truth, but the concluding step of

an inquiry already made and answered—the consummation of a

•structural change in the common faith, which, having been

accepted in the consciousness of the church, now claims for

itself a place in her written creed.

Back of these recognizable conditions and difficulties there

is one general objection to revision, which we venture,

almost at the hazard of seeming to go astray from the essen-

tial principle of Protestantism, to present in the form of a

query : whether an old historic creed, evolved, like our own Con-

fession, at some grand epoch in the career of the church, and

expressing alike the faith, the piety, and the holy courage of

the men and the age that produced it, ought not to be suffered

to stand forever in its original form as a monument to the di-

vine movement and energy which first sent it forth into the

world ? As the Apostolic and the Nicene Creeds are thus pre-

served in their ancient simplicity, with no line or letter changed,

even while many minds are perplexed by some phraseology in

each, and by recognized deficiencies in both, would it not be

well to let the Confession of Augsburg, the Heidelberg Cate-

chism, the Canons of Dort, the Westminster Symbols, stand

perpetually in view as changeless expressions of church thought

and church life during the germinant epoch of the Reforma-

tion ? If for the moment we ignore the fact that these are now
the authoritative doctrinal bases of existing churches, by which

current teaching is regulated and living teachers are tested,

would it not seem a sort of sacrilege to alter these from time
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to time in order to prevent the growth of undue reverence for

them, or to make them conform to every transient change in

phraseology or in modes of doctrinal statement ? And may it

not be questioned, whether the fact that they are the basis of

the living church, and the actual test and measure of personal

belief, wholly absolves us from the obligation to preserve, even

at some discomfort, the primitive form sanctified by centuries

of use, and already inwrought into the memory and affection

of millions of believing hearts ? As we preserve the Declara-

tion of Independence as it was in the beginning, though it be

regarded by some as a glittering generality, and by others as

exaggerated, or as too narrow to be the foundation of a broad

and enduring national life, might not the church for historic

reasons wisely cling to an old creed from age to age, jealously

guarding it from change and innovation, even amid distinct

admission of its defects, without being suspected of supposing

that it existed by divine right, and was too celestial to be

touched by hand of man ?

Foregoing this consideration, and recurring to the main

question, we venture to express the conviction, that the con-

ditions demanding so serious a measure as revision, or making

it desirable that revision should be undertaken, do not in fact

exist. Our Confession is indeed not altogether perfect, void of de-

fect, or free from error. There are those who seriously question

some of its doctrinal statements, such as the affirmation that the

Pope of Rome is the antichrist of Scripture—the man of sin and

son of perdition. There are those who would desire to see such

a phrase as elect infants exchanged for another, which would

make the Confession conform clearly and indisputably to the

current hope of Christendom respecting all who die in infancy.

There are those who reject its ruling respecting the degrees of

consanguinity which preclude marriage. And there are others

who find themselves seriously embarrassed by its language on

more vital points, such as the nature and scope of the divine

election and fore-ordination, the real freedom of the will,

the consequent responsibility of the sinner, and the free grace

and world-wide reach of the gospel plan. But have we here

the conditions which make present revision imperative ? Are
the evils that flow from the ambiguity concerning elect infants,

or from the proposition that papacy is antichrist, or from the
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injunction against marrying the sister of a deceased wife, so

serious and'urgent as to require such a remedy ? Are the more

vital difficulties referred to so clearly defined, so extensively

felt, so evidently remediable, so substantially solved and de-

termined, that the way is open for revision in their interest ?

Is THE CHURCH Ready ? Has she reached such matured con-

ceptions and such enlarged experience, touching these central

verities, that she may now enter upon revision, not as an inquiry

intended toffind out what her views really are, or as a conflict

in which opposing theories are to strive together for an ultimate

victory, but rather as the final and perfect blossoming forth of

her clarified insight and her expanded spiritual life?

The general argument on the negative of this question has

already been adequately presented in the pages of this REVIEW.
It has justly been urged that such revision is needless, inas-

much as those who officially subscribe to the standards, are re-

quired to accept, not every word or phrase, but simply the

system as therein set forth—the living church being the judge

whether any avowed departure from the standards is an essen-

tial departure from the system. It has been said, that if the

attempt were made to satisfy all parties, the difficulties of re-

vision would soon be found to be insuperable, the opposing ten-

dencies still existing, and the triumph of either involving wide-

spread agitation, if not the ultimate disintegration of the church.

It has also been urged, that, at the present time, while the pro-

cess of reunion is still going forward, and while this process is

based distinctively on the standards as they are, a movement
toward revision would be peculiarly inopportune, not only pre-

cipitating upon the church a series of internal strifes and dis-

cords, but also separating her disastrously from other Presby-

terian churches holding the common symbols. And it has

well been prophesied, that such an undertaking would absorb

the thought and strength of the church, for the next gen-

eration, in interminable questions and problems about doctrine,

when the providence and the grace of God appear to be calling

her away to a far higher work of missionary aggression and

conquest, both on this continent and throughout the Pagan

W’orld.

Agreeing substantially with these general objections, we

3
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have but one consideration further to present—a consideration

derived from the view we have given of the symbolic value and

relations of the Auburn Declaration. It must be confessed,

that the supposed necessity for revision has been found

chiefly within the theological domain mapped out in this docu-

ment, and that the call for revision has come largely from those

who would prefer to see its words and phrases, on various

points, substituted for those'found in the Confession. So far

as it is revision, and not mere abbreviation or condensation,

that is sought, the main current of desire has flowed along this

channel. We have no disposition to ignore the feeling, or

lightly estimate the opinion, of those thoughtful and candid

minds who experience serious difficulty in receiving our stand-

ards, in all minute details, as they are, and who believe that

certain changes in this direction would give them substantial

relief. But is it not better to leave every line and letter of the

Confession untouched, and to go forward into the grand future

opening before our church, with the old banners flying, so long

as liberty is given to every such mind to express itself freely,

on every perplexing point, in the language and method of the

Auburn Declaration ? Granting that the Declaration possesses

no ecclesiastical authority, and has never been incorporated as

a guarantee into our scheme of union, and is therefore binding

upon no man or judicatory in the church, yet are not its terms

and teachings so fully understood, and so thoroughly respected,

that no one need ever fear lest his Christian liberty, exercised

within these limits, should suffer infringement ? Does not the

Declaration, as it stands, thus secure, to those who adhere to

it, all that would be secured by actual revision, even if revision,

once undertaken, were to issue in the incorporation of the

Declaration bodily into our standards? May not every minis-

ter and every elder feel assured, that, standing, in all honesty,

under the protection of this irenical and generous document,

and consciously resting in it, as a Christian freeman, while in

the discharge of his official trust, no presbytery within our

broad church would ever feel itself required to subject him to

ecclesiastical censure? And, under such conditions, is it not

better to abandon all thought of present revision, and to pre-

serve, as it is, a Confession which, amid all defects, is recognized

by Christian scholars as not only the last, but also the most
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complete, in that illustrious series of creeds which sprang into
being after the Reformation ?

In this conclusion we rest
;
to this conclusion we desire to

bring all minds, of whatever doctrinal tendency, within our
beloved church. We have no fear of the result, and we believe
that no one else will have occasion to fear, so long as the pres-

ent generous temper of unity and peace, of activity and growth,
survives in our communion. While such a measure of liberty

is granted, and the united church plants itself, not on a loose
latitudinarianism, which admits all notions not absolutely and
immediately destructive, but on a catholic and generous Cal-
vinism, tenacious of the system, but wisely tolerant of varieties

in theory and expression, we may safely forego the desfre for

changes in our standards, either on such specific points as have
been named, or in the general interest of that type of Calvin-
ism which is specially represented in the “ theology of Richards
and the Auburn Declaration.” So long as these modes of
viewing, stating, explaining, and illustrating the common sys-

tem are admissible, we see no reason why every genuine Cal-
vinistic mind should not be substantially satisfied.

These suggestions may fitly close with the following extract

from the Pastoral Letter
,
sent out in 1838 by the first General

Assembly of the New School Church, and addressed to all the
churches and people under its care. Of the Committee that

adopted it, the venerable Lyman Beecher was chairman, and
the style of the extract strongly resembles his, although a high
authority regards it rather as from the pen of another member
of the committee, the equally venerated James Richards. The
words are full of present, as well as past, significance

:

“We love and honor the Confession of Faith of the Presbyterian

Church
,
as containing more well-defined

,
fundamental truth, with

less defects, than appertains to any other human formula of doc-

trine, and as calculated to hold in intelligent concord a greater
number of sanctified minds than any which could now be formed,
AND WE DISCLAIM ALL DESIGN, PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE,
TO CHANGE IT.”

Note.—The writer of this article deems it due to himself to say, that he believes
Christian Theology to be, in a true and important sense, a progressive science;
that he does not regard the seventeenth century as having furnished a conclusive
norm or limit of theological thought for the nineteenth

; that he judges the
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phraseology and teaching of the Auburn Declaration to be an improvement in

several particulars upon those of the Westminster Symbols : that he humbly trusts

and prays that the Presbyterian Church of the future may have yet clearer appre-

hension, larger knowledge, more inclusive faith respecting these great mysteries of

grace ; but that, so far as present creeds are concerned, he cordially, and after full

examination, accepts the legal motto. Stare Decisis. It should be added, that

the responsibility of the editors of this Review, for the present discussion, is

limited entirely to their kind consent to its admission in these pages.

Art. II.—THE STUDY OF THE HEBREW LAN-
GUAGE.

By W. Henry Green, D.D
,
Professor in Princeton Theological Seminary.

We propose, as we may be able in a brief article, to illus-

trate the importance of an accurate and thorough knowledge

of the Hebrew in the interpretation of the Old Testament.

We must get beyond the province of the beginner and the

smatterer—beyond the mere work of making a translation as

a linguistic exercise. We are to deal with language as the

medium of thought and feeling. We are to hear what God
the Lord will speak. We come to learn the truths which it

was given to holy men to impart by divine inspiration, and to

receive the impressions which they sought to make. Our aim

is, or should be, to grasp these truths in the exact form and in

the same clearness in which they lay before the minds of those

to whom they were originally addressed, and to gather these

impressions, as far as may be, without any loss of their orig-

inal vividness and force. We wish these words to convey to

us precisely what they were intended and adapted to convey

to the contemporaries of the sacred writers themselves, neither

less nor more.

In order to this it is essential that the thought should

not be warped or distorted by the medium through which it is

transmitted, but that it should be faithfully and accurately de-

livered to us in its own proper and genuine forms. This can-

not be unless the language is to us what it was to those who
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originally used it, and means to us just what it did to them.

We must, so far as possible, get our minds into the same fa-

miliar and unembarrassed readiness to receive true and correct

impressions from all its utterances, as they were. We must

strive to be no longer foreigners to the Hebrew, but place our-

selves, as far as this may be, in the attitude of natives.

We cannot accomplish this by merely fixing upon a tolerable

English equivalent for each Hebrew word, and then transfer-

ring each sentence into English, word by word. We shall be

greatly mistaken if we suppose that this mechanical process

will yield, as its result, the precise counterpart of the Hebrew
sentence. We shall doubtless obtain something that bears a

vague and general resemblance to the original, but this is all.

The vigor and beauty of the expression, its life and sparkle,

will be missing, and perhaps even the Very point and meaning

of the thought may have escaped us. Words of one language

cannot be exchanged for those of another by a fixed law of

valuation, as foreign coins can be converted into our native

currency. Words are the representatives of mental concep-

tions, or mental states
;
and are liable to the same variety of

signification as those conceptions and states themselves. The
Hebrew language represents the mind of the people that spoke

it. It embodies their conceptions of the various objects of

thought and knowledge, and of their mutual relations. And
just as certainly as there are diversities in national character

and national life, in the range of objects which address them-

selves to each people’s observation or reflection, or in the

aspects under which these present themselves, just so surely

must their respective languages be incommensurable. The
style of thought and mode of conception belonging to any one

people must differ from that of every other, and this difference

will be reflected in every individual element of their several

languages. As a rule, those words which most nearly approxi-

mate each other in different languages, are not after all exact

equivalents. They do not cover precisely the same tract of

thought or extent of signification
;
or by reason of derivation

or usage, or some special association, one wears a complexion

differing more or less from the other.

Take one of the simplest of all illustrations, the term em-
ployed to denote the Supreme Being. The Hebrew El, or
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Elohim, and the Greek Qeo* are alike rendered by God in Eng-

lish
;
but they suggest very different conceptions. El is the

mighty One ; it points to the Divine Omnipotence. Elohim is

the adorable One ; or, as is indicated by the plural form, the one

who concentrates in himself all adorable perfections. The
God of the Hebrews is a God of might, and one that is to be

feared. Qeoi, like Zei?, and the Latin Dais, is from the same

root with the Latin dies, day, and primarily describes the bright-

ness of the firmament. It belongs to the worship of nature; it is

a deification of the brilliant sky. And. besides, as the language

of a pagan people it is infected with polytheism. It means not

God, but a god—one of many deities, of many similar personi-

fications of natural objects. This very word is indeed used of

the Most High in the Greek Scriptures, but in a new and ex-

alted sense ; it had first Teen purged of its old associations of

nature worship and polytheism, and transfused with Jewish

thought by Hellenistic use. Its materialistic is exchanged for

a spiritual meaning, as is the case in so many New Testament

words, so that when the apostle declares 6 BeoS cpa.5; fVrz, “ God
is light,” no one thinks of the glowing sky, but only of the

splendor of his moral perfections. And our word “ God” is

of a different meaning still. It is a simple offspring of Christian

ideas, radically connected with “good,” and indicating at once

his benevolence and his moral purity.

When the Pagan Greeks and Romans called their Supreme

Deity the Father, of Gods and men, they thought of physical

generation
;

it was from him they lineally sprang. When the

Hebrew people called God their father, who had made them and

established them, and who claimed Israel as his son, even his first

born, it was with a totally different idea. They thought of

his creative power and his gracious choice by which he had

brought Israel into being as a nation, and as his own peculiar

people, and of the paternal care which he continued to exercise

over them. When the New Testament teaches us to address

God as Abba, Father, it is with a different idea still—that of

individual adoption to sonship in Christ, God’s own eternal son

by a mystical generation. The same word may thus have an

entirely different meaning growing out of the conceptions of

those by whom it is employed. We cannot interpret language

intelligently ar.d correctly, it will inevitably convey to us a per-
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verted meaning, unless we place ourselves in the very position of

those who used it. We must think their thoughts. We must

look upon things as they regarded them. We must learn to move
in the same world in which they moved, and not put into

their words notions which, however natural or familiar to us,

were strange to them. We must divest ourselves of all that is

modern or occidental in our style of thought, and for the time

become, as far as may be, genuine Hebrews, in entire sympathy
and accord with the old prophets and psalmists, and other

Hebrew penmen—penetrating so far as possible into their

exact state of mind, and making their precise ideas our own.

In order to employ the Lexicon in the most effective way to

accomplish this end, the student must not simply glance at

any given word, for which he is consulting it, and hastily pick-

ing out a meaning which will answer in the sentence that he

has before him, pass on to the next. He wants to acquaint

himself with that word before he looks further. It is as

though we were to meet a stranger on the street
;
we bestow

a passing glance upon him
;

a friend mentions his name,

whereupon we bow and pass on. We have had a casual intro-

duction
;
we may possibly recognize the stranger when we

meet again
;
but we have not made his acquaintance. We

know very little more about him than we did before. The
student who aims at thoroughness must seek to make the ac-

quaintance of every Hebrew word he meets
;
he must, if possi-

ble, get upon intimate and familiar terms with them. He
wishes to know something about their origin and history

—

their character and associations—the estimation in which they

have been held by those who knew them best. He must in-

terrogate his Lexicon until he finds all this out. The article in

the Lexicon under each particular word is intended to supply

him with this very information—to give him, so to speak, the

biography of the word so far as it can be ascertained
;
to

gauge for him its precise standing and worth.

Thus, he needs, in the first place, to inquire into the derivation

of words. The Hebrew has various terms to express anger, or

excited passion, in different degrees or manifestations. But

each of these places a different picture before us, thus : from

=1^, to breathe strongly . depicts a person as panting from excite-
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ment
;

Dyt, as foaming; *]JJT, as blazing; non, as heated; jinn, as on

fire ,
burning; DW, as indignant; nnaj), as overflowing

;

vy, as

boiling

;

nKJj?, as red in the face
,
flushed; F|3rp, as bursting

,

or

breaking out; ui, as z'« commotion. The diverse conception at-

tached to these words gives to each some specialty of employ-
ment. We do not and cannot reach a proper understanding of

them by taking the various English words expressive of strong

excitement—as anger, displeasure, fury, passion, rage, wrath,

etc., and attaching these severally to the Hebrew terms, in the

list above given. This would mislead entirely; it would intro-

duce distinctions foreign to the Hebrew words, and it would
overlook those which really do exist. There is, in fact, no
exact equivalence between the series of terms in use in English

and in Hebrew to express excited feeling in its various forms

and aspects. Each must be studied independently if it is to be

correctly understood. So “wicked” may be expressed by
several different words in Hebrew, in each of which the funda-

mental image is different, thus : 7’IN, foolish; of ill odor;

^33, wilted
,
or faded; twisted; pH, empty; jn, broken

,
and

therefore worthless; yen ,
tumultuous.

The derivation of words, or, where this is obscure, their

primary sense, often opens curious and welcome glimpses into

the links of association by which objects are bound together in

the Hebrew mind, or the point of view under which they re-

garded them. These are sometimes of the most graphic char-

acter
;
sometimes they involve lessons that are worth pondering.

Thus, what poetic beauty there is in calling the eye py,

that is, “ a fountain,” as it is the spring whence flow streams

of pity or of sorrow, and whose watery surface mirrors what-

ever passes in the mind within
;
and the face, D’JQ, from nJ3, to

turn, since it turns with ready attention to every object which

presents itself; the sea, Q’, from its ceaseless commotion and

roaring
;
and eternity, o^iy, the hidden period, which no keen-

ness of vision can penetrate, and from which no mortal can lift

the veil
;
and y'np, holy, as related to y'nn, nezv and bright,

that which is ever new, retaining its primal condition untar-

nished and undecayed. What true insight into the fact that
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man’s distinctive prerogative is speech, in calling beasts

and cattle n*pn3, dumb. What a suggestion of the calamities

of war in naming it norpp, devourer, and the sword 2jin, deso-

lator
,
and peace oi^, soundness

,

or zvholeness ! What an ad-

monition that time is named from its ceaseless flow, ny, from

rny, to pass ! What a commendation of hope in its name, mpn,

the emblem being that of a strongly twisted cord, to which one

can hold securely! How aptly descriptive of trust in God is

non, to flee to or take refuge in ; of faith, is P®Nn, to lean upon ;

of truth, ITOX, that upon which one can lean with safety
;
of

love, 3HX, to breathe after ; of desire, nix to bend toward ;

there is a sermon in each word ! What sarcasm of idolatry in

the contemptuous terms for idols, D’W’K, non-entities
,
or upon

another explanation, god-lings, Dvtin, vanities, D’^a (from ^3

,

to roll), stumps or logs, such as are rolled about ! What ridi-

cule of Israel’s oppressors in the derisive turn given to their

names, as the King of Mesopotamia, Chushan-rishathaim,

Chushan of double wickedness, and the King of Babylon, Evil-

merodach, i.e. the god Merodach's fool

!

What scorn of evil

spirits in the name Beelzebub, god offlics, or, worse still, Beel-

zebul, dmig-god

!

What a suggestion of degradation when the

patriarchal Bethel, house of God, is, for its idolatry, nicknamed

Bethaven, house of iniquity

,

and Shechem, the home of the Sa-

maritans, called Sychar, a lie ! What interesting local asso-

ciations are brought to light in such words as nDTK, ground,

so called from the red soil of Palestine; and n
T
;
?r>

brick, lite-

rally white, from the whitish clay of which they were made ;

and enn, month, literally nezv, from the new moon, which

marked its beginning, since the Hebrew months were lunar;

and twilight, from f]b*a, to blow, because of the breeze

which was there customary in the evening
;
and the name of

the Nile, -nrrtL black, from its turbid waters; and Lebanon,

white

,

from its limestone rocks
;
and Bethlehem, house of bread

from the great fertility of the neighborhood
;
and Jordan, from

"H’, to go down, on account of its unusually rapid descent

!
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What a peculiarly oriental grouping of ideas is shown in

to sit, then to dwell

!

The Greek word, to dwell
,
is oixeoo, from

oinos, house ; to the Greek a man dwells where he builds his

house. The Latin is incolo, from colo, to cultivate
;
a man

dwells where he tills the soil. But the more nomadic oriental

dwells wherever he sits down. So again, in the hand, from

-"TP, to point out, the hand is the index with which one points.

The more active and vigorous occidental calls it, in Greek Jfz'p,

in English, hand, from prehendo, that with which one grasps,

So, too, yab’J, to szoear, identical in root with jnb*. seven, tells

of the sacredness of that number, on which the Jewish Sab-

baths and sacred seasons generally were based.

In tracing the derivation of words it will sometimes be found

that they are of foreign extraction, and interesting conse-

quences may follow from this circumstance. There are some
Egyptian words—names of persons, places, and objects belong-

ing to the land of Egypt—in the books of Moses, each of which

is a fresh corroboration of their authorship by one who had

lived in Egypt, and was familiar with its language. The Per-

sian words in Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther, point to the origin

of these books in the period of Persian domination. The so-

called Greek words of the book of Daniel, and one alleged to be

such in the Song of Solomon, have been adduced in evidence

that these books belong to the period of the Greek empire in

Asia under the successors of Alexander. An earnest battle

was waged over these words. But the strife has been settled

without prejudice to the antiquity and genuineness of the

books in question, except as now and then some novice in the

art of criticism stumbles on these broken and worn-out weapons,

and fancies he has made a new discovery in the interest of

skepticism.

The articles brought from Ophir by Solomon conjointly with

the king of Tyre, the ivory, apes, and peacocks, bear Sanscrit

names, showing that their fleets sailed as far as India; and pos-

sibly Ophir itself may be recognized in the native name of a

district on the Indian coast. And
,
per contra, the Hebrew, or

what is the same, the Phoenician, names of commodities which

passed into occidental languages, as Greek and Latin, and
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through them to the modern languages of Europe, mark the

articles which were carried to the West by Phoenician traders,

and first became known there through them, as hyssop, balsam,

fig, sycamore, wine, cummin, myrrh, cinnamon, cassia, cane,

ebony, jasper, sapphire, camel, turtle-dove, etc. It is also a

matter of interest, as may here be observed in passing, to note

other coincidences between Hebrew roots and those of occiden-

tal tongues. Some of these have their bearing upon the ques-

tion, which is still in dispute among philologists, whether any

clear linguistic evidence still remains, in the Semitic and Indo-

European families, of languages of their original community of

origin. A still greater number are words directly borrowed by
the Indo-European from the Semitic, as those, which the Eng-

lish has, taken from the Hebrew of the Old Testament. These

are religious terms, as amen, cherub, ephod, hallelujah, hosanna,

jubilee, manna, messiah, paschal, sabbath, seraph, shekinah.

There are also words that have come to us from the Arabic,

but whose roots are likewise found in the cognate Hebrew.

Whether these words were brought by the crusaders or by sub-

sequent intercourse, or whether they are relics of the Saracenic

conquest of Spain, as Gibraltar, HD the mountain of rock, the

word for “ mountain ” having reached its present signification

by a series of steps, which the Hebrew enables us still to trace.

From a root meaning to twist, it first denoted a cord, then a

line for measurement, a. boundary line, a mountain, as marking

the natural limits or boundaries of countries. Guadalquivir,

the great river, from HT, to cast or pour, whence the Arabic

toady, and great

;

Sultan, from D'W', a title borne by Joseph

in Egypt ; Pacha, from nns
;
the official designation of Zerub-

babel and of Nehemiah
;
Koran, from to call, then to read

aloud, that which is to be read
;
Salaam, the customary saluta-

tion, from peace, in the standing phrase, “ peace be unto

thee
;

” and, from the same root, Islam, the religion which secures

peace with God, and Moslem, he who has embraced this relig-

ion of peace
;
the dual form of this word in Arabic has also

been Anglicized as though it were a singular Mussulman, and

by another curious blunder its plural is sometimes written

“ Mussulmen,” as though it were compounded with the English
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word “ man.” Admiral, originally written nmiral, is properly

a commander, from ION, to say
,
then to command—the “ d

”

being due to its having been confused with the word “ admira-

ble.” And some facts in ecclesiastical history are embedded in

the words abbot, abbey, and abbess
;
that a monastery is called

an abbey, and its head an abbot, from or the Syriac, abba ,

“ father,” shows that religious establishments of this character

took their rise in Syria and the East. Analogy would then

lead us to expect that the Syriac word for mother would be ap-

plied to the lady who presides over a nunnery. But, instead of

this, she is called abbess—not mother, but female father—by a

strange mongrel formation, an occidental feminine ending being

appended to the oriental word
;
the reason is, that in their

origin and in the East these institutions were for men exclu-

sively, and that religious houses for women took their rise sub-

sequently in the West.

We cannot now dwell longer upon the study of the origin

of Hebrew words, or their derivation, whether from native or

foreign roots, and their affinities with words in our own and

other occidental tongues. He who prosecutes it can hardly

fail to find it fascinating and attractive.

The lexicon will aid the student further in acquainting him-

self with the history and usage of words. In the limited space

at our command, we shall be obliged to pass rapidly over the

additional points which enter into a complete acquaintance

with a word, without pausing, as we would like to do, to illus-

trate them. The first important inquiry is as to the extent of

its signification—the various senses in which it is employed. Its

derivation has helped us to the knowledge of its primary or

fundamental import. Its various senses in actual use are to be

traced from this, as they have successively arisen from it, or

from one another. Further, from each primary word have arisen

other derivative words, developing the fundamental significa-

tion still more, or branching out more widely from it. Then
there are cognate roots, having the same or similar sounds, or

with identical or related radical senses, and these have their

derivatives likewise. In tracing all this out, we are following

lines of association characteristic of the Hebrew mind
;
we see

its peculiar development of thought, grouping of ideas, mode
of conception.
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But after a word has thus been examined in connection with

the root from which it springs, in its own individual usage and

various significations, and in its place in that particular stock

of words which has sprung from the same root, and from closely

related roots, it may be still further specialized by comparing it

with its several synonyms. If there are other words express-

ing the same general idea, how are these to be discriminated ?

What distinctions exist between them ? Why is one of these

words used rather than another in a given connection, and what

are the particular cases in which one or another of them should

be employed ?

Then, still further, is a word of frequent or rare occurrence?

If the latter, what are the grounds upon which its assumed

meaning rests, and are these sufficient and decisive? Then,

to what style does it belong—the elevated and ornate ; or the

more common place—the poetic, or prosaic ? And to what

age ? Is it employed by the earlier or the later writers of the

Old Testament, or by both? If confined to one period, what

substitute is used for it at another? If used equally in all, does

it maintain its sense unchanged, or does it undergo any discern-

ible modifications of meaning?

These hasty suggestions may show that there is much to be

learned, even about an individual word. He who means to

master the words he is dealing with in Hebrew, and to make
them thoroughly his own, will not feel as though a slight or

perfunctory use of his Lexicon was all that was necessary. A
person may get out the translation of a passage, and know very

little about the words that compose it, after all.

And he who aspires to be a good Hebraist can quite as little

afford to dispense with careful attention to his grammar. The
Avords of a sentence are not to be jumbled together in any sort

of Avay, which will bring out an intelligible sense. They stand in

fixed grammatical relations, which must be rigorously adhered

to, in order that the sense really intended by the writer, or

speaker, may emerge. The Hebrew tenses is, perhaps, the most

puzzling part of the grammar, and the one of which it is most
difficult to gain a clear conception in all cases. The notion of

time upon which they proceed is different from ours, in disre-

garding the momentary and vanishing present, and compre-

hending all duration under the two categories of the past and
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the future. To this add the use of the tenses at times in direct

contrariety to what, with our laws of thought, we would have

expected
;
the apparently promiscuous employment of them at

others
;
the neglect of modal relations almost entirely in the

forms of verbs, leaving them to be suggested by particles or by

the connection
;
and, to crown all, the strange enigma of the

conversive vail ;—all this, so foreign to our methods and ideas,

induces in many a perplexity, or despair, which ends in giving

the Whole thing up as incomprehensible, or impracticable
;
and,

quite disregarding the Hebrew tense relations, translating as

the sense or context may seem to require, altogether irrespec-

tive of them.

And yet, no principle ought to be more firmly fixed in the

mind of a conscientious interpreter, than that language must be

held to mean precisely what it says. It is not his office to

create a text, or to determine what a writer should have said,

or must have meant to say, but what he actually did say. It

is safe to assume, that where a wrriter uses the future tense, he

does so intelligently, and has a reason for using that rather

than the preterit, which the interpreter is bound to ascertain

and recognize. Much of the vivid beauty of Hebrew descrip-

tion depends upon its idiomatic use of tenses, by which the

writer transports us into the very midst of the scene which he

depicts, part of it already transacted, part yet to come, and fu-

tures passing into preterits, even while he speaks. And there

is an unrivaled strength in its universal assertions, when, in the

first member of a parallelism that is affirmed for all time past,

which, in the succeeding member, is similarly affirmed for all

time to come, and thus the entire horizon of human experience

is swept at a stroke. All this is confused and lost if we fail rig-

orously to note the tenses, and either gratuitously substitute

one for the other, or indiscriminately render both alike by our

vague and colorless present.

In other cases this disregard of the tenses works a more

serious mischief still, and not merely blurs or blunts, but ac-

tually perverts, the sense. Thus, with all the general accuracy

of our common English version of the Scriptures, there is,

nevertheless not infrequently an error in the tense that alters

the whole purport of a psa!m, or disturbs the connection of the

thought. The Psalmist’s confident anticipation of God’s dcliv-
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ering aid, or his resolve to seek it, is arbitrarily converted into-

a reminiscence; and his grateful survey of God’s past benefits,

by which he strengthens himself in the midst of trials, is, on the

contrary, converted, without any propriety, into the language of

petition or the utterance of hope. Thus, in the 3d Psalm, “ I

cried unto the Lord with my voice, and he heard me out of his

holy hill,” should be “I will cry” and “he will hear.” “I

laid me down and slept
;

I awaked
;
for the Lord sustained

me,” should be “the Lord will sustain me.” David not merely

recognizes God’s sustaining power and grace on that single oc-

casion, but he takes encouragement from that instance of pre-

serving care to trust for the present and the future. He who
guarded and preserved him then, will guard him ever. Ps.

viii : 1

—

“O LORD, our Lord, how excellent is thy name in all the

earth ! who has set thy glory above the heavens”—should be
“ which glory of thine set above the heavens.” It is not a dec-

laration of what God had already done, but a prayer that he

would render his glory exalted and conspicuous. In the pro-

phet Obadiah’s indignant denunciation of Esau for his unbro-

therly spirit toward Judah, our version renders, ver. 12, “ Thou
shouldest not have looked on the day of thy brother in the day

that he became a stranger
;
neither shouldest thou have re-

joiced over the children of Judah in the day of their destruc-

tion
;
neither shouldest thou have spoken proudly in the day

of distress ”—as though it had already taken place
;
and as the

occasion referred to is that of Jerusalem’s overthrow by Nebu-

chadnezzar, it would follow that Obadiah prophesied as late as

the exile
;

whereas, the correct translation is, Look not,

—rejoice not—speak not proudly—showing that the event re-

ferred to is still future, and a directly contrary conclusion from

that warranted by our version, must be drawn as to the age of

the prophet.

The grand theophany in Habakkuk, ch. 3, receives a totally

different sense, and the whole meaning and connection of the

entire prophecy is obscured by the failure to render correctly

the tense of the verb in verse 3: “God came from Teman,
and the Holy One from Mount Paran.” By this rendering the

magnificent coming of the Lord, here described, becomes a

thing of the past
;

it is a rcsuvd of the grand and glorious

deeds achieved on Israel’s behalf in their past history. The
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whole of this splendid chapter is thus taken out of the sphere

of prophecy and reduced to a mere commemoration of what
God had anciently done for his people. But the power of the

passage is immensely increased by letting it remain what the

tense of the opening verb requires, and what the whole con-

nection of the prophecy, in fact, demands—a glowing prediction

of God’s future coming in infinite majesty, amid dread displays

of omnipotence, to rescue his people, and execute his purposed

vengeance on their foes. The only correct translation is

—

“God will come from Teman and the Holy One from Mount
Paran.”

And the observance of grammatical rules in other matters

may be equally important. Haggai predicts (ii
: 7) that “ the

desire of all nations shall come.” A popular interpretation of

this passage makes this a personal designation of the Messiah,

in whom the longings of every human heart shall find their

highest satisfaction. There is an undoubted beauty and fitness

about this conception, but that it is not what the prophet

meant is shown in an instant by the form of the verb
;

it is in the

plural number. Its subject, therefore, does not represent an

individual person, but is a collective noun
;
the desire of all

nations is their desirable things, their precious treasures
;
these

shall come to adorn and enrich God’s house.

So, too, the accurate rendering of particles, trifling as these

may appear, is essential to correct interpretation. Thus, what

graphic power there often is in the definite article
;
what a

pledge, too, of accuracy of statement, which is lost, if it be dis-

regarded. When the sacred writer speaks (Gen. xix
:
30)—not

vaguely and indefinitely, as our version has it—-of Lot, as dwell-

ing “ in a cave,” but says “ he dwelt in the cave, he and his two

daughters,” he shows himself familiar with the region, and

able to refer to the particular cave as one well known in that

locality. So (Gen. xxxv : 8), Deborah, Rebckah’s nurse, was

buried at Bethel, not “ under an oak,” but “ under the oak,” the

well-known old tree that stood there. In Ex. xvii : 14, Moses

is enjoined to make a record, not “ in a book,” which would be

a very unimportant, if not wholly unmeaning, appendage to the

injunction, but “ in the book,” which discloses a fact of great

moment, that there was a well-known book that could be thus

referred to, in which Moses was keeping a record ; and thus
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this passage, by the sheer force of its definite article, becomes a

link in our argument for the Mosaic authorship of the

Pentateuch. The article, also, may be of doctrinal conse-

quence. It plays, as all are aware, an important part in some
leading proof-texts for the Trinity in the New Testament. It

also brings a series of passages in the Old Testament to the

support of the same doctrine, that mention is made not of “ an
angel,” but of “ the angel of the Lord,” who can be readily

identified with the Eternal Son. On the other hand, the in-

sertion of the article (Gen. xli
: 38) where it does not belong,

makes Pharaoh speak like a monotheist, calling Joseph “ a man
in whom the spirit of God is

;

” whereas, all that Pharoah

actually says of him is that he is, “ a man in whom is a divine

spirit.”

So of other particles. When the Psalmist says (cxvi : 10),
“

I believe, for I speak,” alleging the fact of his speaking in

confirmation of his faith, we have no right to invert the order

of his thought by rendering it “ I believed, therefore have I

spoken,” as though he were presenting his faith as the reason of

his speech. Our version disregards a grammatical form, and

omits a preposition in rendering Hos. xiii
:
9: “Thou hast

destroyed thyself, but in me is thy help
;

” the real sense is, “ It

has destroyed thee that thou art against me, against thy help.”

The prophet’s declaration is, that the real cause of Israel’s

destruction is their hostility to God, their only helper. Ps.

lxxxvii
: 3, is rendered in our version “ Glorious things are

spoken of thee, O city of God
;

” what the Psalmist really

says is, “ Glorious things are spoken in thee.” It is not the

statements made about Jerusalem, but the blessed revelations

made in it, that filled him with rapture.

Fairness of interpretation further demands, that we should

translate the text precisely as it lies before us, without any

gratuitous alterations or additions. The prophet (Amos iv : 4),

in his sarcastic representation of the profitless and offensive

character of Israel’s religious services, bids them “ Bring your

sacrifices every morning, and your tithes every three days.” As
the actual bringing of tithes with such frequency as every three

days is insupposable, our translatdrs have taken the liberty of

altering it to “ three years,” which is the time named in the

Mosaic law. But such an emendation is as needless as it is

4
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unwarrantable. The very extravagance of the exaggeration

adapts it all the better to the prophet’s purpose. They might

multiply their services to the most unheard of and impossible

extent
;
they might bring their tithes not merely every three

years, as the law enjoined, but every three days, and it would

do them no good.

In the beautiful description of the heavens, as testifying to

God’s glory, in Ps. xix, the third verse reads, in our version,

“ There is no speech nor language where their voice is not

heard
;

” as though its universality was the thought insisted

upon. Wherever any human speech is found, that is, to all

mankind, this voice of the heavens addresses itself. But the

italic word, “ where," which gives this turn to the thought, has

nothing corresponding to it in the original. The true transla-

tion is
“ There is no speech, nor language

;
their voice is not

heard,” that is to say, the utterance of God’s praise by the

skies is not in words; it is voiceless and silent. Its universality

is not affirmed until the next verse, “ Their line is gone out

through all the earth, and their words to the end of the world.”

In Ps. lxxvii : 13, who is so great a God as our God ?—so and

our are both in italic, and both weaken the effect. It should

read, “ Who is a great God like God ?” To compare the deities

that others serve with our God, and admit that they arc great,

but not so great as he, does not present them in such decided

and glaring contrast as it does to deny at once their greatness

and their deity, and to set them over against him who is not

merely our God, but God—God, absolutely and exclusively, the

only being who can properly be so called.

Ps. civ. speaks of the copious rains, with which God
watcreth the hills from his chambers, causing grass and herb

to grow, and adds verse 16, “The trees of the Lord arc

full,” have drank their fill, that is, from these abundant

showers. It is both needless and a belittling limitation of

the meaning to add the italic words found in our version,

“ The trees of the Lord are full of sap."

And to add but one more illustration of this point. Ps.

lxviii : 19, reads, in the common English version, “ Blessed be

the Lord, who daily loadeth us with benefits, even the God
of our salvation.” The words, “ with benefits," are in italic,

and there is no suggestion of the sort in the original. The
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load referred to is not from God, but from man, and instead of

consisting of benefits, is the burden of oppression. The cor-

rect rendering is, “ Blessed be the Lord day by day
;
who-

ever lays a load upon us God is our salvation
;

” that is to

say, whatever be our burdens he will rescue us.

Art. III.—JESUS AND THE RESURRECTION.
By Thomas H. Skinner, D.D., Cincinnati, Ohio.

.Humanly judging, it was a superhuman undertaking for a

few Jews, poor fishermen of Galilee, and Saul of Tarsus, a

disinherited son and recent convert, to establish the name and

Gospel of Jesus Christ in the chief cities of the Roman em-

pire, and so to establish them as to secure their eventual

triumph throughout the whole world.

Here was a new thing upon the earth. There had been

nothing like it in all previous history. There has been nothing

like it in all subsequent history. No mind could deduce the

idea of the actual person and work of Christ from the Old

Testament Scriptures, or from anything else. Those who took

these Scriptures as the basis of their Messianic expectations,

formed a totally different conception both of his person and

his mission. Some time after his appearance in the world,

there was found to be a marvelous congruity between the Old

Testament statements and the living Christ of Galilee. The
promises that ran through the Bible, of a Seed that should

bruise the head of the serpent
;
of one in whom all the nations

of the earth should be blessed
;
of a prophet, like unto, but

superior to, Moses
;
of a king, in comparison with whom David

and Solomon were as nothing
;

of a priest, before whom
Melchisedec and Aaron would pale—a priest upon a throne; of

a Messiah who should be despised and rejected of his people,

and suffer and die as an atoning sacrifice—all this became clear

and vivid. But so intermingled and seemingly conflicting

were these descriptions, that no Jew, no Gentile, ever had a
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j'ust conception of the actual, veritable Christ in his mind

before his advent, and no god or goddess, no priest, no king,

no hero, no teacher, no martyr, no mortal, was ever heard of

that bore resemblance to him. And since his disappearance

from the world, all the “ false christs” that arose in Judea, all

reformers, and propagators of new religions, such as Mahomet,

Swedenborg, Irving, all, of whatever country, name, or

pretensions, have been so utterly unlike Jesus Christ as never

rightfully to be named in comparison with him. He stands

solitary and alone, alike in human history and in human
mythology. He was an humble and obscure man, who
wrought at the bench of a carpenter till he was thirty years of

age, when he became a public teacher and reformer; proclaim-

ing the highest morality ever taught on the earth
;
enforcing

with utmost sanctions and personal example, supreme love to

God, and a love to man like that to oneself
;
a love to the poor

and neglected, to enemies and persecutors; honesty, integrity,

and universal righteousness
;
courtesy, contentment, and chas-

tity—all welling up from the secret life of the soul, from a new
heart and a holy spirit. He inculcated a nobility, generosity,

and magnanimity of character before unheard of, to be evinced

in self-denials, self-sacrifices, and consecration to the good of

others. And with all his personal humility and unearthly

teaching, he boldly and persistently claimed to be the only Son

and equal of the Eternal God—omniscient, omnipresent, and

almighty—profoundly intimate, yea, one with the Father.

He announced himself a King, the King of kings and Lord

of lords, possessing all power, rule, and authority in heaven

and on earth. The mightiest and proudest monarch and con-

querer never dreamed of royalty so supreme, of dominion so

vast and enduring. This strange, unique, before unconceived

and inconceivable Person, spent three years in his ministry
;

a

ministry filled with words and deeds of surpassing love, a love

as incomprehensible as were either his person or his claims.

By his strange and unhuman life he brought upon himself the

enmity of the priests and rulers and chief men of his people,

which culminated in his arrest and trial before Pontius Pilate,

followed by an ignominious death, and his burial in the sepul-

chre of Joseph, of Arimathea.

Such a life, closed by such a death, was utterly unanticipated,
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and in itself is a dark and insoluble enigma. He had proved

himself possessed of ample power to prevent his execution

and death, but he did not use it. He, calmly, for reasons all

commanding to himself, chose to suffer, to agonise, to die. As
he said, “ No man taketh my life from me. I have power to

lay it down, and I have power to take it again.”

Now, according to the Scriptures, this enigmatical life and

voluntary death of Christ are of the very essence of Chris-

tianity
;
and yet, peculiar and marvelous as were that life and

that death, had the career of Christ closed with his burial,

there could have been no intelligible Old Testament, no New
Testament, no Church, no Christendom, no hope of heaven, no

fear of hell. His name would speedily have perished from

among men. A dead Christ could not make a living religion.

A crucified Christ, moldering in the tomb, never could have

moved and shaken to its centre and revolutionized the Roman
empire, and on the ruins of its idolatry and pagan civilization

built up historic Christendom. A dead Christ could awaken

neither faith, nor hope, nor zeal, nor sacrifice in his cause.

Nothing but disappointment, dismay, and despair on the part

of his *friends, would follow his final destruction. His death

would be a death-blow to any religion he might have pro-

claimed in his life.

Thus we reach the one conclusive, all-interpreting, all-

powerful fact, that Jesus, crucified, dead, and buried, rose from

the dead. He came out of the tomb a living, immortal man.

A more stupendous, transcendent event cannot be conceived,

and it is impossible to exaggerate its importance. The re-

ligion, civilization, and progress of Europe and America are

founded upon it. It is an event which throws back its radiance

upon the death, life, and birth of Christ, upon all the Old

Testament types and prophecies and promises
;
an event which

created the New Testament, and gave vitality to Christian

morality and faith and hope
;
an event which is more and

more changing the face of the world, and is destined to purify

and bless the earth with peace, righteousness, and all prosperity,

and to crown the race with everlasting honor and glory.

This event formed the staple and substance of apostolic dis-

course. It was specifically for their testimony to this fact,

that the apostles were selected and trained. “ Him God raised
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up on the third day, and shewed him openly
;
not to all the

people, but to witnesses chosen of God, even to us.”* When
Judas had hanged himself, Peter declared that “one must be

chosen and ordained in his stead, to be a witness with us of

the resurrection of the Lord Jesus.”f The prominence thus

given to this event was well and wisely ordered. The condi-

tion of the world was such, that, in laying the foundations of

Christianity, it became absolutely necessary to insist upon and

establish this as a regnant, outstanding, incontestible fact. It

could not be treated as a subordinate and secondary matter.

In later years other truths have been brought to the fore-

front. In the fourth century the Trinity and the Person of

Christ were regarded as of preeminent importance, and ab-

sorbed the mind of the church. In the sixth and seventh cen-

turies, the fall of man in Adam, and his spiritual condition in

consequence, were the chief topics of thought, writing, and

discussion. In the sixteenth century, justification by faith

alone, without works, loomed up into singular grandeur and

power. Again, in the revolving circle of time, “Jesus and the

Resurrection ” is emerging into a position of first importance

and significance.

There is abroad in the world a vast amount of thought and

speculation, whose tendencies and statements are such as to

unsettle the Christian faith by unsettling and upheaving its

deepest foundations. It is intrenched in the broad and noble

domain of science, and is put forth, enforced, and illustrated by
minds of unusual power and culture. It has penetrated and

impressed large sections of society through books and lectures,

magazines and tracts, and newspapers and conversations.

In its spirit and tone it is exceedingly dogmatic and confident,

often contemptuous and flippant. Its pretensions are enor-

mous. It aims at nothing less than the overthrow and annihi-

lation of the venerable fabric of Christianity, and to place itself

on the very throne of the universe.

Unquestionably, the most effective answer to all this would

be found in the consistency, beneficence, and blessedness of

the lives of professing Christians. Where rare and precious

fruits abound, the tree is accounted worthy and vigorous.

“ So is the will of God, that with well-doing we put to silence

• Acts x : 41. f Acts i : 22.
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the ignorance of foolish men,”* and by our simple faith and
manifest godliness, we should prove that the foolishness of God
is wiser than men, and the weakness of God is stronger than

men.

But our religion has always needed other defenses
;
partly be-

cause of the palpable shortcomings, inconsistencies, and worldli-

ness of the church
;
partly because of the distortions and mis-

representations and high-handed abuses practiced in its name
;

and partly because the wise and mighty and noble of this world

resist, as by an irrepressible instinct, the humbling, self-re-

nouncing, and condemning teachings of the religion of the

cross. And when they cannot put it down by physical force,

as for several centuries they attempted to do, they will bring

all the urgency of their intellectual and acquired resources, all

their reason and rhetoric, and wit and ridicule, to compass

their end. Hence, in all ages, those who have been set for the

defense of the gospel, have ever been ready to come to the

front, and utter good, brave, and strong words, urge clear and

solemn arguments, and assail the citadel of the foes of the

blessed religion they maintain. There is a vast library of so-

called apologetic or defensive Christianity, and its service has

been incalculable.

The leaders in the school of thought to which we now refer

have one general drift, if not avowed purpose, and that is, to

get rid of a personal and living God, and so of Christianity, by

showing that he is wholly unnecessary in the assertion of the

stability, unvariableness, unchangeableness, and omnipresence

of what they call the laws or order of nature. These are ac-

counted all-sufficient for all things, and therefore there is no

place for God, or for Jesus Christ, as his only Son and our Re-

deemer. With them nature is all inclusive. Anything beyond

nature, anything above nature, anything other than nature, is

denied as a sheer impossibility. Whether God, in the begin-

ning, created the universe in substance and in germ, and dis-

posed it in its orderly motion and progress, is a question which

puzzles and baffles most of these teachers. But the universe

once existing and put into working order, they all agree that

any interference with, any suspension, any alteration of this

order, is inadmissible. Providence and Redemption are both

I Peter ii : 15
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excluded
;
and the Bible record of miracles and prophecies, of

spiritual and eternal and divine revelations, the entire scheme

of Christianity, is unreliable, unhistoric, legendary, and mytho-

logical.

Of course, if this absolute and universal proposition respect-

ing nature and its laws could be established, if these men
could prove their doctrine, the entire fabric of our religion

would be demolished. If this proposition is true, there can be

no real exceptions
;
apparent exceptions are only such in ap-

pearance, and must be explained away. We all agree in this.

As the Apostle Paul, in an analogous case, argues, if the broad

and absolute statement, “ there be no resurrection of the dead,”

is correct, then it follows, inevitably, that Christ is not risen.

But in both these cases, the general and the specific, the proof

is not yet produced. Such propositions, in their very nature,

are incapable of demonstration. If all things, from the begin-

ning of the creation, had continued to this day without inter-

ruption or change, this would not prove their inherent and nec-

essary unchangeableness. The shining of a star ten millions of

ages would not prove that that star would never cease to shine.

If no man, not even Christ, had ever been raised from the dead,

this would not prove that no one ever would be in all the fu-

ture. The mind of man is too limited to collect and arrange

and pronounce judgment upon all the data requisite to such

sweeping and momentous conclusions. And it is sad, inex-

pressibly sad, to see so many of our writers and speakers, so

many of our bright and cultured young men and maidens, taken

in the net of this pretentious, dazzling, and fascinating sophis-

try, that thus overrides and ignores the very first principles of

logical reasoning.

The assumption, the fundamental proposition, that nature

includes all things and excludes everything but itself, God and

Christ and heaven and hell, must be demonstrated beyond all

peradventure, must shine like the sun in a cloudless sky, be-

fore any living soul ventures his destiny upon it, by rejecting

in its name the Christian religion. But this has been the course

of multitudes from the beginning ;
science, falsely so called, as

well as “ old wives’ fables,” have carried them away. It is no

strange thing, however sad and painful it may be, that is hap-

pening in our day. When every scientific atheist and doubter and
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revilcr lies beneath the clod of the valley, Christian faith and

hope, Christian peace and glory, will survive in undiminished,

ever-increasing power.

Christians hold to “ the order of nature,” to the uniformity,

certainty, and dependableness of its laws, as truly as do our ad-

versaries. We believe, that “ while the earth remaineth, seed

time and harvest, and cold and heat, and summer and winter,

and day and night shall not cease.”* Only, with this we believe

more. We believe in powers above nature, which work in na-

ture, without disturbing its harmony. We believe in an om-
nipresent, ever-being, ever-active God. We believe in mental,

moral, and spiritual forces, that are free and responsible. We
believe in the presence and operations of the Holy Ghost, in-

dependent of, never infringing upon, yet controlling the vital

powers in the material and mental spheres. And we believe

in real, veritable, actual miracles, in the exercise of divine en-

ergy upon and in the very laws of nature themselves, suspend-

ing and reversing them, and introducing new and supernatural

effects
;
and we believe that such miracles are at the very foun-

dation of all revealed religion, that without them there could

be no such religion.

Now, as we have seen, we are roundly, emphatically told

that a miracle is impossible. To make this assertion is easy
;

to buttress the assertion with a great show of learning and

plausible statement is very easy
;
but actually to prove it is an-

other matter. If we can produce one miracle, a true, veritable,

and demonstrative and divine interposition, which is above and

other than the order of nature, this finishes and closes the ar-

gument. Its foundations are destroyed, and the superstructure

falls and crumbles. There is nothing more to be said in its de-

fense. The confident and proudly asserted proposition is

gone
;
and we claim the miracles of the Bible, one and all, to be

just such divine interpositions.

In making this broad claim, we are met with the reply, that

these miracles, so called, are not properly attested
;
that having

been wrought among a very ancient, very ignorant, and super-

stitious people, incapable of a scientific judgment upon them,

they are without exception improbable, and that most of them
are absurd on their face—in fact, that they are inherently im-

* Genesis viii : 22.
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possible. This is a common answer to the claim we make.

The reply is worked up after this manner : certain of the re-

corded miracles are selected, which, taken by themselves, look

very improbable, such as the standing still of the sun and moon
in the valley of Ajalon

;
the falling of the walls at Jericho at

the blast of the rams’ horns
;
the speaking of Balaam’s ass

;

Jonah in the belly of the fish three days and three nights; the

three young Jews in the burning, fiery furnace—and we are

asked, are such things credible ? Are they not simply ridiculous,

if taken for truth ? They can only be creatures of a bold fancy;

exaggerations of a people who deemed themselves the exclu-

sive favorites of Heaven ; they are like the myths and legends

of unhistoric periods in other nations. And these, being thus

disposed of, of course the book that reports them is discredited

as a sober and serious revelation from God, no better than the

works of Plutarch, or Zoroaster, or Mohammed.
All this, which is supplementary to the fundamental scientific

position of our adversaries, may be considered very shrewd and

smart—a happy way of putting contempt upon the ablest

and best minds of the last eighteen centuries. But is this

sound reasoning ? Is this a fair or honorable method of treat-

ing the foundations of that religion, which, with all its perver-

sions and abuses, has been the mightiest power for good in hu-

man history?

The central miracle of the Bible, that which gives meaning,

probability, and certainty to all the rest, and to all the teach-

ings of the book, is the resurrection of Jesus Christ. It is the

one, the only key to the Scriptures, the clue to a labyrinth

which else is an utter maze and mystery, the light streaming

through all the ages from the creation to the judgment, from

Paradise lost to Paradise regained. This was the view of the

Apostle Paul. Nothing in all the past, nothing in all the future,

was of any value, except as “ Jesus and the Resurrection ” gave

it value. If this miracle could not be established, the Bible

could not rightly command the obedience of men as the Book

of God. “ If the dead rise not,” says he, “ then is not Christ

raised
;
and if Christ be not raised, our preaching is vain and

your faith is vain
;
ye are yet in your sins. Then they that

are fallen asleep in Christ are perished. If in this life only we
have hope in Christ, we are of all men most miserable.” * Un-

* I Corinthians xv: 16-19.
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less lie was raised again for our justification, we are still con-

demned and lost. The whole argument is surrendered by the

apostle, if Christ was not raised from the dead
;
and he, with the

most unshaken confidence, with the completest satisfaction of

his reason, his judgment, and his heart, hinged every thing, for

time and for eternity, upon it. It is perfectly evident, that if

Christ was raised from the dead, then the proposition that mira-

cles are impossible is once and for all disproved. And next, all the

miracles of the Bible are put upon their proper basis, and their

peculiar character ceases to bean objection against them, and

as they are part and parcel of an entire scheme of Divine reve-

lation, they become not only not difficult, but easy of credit

and acceptance. Yea, and more; such an indispensable corner-

stone is the Resurrection of Christ, that if previously every

other miracle of the Bible had been received, the failure to sus-

tain this will cause the entire arch of Divine revelation to fall

to pieces.

Now, if the resurrection of Jesus Christ actually occurred,

it is admitted on all sides to be a supernatural event, a true,

indubitable miracle. It is an effect beyond all the known or

conceived or conceivable causes in nature. It is a direct re-

versal of the order of things. It is beyond finite, beyond meas-

urable power. According to what is accounted the fixed, in-

violable order of nature, Jesus Christ once dead must remain

dead. His soul once severed from its vital union with his

body, must remain severed. The tissues, the blood, the mus-

cles, the skin, the bones, every organ and part of the physical

structure, must degenerate and dissolve, and eventually dis-

appear from all association with the body that was buried.

But, contrary to this known and undisputable order of nature,

the New Testament records declare, with the utmost distinct-

ness, with an amount of evidence so great that if it were mul-

tiplied ten-fold it would not be more satisfactory, staking

everything divine and human in religion upon the declaration,

they declare that Christ did not remain dead, that his soul and

body did reunite in an indissoluble union, that his flesh did not

see corruption, and that on the morning of the third day he

emerged from the tomb the very same man he was before his

crucifixion.

What then is their witness to this most stupendous, con-
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fesscdly miraculous event ? What is the nature of that evi-

dence upon which the entire religion of Christ is made to rest ?

These are fair, these are necessary questions, and the answers

to them must be full and complete
;
the fact asserted must

be put beyond the range of all reasonable doubt ; it must be

established so clearly as to command the assent of every candid,

unprejudiced mind. The friends of Christianity are more
deeply interested in this than its adversaries can possibly be.

Let the precise thing we seek, the specific thing to be estab-

lished, be distinctly before us; it is the simple fact, that Jesus

Christ, who lived in Palestine thirty-three years, and was cruci-

fied, dead, and buried, lived again. This, only this, all this, is

the question—How this revivification, this resurrection was pro-

duced, the means and methods and processes by which it was

accomplished, are not within the scope of the evidence offered.

We leave this out of the discussion, and fix our attention on

this one thing, was Jesus Christ alive again after he was dead ?

And in settling it we need no theories, no philosophy, no ac-

quaintance with science
;
we need nothing but common-sense.

If we can get ourselves into this posture of mind, a very large

portion of the difficulties that have environed the subject,

vanish. Those who deny the fact, do it, not so much by dis-

crediting the specific proofs offered for its establishment, as by
raising and pressing the inquiries, is it credible, is it possible,

is it not absurd ? Who can conceive it ? What power exists

adequate to its production ? And thus the mind is drawn to

what is unlikely and marvelous and incomprehensible, and the

discussion is diverted to matters beyond all common experience

and observation. And it is here that modern scientific infidel-

ity labors and creates confusion and doubt.

But this is all a forbidden field. Neither science, nor philos-

ophy, nor evidential religion may enter^it. All supernatural

action, all creative work, all miraculous processes are, in their

very nature, beyond our perception, beyond our comprehen-

sion, beyond our powers of observation. We have no faculties

by which to note and compare and judge them. The interior

secret process of such an event as the resurrection of Christ

from the dead, like many of the processes of nature itself, can-

not be discerned and explained. How the seed which we put

into the ground, and which there corrupts and dissolves, “ dies,”
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as the apostle expresses it, is vitalized and germinates and

brings forth fruit, first the blade, then the ear, after that the

full corn in the ear, the wisest husbandman or philosopher that

ever lived knows not. As we know not what is the way of the

spirit, nor how the bones do grow in the womb of her that is

with child, even so we know not the how
,
or the method

,
of

the working of a miracle. It is unsearchable, past finding

out.

What then are we to do, in order to settle beyond all fair

controversy, and to justify the faith of Christendom in the

fundamental, all-verifying miracle of the resurrection of Jesus

Christ? We answer, that it is sufficient that we simply estab-

lish the fact that he was actually alive again after he was dead
;

and we do this by the testimony of the human senses—of touch,

hearing, and sight, appropriately reported and authenticated.

These senses have to do only with sensible things—with the

objects handled, heard, and seen, with these only.

That Jesus Christ lived in Palestine, a man among men, is

known, just as we know that Alexander, Hannibal, Nero, Soc-

rates, Plato, and Plutarch lived, each a man among men. Only,

the proof of this with respect to Jesus Christ is immensely

superior, compared with that which we have for the existence

of these men. Their fellow-men saw, heard, handled them
;

walked and ate and drank with them
;
and competent contem-

porary writers recorded their lives and deeds. We have not the

least difficulty in believing their testimony. The person and

life of Jesus Christ were evidenced in precisely the same way;

only, the records are far more authentic, and can far more easily

be sifted, compared, and verified. But on this point argument

is needless. Those who deny the resurrection of Jesus Christ,

admit in that very denial his existence and life before his

death.

That he was crucified, died, and was buried, are facts known,

just as the fact of the death and burial of any other man is

known. The proofs of death and burial are proofs to the senses

of men, and they are so sure, so demonstrative, that probably

not one person out of a hundred million is buried when he is not

dead. The evidences of the actual death of Christ are now, by

the most extreme critical school, admitted to be full and com-

plete, and by those with whom we are now dealing, no attempt
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is made to discredit the fact of his death any more than of

his life
;
their whole argument turns upon the impossibility of

his resurrection, and this, because it would be a contradiction, a

violation of inviolable laws. Nevertheless, as we shall see, this

impossible event was possible, and did actually occur; the dead

Christ did live again
;
the buried Christ did come out of the

tomb.

Now, this fact is known, precisely as the facts of his previous

life, death, and burial are known—through the senses of those

who bore witness on the subject
;
and the records of the evi-

dence are received precisely as the records of the evidence of

the existence of any man who lived in the past are received.

It is to be noted here, that no one pretends to have seen

Christ rise from the dead. No one saw the reanimation of his

dead body
;
no one saw the first signs of life

;
no one saw the

process of the transcendent resuscitation and reunion of the

soul and body. All this is beyond the range of any testimony

that is offered or exists. We perfectly agree with our adver-

saries, when they tell us, that “ it is not of the nature of

human testimony to reach to the supernatural.” They cannot

urge this more strongly than we do. But their urging it reveals

the essential weakness of their position. They are fighting a

man of straw. They totally misapprehend the point of the

Gospel evidence, the subject-matter of the New Testament

attestations. They hold that a demonstration of the inade-

quacy of testimony to prove the supernatural cause, settles the

whole question. On the other hand, we hold that it has

nothing to do with it. The inscrutable cause of the resur-

rection is a very different thing from the fact of the resur-

rection, and it is on this, and on this alone, that the testimony

bears. This, as the most cursory reading of the Evangelists

shows, is all they profess to prove. Their testimony relates,

simply and only, to the living presence, the actual existence

among men of Jesus Christ subsequently to his crucifixion,

death, and burial. And what we affirm is, that on this subject

the evidence is of the very same kind, just as sufficient, just as

conclusive, as is that of his having been previously a living

man, and his having died. All the narratives are confined to

this simple, sensible, most easily demonstrated fact—Christ was

alive again after he had been dead. The miracle—the super-
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natural, causal agency that effected the resurrection—as we
shall see, will take care of itself.

Let us seek to make this matter clear, and in doing so we
must strip the subject of everything irrelevant, and hold to the

one thing, which established, establishes once and for all and

forever the Christian religion.

Suppose that some of the members of a church, who had

known their pastor for several years, had been absent from the

place of their residence during the three weeks previous to a

given Sabbath, and had returned on the Saturday night pre-

ceding. They occupy their places on the Sabbath morning in

the sanctuary. They see the form, the face, the motions, the

gestures of their pastor; they hear and note his familiar tones

and accents. His personal, living, real presence, is to them a

fact beyond all question. They would take their oaths upon

it the next day. No matter what might have happened to

him during their absence, the evidence of their eyes and ears

would be demonstrative to their minds, that he was there,

standing before and speaking to them. He might, like Paul,

have been caught up to the third heavens during their

absence. He might, like Lazarus, or the daughter of Jairus,

or Christ, have died
;

if he stands before them, accredited by

their senses a living man, then he so stands their indubitable,

actual, living pastor. Should a thousand persons tell them

that during their absence he had been struck dead, and that

they had followed him to the tomb, it would not alter their

convictions
;

they might doubt the declarations, but they

would not doubt their senses. And if to Christ’s contemporaries

the very same proof, which thus compels the assurance and

confidence that he, whom these parishioners had so well known
and heard, is the very same person who preached on the

Sabbath morning named, if that very evidence was given to

them, only increasingly and from week to week, with additional,

tangible, ocular, and audible signs and proofs, then, unless

their veracity and competency, as human hand and eye and ear

witnesses, can be impeached, their testimony becomes conclu-

sive—demonstrative beyond all cavil.

Many things have been written on the fallibility and

unreliability of the testimony of the senses, and doubtless

men have often been deceived, and have only thought they
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saw and heard and handled the objects they declared existed ;

but, notwithstanding this, the evidence, the normal evidence,

of the senses, within their own proper domain, is ordinarily infal-

lible. The correction of mistakes is easy, and on most matters,

on matters such as that now before us, there are no mistakes

to be corrected. The actual existence of the houses, streets,

trees, the horses, wagons, carriages, the men, women, and

children, we are conversant with through our senses, is un-

doubted, indubitable. Dead persons are known to be dead,

and living persons are known to be living, and the simple

statement of the fact by those with whom they are connected,

settles the matter in all parts of the world.

Now, is there proof of the fact that to the senses of fair and

competent men Jesus Christ was alive after his crucifixion, and

that for forty days he was with them, going in and out before

them, eating and drinking and talking with them ? If this

was so, there is no difficulty about his ascension. Bible

Christianity is rock-founded on the resurrection, and all the

winds and storms raised by scientific men may beat upon the

divine fabric and beat in vain. It stands and will stand to the

end of time.

We here hold in abeyance the testimony to the death of the

Lord Jesus, and confine ourselves to his life during the period

named. If the pastor, before referred to, was attested to his

people, by their eyes and ears, as a living man, what would be

the character of their conviction, if, for six successive weeks

they saw him, handled and felt him, felt his flesh and his

bones, ate and drank and walked and conversed with him ?

How substantial and irrefragable, how absolute, their knowledge

would be ?

The principal, though by no means the only, witnesses in the

case of Christ were twelve men, whom he had selected for

this very purpose. As Peter declared, “ Him God raised up

the third day, and shewed him openly
;
not to all the people,

but unto witnesses chosen before, even to us, who did eat and

drink with him after he rose from the dead.”* They had com-

panied with him all the time that he went in and out among
them—from the baptism of John until the day of his death.

They knew him most intimately. His size and form, and

* Acts x : 40, 41.
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features and expression, and voice and mein, and manners

and gait, were indelibly impressed upon their minds. No
persons could be more competent to recognize and identify

and know him, should they at any time meet with and see

him. At the most only three days intervened before he was

with them again, and these meetings continued for six weeks.

At first some of them could not believe their own senses.

His terrible and bloody death and his burial had just occurred.

No person, within their knowledge, existed who could bring

him to life again
;
and his reappearance startled and alarmed

them so that they took him for a spirit, or thought they saw a

vision
;
and one of them, on the report of his being alive

again, declared, “ Except I shall see in his hands the print of

the nails, and put my finger into the print of the nails, and

thrust my hand into his side, I will not believe.”* But their

incredulity was speedily and thoroughly overcome, and

they could not resist the evidences by which their familiar

friend and companion and Lord made himself known to

them. Thus their testimony is, in one sense, that of unwilling,

or, to say the least, that of incredulous witnesses, and the

stronger on that account. Let us briefly survey their testi-

mony.

On the morning of the third day after his death, certain wo-

men went to the sepulchre, and found it empty of its dead.

As they hastened to tell the disciples, Jesus met them, saying,

“ All hail !
” And they came and held him by the feet, and

worshiped him. When they had gone, Mary Magdalene, stand-

ing and weeping at the empty tomb, turned about and saw

Jesus, but knew not that it was he. Jesus saith unto her,

“ Why weepest thou ? Whom seekest thou ? ” She, supposing

him to be the gardener, saith unto him, “ Sir, if thou have

borne him hence, tell me where thou hast laid him, and I will

take him away.” Jesus saith unto her, “ Mary !
” She turned

herself and saith unto him, “ Rabboni, Master!” and a most

interesting conversation ensued. On the same day Peter saw
him, but of this interview nothing beyond the bare fact is re-

corded. A little later, two disciples on their way to Emmaus,
absorbed in conversation about the crucifixion and the flying

rumors of Christ’s resurrection, were met by him, who joined

* John xx : 25.

5
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with them in the conversation. On reaching the village he

sat down at meat with them
;
upon which they immediately

discovered and recognized and knew him. In the evening of

the same day, ten of the apostles—Thomas being absent—were

assembled at supper, and Jesus came and stood in their midst

and saith unto them, “ Peace be unto you.” And when he had

so said, he showed unto them his hands and his side. Then
were the disciples glad when they saw the Lord. The next

account is a week later. The eleven were together, and Jesus

stood in their midst, and again saluted them. Then saith he

to Thomas, “Reach hither thy finger, and behold my hands;

and reach hither thy hand, and thrust it into my side
;
and be

not faithless, but believing.” And he exclaimed, “ My Lord

and my God !
” Afterward he appeared to several disciples at

the Sea of Galilee, when, at his word, they cast their net and

drew it in full of fishes, and they ate and drank and communed
together, and the question is three times put to Peter, “ Lovest

thou me?” Then we have a simple record of his meeting with

James. Next a meeting with the apostles and above five hun-

dred brethren. And again with the eleven on Mt. Olivet,

whence he ascended to heaven, a cloud receiving him out of

their sight. There were many other interviews to which St.

John alludes when he says: “ Many other signs truly did Jesus

in the presence of his disciples.” And St. Luke intimates the

same: “Unto the apostles, whom he had phosen
;
to whom,

also, he shewed himself alive after his passion, by many infalli-

ble proofs, being seen of them forty days, and speaking of the

things pertaining to the kingdom of God.”

No testimonial narrative could be more simple, more natu-

ral, more satisfactory. It is very noticeable that no other test

than that of the senses, the senses of these persons who had

known him so long and so well, and were so fully qualified to

identify him, is suggested. Eye witnesses, ear witnesses, hand

witnesses, give their testimony. They saw, heard, and handled

the man Christ Jesus, just as they had done for three years

previously. They knew him during those forty days through

the same senses by which they had known him during those

years. It is, in all the circumstances, utterly absurd to suppose

that the man whom they thus recognized, was not the same

Jesus they had known before, but a stranger, imposing on them
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with points of nails in his hands and feet, and a spear wound
in his side. It is equally absurd to suppose that they saw and

heard, and handled and talked and walked and ate and drank

with a ghost, a human shadow, during those six weeks. Had
they known nothing of his death, and met him afterward, it

would be precisely the same. If some of his disciples had gone

to Rome a few months before his crucifixion, and, having heard

nothing of his death, had returned during the forty days and

met him at the Sea of Galilee, would they not be just as good,

just as strong, just as reliable witnesses to his person and pres-

ence then as they were before?

Until the evidences of the common senses of men about

things most palpable, most easily discerned and known, about

the existence, presence, and speech of living human beings,

and about the death and burial of such beings—until this,

which lies at the foundation of everything connected with the

life of man on earth, is done away with and made of no ac-

count, the fact of Christ’s resurrection must stand. To deny

that Jesus Christ was alive when so many men asserted his

being actually present with, visible to, audible by them, is to

overturn the foundations of all historical knowledge, and empty
the past of all reality. The resurrection itself was not seen

;

the miracle itself could not be directly attested by the senses.

The New Testament does not attempt to do anything more
than to produce abundant evidence that Jesus Christ lived,

died, and lived again
;
and these are external, material, sensi-

ble facts, each and all of them being verified by the senses of

men. This is all, and this is enough. The miracle, the inter-

position of almighty power effecting the stupendous result,

arresting and reversing the order of nature, is not the subject of

human observation and testimony. This is an inference which

the mind spontaneously, instinctively, and irresistibly draws

from the facts observed by the senses. The laws of the mind
compel the conclusion. We do not reason about it; we take

it by an instant, immediate intuition. Did those women, those

disciples, those apostles, those hundreds of his followers, did

their eyes see Jesus Christ alive after his death, did their ears

hear him, did their hands handle him? If they did, then God
must have raised him from the dead

;
the miracle took place,

and the foundations of Christianity are immovably established.
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The test of absolute truth is the impossibility of its contra-

diction. If Jesus Christ was seen alive again after his death,

it is impossible not to infer his resurrection by a divine miracle.

No amount of ingenuity can divert the necessary judgment of

the mind which it reaches so quickly. The conclusion is in-

evitable. all scientific objection to the contrary, notwithstand-

ing. Evermore, in logic, in philosophy, in common-sense, in

daily life, this principle and this criterion are accepted as the

conclusive establishment of indestructible, absolute truth. God
will have to make us over again, and constitute our minds on

different laws, before we can avoid this conclusion. For what

is the evidence that all men accept with reference to the fact

that Christ did live before his crucifixion ? The evidence of the

senses—ocular, audible, tangible demonstration; the very de-

monstration that science says is supreme in its sphere; just the

testimony that the opponents to miracles take above all other

witnesses. By what right do men, who accept the testimony of

the senses to the fact of Christ’s life before his crucifixion, turn

about and impeach its validity to the fact of his life after his

crucifixion? Either there is no evidence that Christ did live

on earth at all before his death, or there is just as valid evi-

dence that he did live after his death. Either Christ rose from

the dead or he never existed on earth. Prove to us that he

ever lived among men, and we will prove that he rose from the

dead by the same evidence. Deny that he rose from the dead,

and we defy any mortal to prove that he ever appeared on the

earth.

There are some things demonstrably established by the res-

urrection of Christ from the dead, which it may be well to note

before we lay down our pen.

i. The seal and sanction of the Almighty was set upon his

person, teachings, works, and claims. Whatever he declared

himself to be, God hereby avouched and verified. For God

raised him from the dead. The creation of the world is no

more a result of divine working, than is the resurrection of a

really dead man to life. “This Jesus hath God raised up,”

and that by the exceeding greatness of his power. Infinite

wisdom, justice, goodness, and might combined to rescue the

dead and buried Christ from the power of death and the cor-

ruption of the grave. The thought that any other than divine
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power wrought this effect, is, as we have seen, simply prepos-

terous. No mere man, no creature, by his own force of will,

or skill, ever pretended to give life to the dead. Up to the

time of his death, however, the exalted and vast pretensions

and assumptions of Christ, as the Messiah of God, as one sent

from heaven, as the Son of God, as the Light, Life, and Saviour

of the world, the Lord of men, angels, and devils, the posses-

sor of all power in heaven and earth, and the final Judge, were

to human vision involved in uncertainty. His crucifixion,

death, and burial seemed to falsify them all. These proved

him, beyond all question, to be human—a weak, suffering,

mortal man. These put him among transgressors. The black

mark of sin, the dire curse of God’s law, was fixed deep in his

body and In his soul. Death seized upon him. The grave

held him in its embrace. But though he was crucified through

weakness, yet he lived again by the power of God. It was not

possible for him to be holden of death and the grave. On the

morning of the third day he broke the bars of his prison. He
put his foot on the neck of Satan, through death destroying

him who had its power : spoiling evil principalities and powers:

he triumphed over them, and seizing the keys of the invisible

worlds, he rose exulting,and exclaiming :
“ I am he that liveth

and was dead
;
and behold, I am alive forevermore, and have

the keys of hell and of death.” This stupendous miracle was

God’s seal of friendship and favor set upon Christ.

2. The resurrection of Christ proved him to be God. His

birth, life, death, and burial proved him to be a man, one of

us; his resurrection attested his divinity. Before his death,

he claimed to be the Son of God, equal with God, one with

God, omniscient, almighty, truly divine. His resurrection

made that claim good. “ He was declared to be the Son of

God, with power, by the resurrection from the dead.” Because

he was man, he died. Because he was God, he rose from the

dead. Thus Jesus of Nazareth is demonstrated to be God,

manifest in the flesh, over all, blessed forever.

3. The resurrection of Christ is the natural precursor of his

ascension and session at God’s right hand. The apostle speaks

of all these as the result of a continuous exertion of the divine

energy,* as if one act produced them all :
“ The exceeding great-

Eph. i : 19-23.
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ness of God’s power, which he wrought in Christ when he

raised him from the dead and set him,” etc. He rose to die

no more. He conquered death, which has no more dominion

over him. His resurrection was to immortality, to glory, to

ineffable dignity and honor.

4. The resurrection of Christ establishes the divinity of the

Bible. The entire book is the testimony of God concerning

him. Moses, David, prophets, apostles—all wrote of him.

The Old Testament is full of types, symbols, images, emblems»

shadows, forms, ceremonies, prophetic names, places, things,

events, declarations—all relating to him. Had he not risen,

the Bible would have been to us a book of fables, myths, vis-

ions, legends—powerless and meaningless. But being not a

dead, but a risen, living, exalted prince and potentate, we have

the complete fulfillment and consummation of the Old Testa-

ment Scriptures. As Paul affirmed at Antioch, “ We declare

unto you glad tidings, now that the promise which was made unto

the fathers, God hath fulfilled the same unto us, their children,

in that he hath raised up Jesus again
;
as it is also written in

the second Psalm, Thou art my Son, this day have I begotten

thee.” * The resurrection of Christ makes it easy to believe

—

yea, makes it hard not to believe—all that his apostles wrote,

since what they wrote was but the reassertion and development

of what he himself, the faithful and true Witness, had uttered.

5. The resurrection of Christ makes him a true Saviour.

All his miracles, all his teachings, all his sufferings, all his

bloodshedding, his death and burial, would have been made void

had he not risen. A dead Christ would be a powerless Christ.

His dying might have been an atonement, he might have borne

our sins in his own body on the tree, but had he remained dead

he never could have applied the benefits of his redemption

to a single sinner. His resurrection, however, ratifies and

renders effectual his redemption. “ He was delivered for our

offenses, but raised again for our justification.” Pardon, accep-

tance, holiness, and glory are ours by reason of the resurrec-

tion of Jesus Christ. “ If, when we were enemies, we were

reconciled to God by the death of his Son, much more, being

reconciled, we shall be saved by his life.” “ It is Christ

that died, yea, rather that is risen again ;
who is even at the

* Acts xiii
: 32, 33.
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right hand of God, who also maketh intercession for us.”

By his rising again, he brought life and immortality to light.

This event is the one all-essential, bright exposition and illus-

tration of his life, sufferings, and death. It shows that he

neither lived nor died, he neither obeyed nor suffered for

himself or on his own account. His life of perfect obedience was

in order to procure a perfect righteousness for us. His death

of agony and shame was the expiation of our guilt. His res-

urrection by the power of God was an absolution and discharge

from all further obligation to obey and suffer on our account
;

it was an open divine acceptance of his redemption. “By his

dying,” says Bishop Pearson,* “ we know he suffered for sin
;

by his resurrection we are assured that the sins for which he

suffered were not his own. Had no man been a sinner, he had

not died
;
had he been a sinner, he had not risen again

;
but

dying for those sins which we committed, he rose from the dead

to show that he had made full satisfaction for them, that we,

believing in him, might obtain remission of our sins and justifi-

cation of our persons.”

Moreover, the sending forth of the Holy Spirit, for our con-

viction and renewal and illumination and sanctification and

comfort, was absolutely dependent upon his ascension to

heaven, which could not have been accomplished without his

resurrection.

And then, by his rising he became the Lord, and Author of

eternal life
;
as he said, “ I am the resurrection and the life, he

that believeth in me, though he were dead, yet shall he live.”

“ Because I live, ye shall live also.” “ If the spirit of him that

raised up Jesus from the dead dwell in you, he that raised up
Christ from the dead shall also quicken your mortal bodies by
his spirit that dwelleth in you.” “Neither can such die any
more, for they are like unto the angels, being the children of

the resurrection.” “ For as we have borne the image of the

earthly, so shall we bear the image of the heavenly,”—incorrupti-

ble, immortal, spiritual, powerful, resplendent as the king him-
self in his beauty.

Thus our whole salvation in this life and in that which is to

come, in our bodies and in our souls, hinges upon the physical

fact of the resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth from the dead.

* On the Creed
, p. 378 ;

London, 1839.
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Truly has it been said, “ it is the most important article of the

gospel, and the demonstration of all the rest.”

6. Just as surely as Christ rose from the dead, just so surely

and so literally will there be a universal resurrection, a general

judgment, and eternal retributions in heaven and hell. This

palpable, incontrovertible event settles, beyond all cavil, these

tremendous futurities. They are rooted in and grow out of it,

are inseparable from it, and chained to it by divine decrees and

God’s absolute veracity. He who admits that Christ was raised

from the dead and is not a believing Christian, must stand con-

victed of intellectual absurdity and moral madness, for Christ

raised from the dead, put it beyond all contingency, that he

who neglects “ the great salvation ” is shut up to irretrievable

and endless destruction.

Art. IV.—OUR INDIANS AND THE DUTY OF THE
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH TO THEM.

By J. Elliot Condict, Esq., New York.

The subject of Indian affairs, ever since the formation of our

Government, has been peculiarly perplexing, and beset with

many difficulties. Had the Indians been slaves, the “ gordian

knot ” would long ago have been untied
;
but as free born

Americans, whom we could not enslave, and who were unfit for

freedom, and to whom we conceded the original ownership of

our vast territory, as such they have always presented a question

full of anomalies, and demanding the most skillful treatment.

There were no precedents in history to which we could look

for guidance
;
and for a century we have “ blundered ” along,

temporizing with the difficulty, afraid to meet it boldly, and

resorting to expedients confessedly weak and unjust to the

Indian.

Nearly four hundred treaties have we made with them, and

nearly four hundred times have we been the first to break the

spirit, and often the letter, of these treaties. Gen. Harney,

after many years of familiarity with our western Indians, states.
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that in nearly every instance where a treaty has been broken,

the white man has been the first to commit the offense.

Those who give but little attention to Indian affairs, take it

for granted that the race is doomed to utter extermination,

without thinking of the fact, that until they came in contact

with white civilization, they were rapidly increasing in numbers.

Why have we been so unsuccessful in civilizing the Indian ?

Is our civilization not adapted to his nature, or has our presen-

tation of civilized life been so faulty and made so unattrac-

tive as to drive him away from civilization ? It is not difficult

to condemn the errors of the past, or to find fault with the

plans of the present. A subject so hedged about with danger

and trouble is likely to be viewed in different lights, and re-

ceive as many plans and suggestions for improvement as char-

acter and circumstances might suggest.

In presenting some thoughts on this question, the writer may
be permitted to state that they are the result of many years

of patient study of the character, language, and habits of the

civilized tribes in Indian Territory, as well as of the wilder

tribes of Kioways, Comanches, etc., of the Southwest. We
regret that the writer of the article in this REVIEW (July, 1875),

on this subject, should charge any one with a “ repetition of Ab-
salom’s craft,” who advances views on the Indian Question

opposed to the policy of the “ Reservation System.” The
writer referred to is a missionary and teacher among the Nez
Perce Indians, in Idaho, and certainly speaks from a standpoint

that warrants the closest consideration, and his views demand
and should receive the serious and thoughtful attention of the

Christian public; but an honest difference of opinion on so im-

portant a subject is to be expected. Not only the temporal

prosperity, but the spiritual condition of three hundred thou-

sand of our American Indians, nay, the very existence of these

Indians, depend on the action of our Government, and the

earnest cooperation of the Christian people of our land in this

decade. If our Indians are saved from extermination it must

be the work of the coming ten years. The “ Reservation

Policy ” has been tried for a century, and one of the arguments

most frequently urged in its favor, is the rapid advance in civ-

ilization that has been attained by many of the tribes in Indian

Territory, its friends claiming that these tribes are civilized as
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a result of the Reservation Policy
;
a proposition from which

we entirely dissent.

What is the Reservation Policy ?

It is the placing of a tribe of Indians in a country of defined

limits, and forbidding the Indians of that tribe from going out-

side of those limits, and preventing all other people from

living among them, unless by special permit. The writer,

already referred to, would go even further than this, and
“ gather the entire Indian population into the Indian Territory,

and make it the home of the Indian foi all time to come
;

”

nay, he would even use “ force to persuade them to give up

their accustomed haunts.”

This policy had its origin in a spirit of covetousness, and by
its adoption our fore-fathers the easier secured possession of

the Indian lands. The Indians, allured by the promises of the

whites, gave up large tracts of land and moved to a “ Reserva-

tion,” hoping to be protected in such Reservation “ as long as

grass grows and water runs.” When have the Indians received

the protection promised? When could the Government have

kept its faith ? It was impracticable. The onward march of

civilization forced our Government to break its treaties, and a

new treaty would be made, of like import, and as full of bril-

liant promises, only to be broken in its turn. Read the his-

tory, as told by the many treaties of the Leni Lenappe, or

great tribe of Delaware Indians; the Indians who were our

friends in the trying days of our Revolutionary history;

“ the friends of William Penn
;

the allies and soldiers of

George Washington
; the allies and soldiers of General Har-

rison,” the great chief of whom, Hengue Pushees, was grate-

fully thanked by Washington for his invaluable services, and

was made lieutenant-colonel for his courage, daring, and effici-

ency
;
read the history of this tribe, and see the effect of placing

them upon a “ Reservation,” and then moving them from one

Reservation to another, until to-day there is scarcely a Dela-

ware Indian left to mourn over the sad history of his tribe.

It is interesting to note, that in the very first treaty with the

Delawares, it was provided, “ that they could form a State, and

have a representative in Congress.” This was in 1778, when
the colonies were weak, and needed the aid of the fighting

Delawares
;
and the Indians were dazzled with the fair and
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glittering promise of elevation to the same political status with

their white brothers, as implied by the privilege of “ forming a

State.”

The story of the Creeks, Cherokees, Choctaws, and Chicka-

saws has been often told, and only one conclusion has ever

been reached by any Christian, giving it serious attention, and

that is, that the United States Government committed a

grievous wrong and crime in removing these tribes from their

old home “ by force,” and placing them on a “ Reservation ” in

the far Southwest.

General Scott, when ordered with the army to this work,

said :
“ I am charged with the execution of the treaty with

the Cherokees, by which they are to remove on the 23d of the

present month, May, 1837. I am to cause the treaty to be

carried into effect, and the Indians to remove—peaceably, if

possible, but forcibly, if necessary.
“ Should there be force, should there be butchery in the

matter, we shall be damned to everlasting fame in a large por-

tion of the country
;

in Europe, and throughout the civilized

world
;
in song, in poetry, in oratory

;
in the pulpit, and in the

lasting records of history
;
and who would wish to connect

himself with such history ?

“ The treaty was made by about three-tenths of the Chero-

kee nation, and seven-tenths are in opposition to it, and will

not go until they are carried away.
“ The President says the treaty is the supreme law of the

land, and Congress says so too, and it is not for me, a soldier,

to disobey their orders in regard to it.”

We all know how the removal was made, and how over ten

thousand Indians of the several tribes perished from sickness

and suffering caused by the removal.

Shall we repeat this page of our country’s history, by causing

a “ forcible removal ” of all the tribes to Indian Territory ? We
say, emphatically, never !

That these Cherokees, Creeks, Choctaws, and Chickasaws

have not remained savages—that they have not refused to learn

of the white man’s God—has been no fault of ours, for such

wrongs as the white men committed against them were

enough to make them our foes forever.

Old Menawa, a Creek chief, who had adopted, to a great ex-
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tent, the manners and customs of the whites, and who had a

pleasant home in Okfuskee town, to which he was much at-

tached, secured a clause in the Creek treaty, by which the In-

dians who desired to remain in Georgia might do so, and have

a fee-simple deed of their lands. But they were subsequently

refused this right, and were rudely driven away. Menawa’s
home was occupied by a white man before his own family had

left it, and, stung by this outrage and repeated wrongs com-
mitted by the whites, he exclaimed : “When I cross the great

river, my desire is, that I may never again see the face of a

white man.”

When these tribes reached their new homes in the West, they

were followed by devoted missionaries and teachers, by white

mechanics, millwrights, blacksmiths, etc., and it is owing to the

good work of these missionaries, and the good example of the

few whites who went among them, intermarried with them and

their children, and the constant introduction of white element

in their midst (this not always of the best order), that these

tribes have advanced so rapidly in civilization. The success of

our missionaries among these tribes, in the face of most trying

and embarrassing circumstances, is one of the most wonderful

and encouraging of any missionary work ever attempted.

Another fact, to which too little importance has been at-

tached, enters largely into this question, viz. : Every one of

these tribes sends every year from ten to forty boys and girls

to the high schools and colleges of the older States. At the

close of their school or college term, after a few years of daily

intercourse with white people, they return to their homes,

sometimes with a wife or husband, and carry with them ad-

vanced views of civilization, and become teachers to their peo-

ple, or take part in framing their laws.

For such causes these tribes have become civilized
;
not be-

cause they are on a “ Reservation,” and isolated from the rest

of mankind. Had the strict “ Reservation Policy ” been en-

forced, they to-day would be as the Sioux or Cheyennes. To
a certain extent, they have had constant attrition with civilized

people, and are proportionately civilized.

The question arises, Could not this have been done far easier,

much better, and without staining the pages of our country’s

history with blood, had we left them in their old homes in

Georgia and Mississippi?
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Their advancement was retarded a full generation by our

cruel removal of them.

“ These tribes had made such advances in civilization that,

at the beginning of the present century, or, at least, within ten

years afterward, the extent to which their agricultural and

manufacturing operations were carried, seemed to entitle them
to the appellation of a civilized people.” (See McCoy's History .)

In 1826 the Cherokees were so far advanced in civilization as

to cause much jealousy on the part of Georgians, and led to

complaints, through their legislature (we quote their own lan-

guage), that the United States have managed “so to add to the

comforts of the Cherokees, and so instruct them in the business of
husbandry, as to attach them sofirmly to their country and to their

homes, as almost to destroy the last ray of hope that they would

ever consent to part with the Georgia lands.”*

Most of our legislation with the Indian has been of a farcical

character. Had we^been honest, were we honest to-day, we
would say in words, if we intend to carry out such a policy,

what we say by our deeds: “Indians, you only, of all the peo-

ple on the face of the earth, are unfit to be citizens of the Uni-

ted States. The Negro, the German, the Irishman, all are

welcome
;
but you, Red Man, get you from our sight.”

For this reason we pen the Indian in a“ Reservation,” which

we usually guarantee to him “forever;” and so soon as we
find the land valuable, either for minerals or agriculture, we
devise a scheme to move him to a new “ Reservation.” Should

there be valuable mines of silver or gold discovered in the In-

dian Territory, who so simple as to believe the land would not,

in some way, be taken from them and opened to civilization.”

The “ Reservation Policy” is only a temporizing one. What
was done in Georgia, may be done in Indian Territory. You
may multiply treaties by hundreds, and our Supreme Court

judges may decide that the language of the treaty vests the title

of the lands in the Indians; but when the “wave of civiliza-

tion ” sweeps over the Reservation, some way will be devised

to secure the lands to white settlers, and the poor Indian will

be removed to some other location, where the farce can be re-

peated. These statements are not made in a spirit of censo-

* Report of the Committee of the Legislature, December 5 1827.
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riousness, but they are facts which grow out of the adoption of
this policy, and which will exist as long as it is continued. The
title to the lands in the Indian Territory, now held by the In-

dians, is in no sense stronger than the one they held formerly,

and to know the final result, we need only to look forward, say

twenty-five years, and see the influence which the States bor-

dering on Indian Territory will have on its destiny and on its

legislation.

Even now, Kansas on the north, Arkansas and Missouri on

the east, and Texas on the south, with at least four completed

railroads to the border of the Indian Nation, and many more
projected, are using their utmost influence to secure the open-

ing of the Territory to white settlers
;
and it will be accom-

plished.

It seems criminal to delude the Indians with the idea, that

they are to hold their lands forever as an Indian nation. Let
them be awakened to a sense of the impending destiny, and

let them be taught the benefits of holding property in severalty,

and be made ready to be made citizens. When that is accom-

plished, they need not fear the advent of the white man, but

they will themselves petition that their Territory shall become
a State,under the beautiful name of “ Oklahoma,” the Choctaw

word for “ Home of the red people.”

We owe a duty to the civilized tribes in Indian Territory, to

aid and encourage them in reaching a higher stage of civiliza-

tion (see language of the treaties); and to place the wild Sioux,

or Apaches, on their borders, or in their midst, would be as hon-

orable as it would to place a thousand wild Dakotahs among the

quiet Shaker settlements in New York.

The great error we commit toward the Indian, is failing to

recognize in him that common humanity which should lead us

to call all men brothers and citizens. They are men and wo-

men like ourselves
;
they have the same hearts to touch by

kindness and warm by friendship, and the same love for home
that is common to all mankind, in a greater or less degree.*

* “ Naturally, the Indian has many noble qualities. He is the very embodi-

ment of courage. Indeed, at times, he seems insensible of fear. If he is cruel

and revengeful, it is because he is outlawed, and his companion is the wild beast.

Let civilized man be his companion, and the association warms into life virtues of

the rarest worth. Civilization has driven him back from the home he loved.

—

See Report of Indian Peace Commissioners, 1868.
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There can be no high degree of civilization where everything

is held in common, and the continuance of the Reservation

system encourages this fatal policy. It fosters laziness and

discourages enterprise. It pampers to the miserable sycophant,

and depresses that independence of spirit which makes a good

citizen. Let an Indian understand that he has a home that

belongs to him, individually, and his children, and that cannot

be alienated, and you instill the elements of a better manhood
in his breast, and give him a grand start on the road to civili-

zation. The Secretary of War, James Barbour, in a report

made February 3, 1826, remarks: “Nothing, it is believed,

has had a more injurious influence on our efforts to improve

the condition of the Indians, than holding their land in com-

mon.”

“Whether such a system may succeed, on a very limited

scale, is yet to be ascertained. Past experience has left the

strongest evidence against its practicability under less favorable

auspices. The attempt of that kind in the first settlement of

Virginia, and I believe in the early settlements elsewhere, con-

ducted the Colonists to the very brink of ruin, from which they

were rescued only by abandoning it. The distribution of the

soil, and the individuality imparted to the avails of its cultiva-

tion, history informs us, instantly gave a new and favorable as-

pect to their condition.” “ If, therefore, the position be a just

one, that every attempt at a community of property has even-

tuated unsuccessfully, even with civilized man, it is no matter

of wonder that it should have been equally so with the sav-

age.”

In reference to the removal of the Indians to the Indian

Territory, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in his report for

1874, expresses these views: “ The unoccupied portions of this

country (Indian Territory) are sufficient in extent to furnish a

homestead to every Indian family in the United States, and it

has heretofore been considered feasible, eventually, to domicile

a large majority of the Indians in this Territory.

“ Experience, however, shows that no effort is more unsuc-

cessful with an Indian than that which proposes to remove him

from the place of his birth and the graves of his fathers.

Though a barren plain, without wood or water, he will not vol-

untarily exchange it for any prairie or woodland, however in-

viting.”
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One of the tribes declared in council: “We are willing to

work harder and have less in Dakotah, but are unwilling to run

the risk of going away from a country which has been so long

our home.”

There seems to be but one solution to the difficulty, which

is, to educate and Christianize them where they are
,
and make

them citizens. It may take one, or even two, generations, but

when accomplished, the Indian question is settled forever.

A great civilizing influence is to be found in our English

language, and it is unfortunate that the past generation of

Indians were not taught, when children, to speak and read the

English tongue. Civilization would the more quickly have

followed
;
and we are rejoiced to state, that in the schools that

we have visited, among the Chickasaws and Choctaws, all the

books used are in the English language, and the instruction by

English-speaking tutors
;
and they discourage the use of the

Indian dialect. The most civilized of Indian chiefs recommend
that English be the language of the schools and the councils.

Could all the tribes understand our language, one great barrier

—

the greatest barrier—to our free intercourse with them—would

be removed.

It will be understood that the existing Reservation system

is accepted as an inherited evil, to be continued only so long

as necessary
;
but under no circumstances should the “ removal

policy” be adopted.

It would not do to rudely tear away the barriers we have

thrown around them, and turn them loose on our frontier,

without the education necessary to fit them for their places

among the citizens of the land. The work done by Father

Wilbur, among the Yakama Indians in Oregon, is what we can,

and should, do with every tribe. Hear his own story :

“Ten years ago I went into the forests with the Indians, and with my own

hands showed them how to chop timber and saw logs, and with their aid

built twenty houses for them. They now have two hundred houses, and ten

thousand acres of land in cultivation, and are taking care of themselves.

“We have gathered the children into schools, and boarded and clothed

them. The Gospel has gone with the plough. The old, old story has been

told, and now there are two churches. Eighteen hundred of these Indians

have given up the blanket, and have adopted our clothing, and their hearts,

washed and]cleansed by the purifying blood of the Saviour, are now ‘white as

snow.’ The gospel makes them happy, makes them peaceful. If there be
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kindness, if there betruthfulness, they will copy after it. The religious in-

terest among these Indians, is among the most pleasing and promising features

for future peace and permanent prosperity.
“ With good subsistence, with cattle, horses, and the comforts of civilized

life, the Government needs no soldiers to keep them quiet.

“These improvements and comforts, with proper instruction and whole-

some examples, will keep them the white man’s friend as long as the sun

and moon endure.”

Thus we see these Indians, after only ten years of careful

instruction, are prepared for a higher and better existence,

l.et such good work go forward, and as rapidly as the Indian

is willing to receive it, give him a fee-simple deed for his home,

making it inalienable for a term of years, and with the deed

give him the right to claim citizenship of the State and the

nation. We think the Red Man will look with as much pride

on his broad acres and comfortable home as either our African

or foreign brother.

Had we a hundred “ Father Wilburs” to work among our

Indians, their civilization could be accomplished in a decade.

This policy is in direct opposition to that one which would

gather them all into one Territory, and keep them isolated

from white influence, and compel them to remain Indians for-

ever.

THE DUTY OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH TO THE INDIANS.

“ The co-operation of the religious bodies with the Govern-

ment in the civilization of the Indians, has proved an element

the importance of which even the missionary boards have not

fully appreciated.

“ A careful investigation does not disclose a single exception

to the rule, that, where rapid progress has been made, the work

of the faithful, self-sacrificing, energetic missionary has consti-

tuted the most important element of success. The Christian

missionary, and the earnest, practical teacher, who, in addition

to the rudiments of learning, gives lessons in industry, that

the people may become self-supporting, one indispensable to

the other, are necessarily the pioneers of Indian civilization.”

Thus reads the Report of the Board of Indian Commissioners

for 1874. Would that the words, and their deep significance,

could sink deep into the heart of every Christian in our land

!
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It is well known that the Government has called to its aid

the several missionary boards, and has allotted certain tribes

to their care, the agents and teachers for these Indians being

appointed by their recommendation. Just so far as possible

the Government has placed the temporal care of these Indians

in the hands of the religious bodies of our land, at the same

time making most liberal provision for schools, teachers, etc.

It was supposed that our churches would fully appreciate

the great responsibility thus thrown upon them, and while they

selected the agents and teachers, who would come directly

under Government control and support, they would also sup-

plement this part of the work by the appointing of efficient

missionaries, who, working harmoniously with the agents and

teachers, would give such an impetus to Indian civilization as

it has never before received.

The tribes of Indians thus placed under the care of the Pres-

byterian Church, is shown by the following table:

Statement, showing the Agencies and Number of Indians

that have been Assigned to the Care of the Presbyterian Board

of Foreign Missions.

Name of Tribe. Population.
No.

Teachers.
No.

Schools.

No.
Scholars.

Navajoes 1 1068 I I 82
Mescalero Apaches 2 1800 — — —
Southern Apaches 400 — — —
Pueblos 950° 6 8 298
Muache Utes a> 290 — — —
Jicarilla Utes o’ 960 — — —
Capote Utes o 500 — — —
Weeminuche Utes 75° — — —
Moquis Pueblos—Arizona 1407 I I 28

Nez Perces— Idaho 2807 4 2 90
Uintah-Utes—Utah 575

— — —

Total 30057 12
1

I 2 498

Thus we see eleven tribes, numbering over thirty thousand

Indians, that are directly under the care, so far as their relig-

ious education is concerned, of the Presbyterian Church
;
and

to a great degree, also, we are responsible for their temporal

welfare. The statement of the^ fact is sufficient to impress

every one with the vast responsibility resting on the church.

The condition of the several tribes may be briefly described.
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The Navajoes occupy a Reservation in Northwestern New
M exico and Northeastern Arizona, containing 3,328,000 acres

of land. They are an industrious, agricultural, and pastoral

people. They are also manufacturers, being very skillful in mak-

ing blankets, silk-work, baskets, etc. They are self-supporting,

and only need assistance in the way of house-building and farm-

ing. The agent makes an earnest appeal for the establishment

of industrial boarding-schools, and says :
“ With the means

asked for, the 2,963 children at this agency can be educated in

practical labor and a primary English knowledge, and, before

the expiration of the treaty, all the Indians of this Reserva-

tion be civilized, Christianized, and made self-sustaining.”

The Mescalero and Southern Apaches are near the central

part of New Mexico. There may seem but little encourage-

ment to undertake the civilization of so wild a band of Indians

as these Apaches. But we have not yet made sufficient effort.

They are a roving people, and have made but little or no pro-

gress in civilization. There are no missionaries among them,

and no schools; and no effort has been made to establish

schools (excepting one among the Southern Apaches)
;
nor

has any effort been made to teach them agriculture. The in-

junction to “preach the gospel to every creature,” seems to

have no force, so far as the Apaches are concerned.

The agent among them writes :
“ The Southern Apaches

have improved very much during the year, and I hope are

now fairly started on the way toward civilization. It will be

slow work to bring these beggars up to the standard we desire

them to reach
;
but they have made progress, and can make

more.”

The Pueblos are a “ virtuous, temperate, industrious, self-gov-

erning, and self-supporting people, retaining the manners, cus-

toms, and religious notions of their ancestors—the Aztecs—and

still looking for Montezuma to return. Many ruins of Pue-

blos (villages) show them to have once been a powerful peo-

ple, long ago reduced in numbers and prosperity by successive

subjugations by, and revolts from, the Spaniards. They are

gathered in nineteen villages in the northern part of the Terri-

tory of New Mexico, where they have cultivated farms for

generations, raising grain, vegetables, and fruit; also cattle,

sheep, and goats.”
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These lands were confirmed to them by Act of Congress,

December 22, 1858.*

The efficient agent among them uses this unqualified lan-

guage :
“ In regard to the complete civilization of the Pueblos,

1 entertain not the least doubt respecting its feasibility. Of
simple habits and perfect freedom from the vices common to

this age, they offer every inducement for education in mind
and morals. Their freedom from intemperance, in the pres-

ence of opportunities for gratifying an appetite for drink, is

very commendable.” They have eight schools among them,

and desire more.

The Jicarilla Apaches
,
and Capote, Mnache, and WeeminucJie

Utes, in Arizona, are fully as wild and uncivilized as any one

might wish who desired to make the experiment of civilizing

and Christianizing the wildest of our Red Men.

The Indian Commissioner says: “The Apaches are idle,

thievish vagabonds, constantly committing petty depredations
j

and roving among the Mexican towns, where they obtain

liquor freely, and learn the worst vices with surprising readi-

ness.”

But, looking at them as being among the very worst of our

American tribes, still, we should hardly expect a Presbyterian

to limit the grace of God, and say that these tribes are not

worthy even to be told of that loving Saviour who gave him-

self as a ransom for all.

“They have no schools, no missionaries, and all they learn

from the whites is their worst vices.”

The Moqnis Pueblos are in Arizona, and, like the Pueblos of

New Mexico, are peaceably disposed and increasing in popu-

lation. They have only one school, and are very desirous of

having an industrial school established, and the children

taught the English language. They raise peaches, apricots,

corn, etc., and have small ilocks of sheep and goats. They
are much attached to their little villages, and cannot be in-

duced to remove.

The Nes Perces, in Idaho have long been under the care of

the Presbyterian Board. The first missions among them were

commenced by the A. B. C. F. M., in 1836. A portion of the

See Report Commissioner of Indian Affairs , 1814.
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tribe have never come into any treaty relations with the

Government, but of the “Treaty Indians,” three hundred and

fifty have small farms, of from three to ten acres each. Last

season they cultivated eighteen hundred acres of wheat, corn,

oats, potatoes, etc., having a large surplus, which they sold to

the Lapwai Indians, realizing a considerable sum. They show

quite an interest in education, have three schools, two churches,

with a reported membership of six hundred and fifty-five.

The only Indians in Utah assigned to the care of the Presby-

terian Board are the Uintah Utes, of Uintah Valley. Within a

few years these Indians, despite the many obstacles surround-

ing them, have made rapid progress toward civilization
;

have engaged in farming, house-building, fence making, etc.

and shown such advancement as much to encourage their effi-

cient agent. Up to the last year they had no school, although

they had long desired one, and it is sad to be told that “ no

missionary enterprise has been attempted

Our Presbyterian Board is doing a good work among some
of the more civilized tribes, and a brief statement of those mis-

sions will be given :

The Seneca Mission
,
among the Senecas, Onondagas, Oneidas,

etc.
;
missionary labor was commenced by the New York Mis-

sionary Society in 1811
;
passed to the care of the United For-

eign Missionary Society in 1822
;

in 1826 transferred to the

American Board, and in 1870 to the Presbyterian Board of

Foreign Missions.

The Chippewa and Ottawa Mission
,
on Grand Traverse Bay,

Michigan; mission began 1838-1841.

Lake Superior Chippewa Mission, Odanah, in the north-

western part of Wisconsin
;
mission established by the A. B. F.

M. in 1830, known as the “ Ojibway Mission transferred to

the Presbyterian Board 1870.

Omaha Mission, Blackbird Hills, Nebraska; commenced in

1846.

Creek Mission, Tallahassee, Indian Territory; station occu-

pied 1849; suspended in 1861
;
reoccupied 1866.

Seminole Mission, Indian Territory
;
commenced 1849 !

sus-

pended 1861
;
resumed 1867.
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Nez Perce Mission, Idaho Territory
; originally started by the

American Board; suspended 1847; resumed by the Presbyte-

rian Board 1871.

Dakotah Mission ; station occupied 1869.

The Navajo Mission ; commenced in 1868. This appears to

have been abandoned.

Among these various missions, the Board has twelve mission-

aries and twenty-three teachers, or assistants.

The expenditures for this cause for the last ten years have

been $147,194.91, or an average of $14,719 per annum.*

With the limited means placed at the disposal of the Board,

it is doing all that it can do, and we certainly cannot ask that

it should add to its already heavy burden by taking the care of

new mission stations, unless the church at large shoves its desire

by special and enlarged efforts for this specific purpose.

The expenditures of the Board for ten years, from 1851 to

i860 (inclusive), for missions among the Indians, averaged

$51,561 per annum.

The largest amount for any single year was for 1857,

$75,75 1 .57, or five times as great as for the year 1875. It is a

sad comment on our efforts in behalf of Indian Missions, to say,

that as the opportunity for doing good among them has in-

creased, our interest has apparently decreased.

When missionaries went among them at the peril of their

lives, and were imprisoned by State authorities, then our Mis-

sionary Boards were alive to the subject of Indian missions
;

but when they are placed in our care by the Goverument, and

every facility offered to educate and civilize them, our interest

wanes, and we do only one-fifth of what we did twenty years

ago.

Suppose the government of China, or Japan, should say to

our missionary boards: You may name the teachers for our

schools, choose the books for our children to read, and all at

our expense, and your missionaries shall have every facility for

teaching the gospel to the people
;
how our churches would

ring with the hallelujahs and thanksgivings, that the way was

open for the entering of the gospel
;
and how we would rejoice

* For valuable information in regard to the Indian Mission of the Presbyterian

Board s ee 34th Annual Report, May, 1871.
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at the dawning of the millennial morning! That is just what

our Government has done for these poor Red Men, who cry to

as to-day, from the mountain tops and the valleys in the far

West, “ send us the gospel."

The Episcopal Church and the Society of Friends have heard

the cry, and answered it by trebling their efforts in behalf of

these people
;
while every other denomination, without ex-

ception, is doing less to-day than it did twenty years ago.

By reference to the table naming the tribes that are placed

under the special care of the Presbyterian Board, it will be

seen that, with the exception of the Nez Perces, our church has

no missionary among them, and by the report of the Commis-

sioner of Indian Affairs, we learn that there are only twelve

schools and twelve teachers among all these thirty thousand

Indians. Six* of the tribes have “ no schools,” “ no teachers

two of them each one school and one teacher.

Remember, that ten of the tribes, numbering over twenty-

seven thousand Indians, have “no missionary.” On whom
rests the blame, if they do not become civilized and Christian-

ized ? “ How shall they believe in him of whom they have

not heard ? And how shall they hear without a preacher ?”

When the religious bodies of the country consented to accept

the care of the various tribes, it assumed a direct responsibility

to the Indians, to look after their spiritual condition
;
and the

Presbyterian church to-day is responsible, before God and the

world, for the religious instruction of these thirty thousand

Apaches, Pueblo, Navajo, and Ute Indians. Who is there to

do it if Presbyterians fail ? The Methodist, Baptist, Episco-

palian, and other religious bodies, have various tribes allotted

to them, for whom they are directly responsible.

The Government expresses its readiness to take agents of

our appointing, and makes large appropriations for their sup-

port, and the establishment of schools, but it cannot send mis-

sionaries. Should our churches show their appreciation of the

confidence placed in them by the Government, by doubling

or trebling their present missionary force, without doubt, in-

creased appropriations could be secured for schools, and also

agricultural and farming implements.

At the International Indian Fair, held at Muscogee, Indian

Territory, September, 1875, a grand parade of Indian nations
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was made, and, as the Arapahoes marched by, they had in-

scribed on their banner:

“ Thefarm is better than the chase."

The Kioways :
“ We need schools, cows, and plows."

The wild Comanches :
“ JVe wish to learn."

We cannot misunderstand the appeal that is thus made to

us by these Red Men. We cannot plead ignorance to the loud

call that is made upon us. To use the beautiful imagery of an

Indian orator: “ Ifyou will only lift up the drooping spirits of

your red children, by giving them succor, and teaching them

the better way of life, their thanksgivings for you and yours will

ascend to Heaven, just as the aurora kindles its light upon
earth, and then streams upward through the cold and clear

night to the home of the Great Spirit.”

After the preparation of this article for the Review, the Report of the “Red

Cloud Commission ” was received, and a few extracts from it will be given,

bearing on the question of our Indian affairs. The Report has the signatures

of Gov. Thos. C. Fletcher, Hon. Benj. W. Harris, <Hon. Charles

J. Faulkner, and Prof. Geo. W. Atherton.

“ The individuality of the Indian, as a member of the community, should be re-

cognized, and the absurd fiction of tribal sovereignty, in which that individual is

now merged, should be abolished.” .... “The individual ownership of

property should be encouraged under temporary restrictions or alienation, and the

privileges of citizenship made accessible upon such terms as good policy may pre-

scribe.” . . .
“ Community of property is fatal to industry, enterprise, and

civilization.” “ Civilization can only spring from well-regulated law, and in every

effort to civilize the Indians, the first lesson to be impressed upon his mind is his

individual responsibility. The next important step is to impress upon him the

necessity of individual property as the only incentive to industry and thrift. There

can be no civilization except where the law is supreme, equally obligatory upon

all, and where property is held in individual right. The community of property

now existing under the tribal organization is fatal to any advances in civilization.”

“ The treaty provision, by which the Indian is kept separate and apart from

the white man in his reservations, may in some aspects be a wise and sound

policy, but it cannot be the policy of civilization. That can only be imparted to

the Indian by bringing him in contact with its influences. They must see it and

feel it, to be penetrated by it.”

The Committee, in closing their report, make many “recommendations,” among

which is the following : “ That all future legislation for the Indians, and all deal-

ing with them, be based upon the policy of bringing them as rapidly as possible

under the same law which governs all other inhabitants of the United States.”
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The Hon. Commissioner of Indian Affairs recommends, in his last Report,

legislation, “ Providing a way into citizenship for such as desire it,” and “ Pro-

viding for holding lands in severalty, by allottment for occupation, and for

patents, with an ultimate fee, but inalienable for a term of years.” “ I desire to

reiterate my conviction of the entire feasibility of Indian civilization.”

Art. V.—THE PHILOSOPHY OF ARTHUR SCHO-
PENHAUER.

A Lecture delivered by Friedrich Harms, Prof, of Philosophy at the University

of Berlin.* Translated for this Review by J. P. Kennedy Bryan, Charles-

ton, S. C.

The philosophy of Arthur Schopenhauer has met with a

strange experience. Almost unnoticed through a long series

of years, it suddenly obtained wide diffusion and recognition,

and that, too, among circles little busied with philosophy. Only

in one regard does its position remain unchanged. Even to-

day, after it has become popular, it has obtained no represen-

tation at the German Universities. Both its founder and his

disciples have been equally unsuccessful in making it the sub-

ject of an academical course of lectures, and thus introducing it

into the circle of the sciences taught at the German Universities.

Some inherent deficiency of the system itself must have brought

it about, that its gifted author, after a weak and unsuccessful

attempt to introduce his philosophy at the University of Berlin,

renounced the idea of making it an academical study. Nor has

any one of his followers been more fortunate. Certain doc-

trines and notions of this system, it is true, have been accepted

and applied in some sciences
;
still, the philosophy of Schopen-

hauer, as a whole, at first almost unnoticed, has been propa-

gated and recognized in circles that are far removed from aca-

demical culture.

The philosophy of Arthur Schopenhauer exercises great

attractive power through its form. In its form it presents a

striking contrast to the German philosophy since Kant. Its

characteristic is its scientific shape.

Berlin: 1874. William Herlz, ‘Publisher.
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No question has so occupied the German mind as the logi-

cal question of the true method of knowledge
(Erkemicri).

Kant found it in the critical procedure, by examining the

possibility of knowledge, in order to reach a conclusion as

regards its truth. Instead of the critique of knowledge, Fichte

tried to develop the system of philosphy by means of a method,

which derives everything out of one highest unity by a pro-

cess of logical thought. Hegel would accomplish the same
thing by the dialectics of thought. Herbart sees in the method
of relations, which he invents, the only means of obtaining a

correct knowledge of the essence of things. Science is philos-

ophy; and science is logical procedure—methodical and sys-

tematic thinking.

With Schopenhauer there is present only a slight trace of

this process of German philosophy since Kant. Although he

accepts certain results of the Kantian philosophy, still, he is far

removed from using Kant’s critical method of examination.

He proceeds dogmatically. The fundamental principles of his

philosophy are propounded by him with the certainty of

dogmas. He calls Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel the three

German Sophists. He hates them with his whole soul, for

their philosophy contains too much of the art of thinking. He
does not derive his notions from one another, but establishes

their connection, if there is any, by an array of striking intui-

tions. The writings and treatises of Herbart and Schleier-

macher are unenjoyable and tedious to him, although he bor-

rows arguments from Schleiermacher to combat the notion of

obligation
(
sollen), of moral necessity. In this regard Schopen-

hauer forms a striking contrast with the German philosophy

since Kant. He follows, rather, as far as the form of knowledge

is concerned, Sound Human Understanding, or, as he calls it,

Soit?id Rcascti, which excels in the correct knowledge of

particulars for the ends of practical life.

The founder of the philosophy of the Sound Human Under-

standing is John Locke. Voltaire, after his return from Eng-

land, brought it to Paris, where it was united with French taste,

and soon became a thing of fashion, and laid its impress upon
high life. In this way everybody came to believe that he

could philosophize. All the women of wit in the Parisian
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world pursued the art of philosophy of the Sound Human
Understanding.

The philosophy of Arthur Schopenhauer occupies a similar

position in Germany. He possesses great talent in vivid pre-

sentation of his doctrines, and in illustration of them, by means
of a rich collection of examples, intelligible to the common un-

derstanding. In this way he has most impressed his readers,

and in this regard Schopenhauer has been justly called an emi-

nent writer. It is not, therefore, to be wondered at, that when
philosophy was disrobed of its school-form (as it is called), and

spoke the speech of life, it found applause among those to whom
it is usually difficult, because of its methodical thought.

There was, moreover, at the time of the favorable reception

of the philosophy of Schopenhauer by the public, a great and

wide-spread reaction against the so-called absolute philosophy
;

so that the opinions of Schopenhauer pronounced against Fichte,

Schelling, and Hegel, in his immoderate polemic, were accepted

without examination, and many persons imagined that the

whole of German philosophy consisted only of some of Kant’s

doctrines, which Schopenhauer had selected out of the whole as

admissible, together with the latest philosophy in the form of

the Sound Human Understanding.

In German philosophy, especially in the tendency represent-

ed by Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel, the Sound Human Under-

standing had been treated with contempt. The Sound Human
Understanding, which considers individual cases without their

connection, is for the Absolute Philosophy outside of the realm of

Truth, which this philosophy claims alone to know and embrace

in itself. Experience, too, and its method, Induction, were not

rightly judged, and their use not properly estimated in German
philosophy—neither in the critical philosophy of Kant, nor in

the speculative philosophy of Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel.

Schopenhauer transplanted to German soil the standpoint of

the philosophy of the Sound Human Understanding of the

English and the French, which held all knowledge to be empi-

rical and serviceable, and thus he produced a reaction, partially

justifiable, against the German philosophy, as it had progressed

from Kant to Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel. It was in keen

polemic with the Empiricism and Sensualism of the English

and French systems that this philosophy had been developed,
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and it was in this very polemic that it mistook the element of

truth contained in these systems.

In the application of Induction—which Bacon first with suc-

cess fully recommended for the study of science, and which he,

as almost no other one, recognized in its essential and leading

features—the Experiential Sciences have become a second

power by the side of philosophy. But in philosophy itself,

this method has always been partially applied only on that

side which deals with the collection of observations, perceptions,

and intuitions, and this, too, on the supposition, that the quality

of all knowledge is already determined by these processes of

perception and intuition, and that thought
(Gedanke) has no

other power in the cognitive process yErkennen
)
than putting

into another form what the senses have already acquired. In

this conception of thought (the thinking principle), that it fur-

nishes nothing in cognition, and that all notions are simply

abstracted from intuitions which cognize everything, exists the

very essence of that Sensualism which Locke founded, but

which David Hume, and especially the French Sensualists, car-

ried to its logical consequence.

In the same manner Arthur Schopenhauer maintains, that

intuition
(
Anschauung

)
furnishes all knowledge, and that

thought (Gedanke), or the reason ( Vcrnunft), as he says, sim-

ply puts this knowledge into another form, but produces noth-

ing itself. He therefore sees himself compelled, as all sensual-

istic philosophers are, to ascribe to intuition magical powers of

knowledge, which, if they resided in intuition, would do away
with and render superfluous all thought and scientific culture.

All intuition, Schopenhauer assures us, is intellectual, has the

understanding already in itself, is itself the work of the under-

standing, and for this very reason grasps not only the phenome-

nal, but also has a direct vision of its causes, and is, therefore,

the source of all objectivity of knowledge. Intuition is, therefore,

he says, self-sufficient. In the inner perception, so to speak,

it seizes the thing in itself (das Ding an sick), and knows that

which it seizes is the thing in itself. According to this, intui-

tion would possess, as a gift of nature, what the sciences are

striving to know through the medium of thought, by examining

the phenomena of things. All scientific culture and all thought

are, in fact, superfluous, if there be such an intellectual intuition
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which has an immediate knowledge of the causes of phenom-

ena and things-in-themselves.

From this conception of the cognitive power of intuition

springs the lack of a methodical formation of notions, and the

deficiency in logical proof and demonstration, in the philosophy

of Schopenhauer. A collection of interesting facts from all

scientific realms, in which Schopenhauer is a virtuoso, cannot

supply the place of a necessary methodical process of forming

notions and of logical proof, for, in fact, intuition does not

possess those magical cognitive powers which Schopenhauer

ascribes to it.

As opposed to this intuitional philosophy, which is only a

counterpart of Schelling’s doctrine of the intuition of the Abso-

lute, we can only look for an advance of philosophy in a

further application of the critical method of Kant and the specu-

lative method of Fichte. Only, it will be necessary to estimate,

differently and more correctly than the critical and speculative

philosophy has done, experience according to its contents

(which makes it known for itself), and also in its method.

Schopenhauer would conceive of the world—the sum total of

all experience—out of itself, out of experience. He conceives it

to be Will, and Idea or Presentation ( Wille und Vorstellung).

Everything is Will and Presentation, and besides these, there

is nothing known. Two facts of consciousness, I will
,
and I

have a presentation ( ich vorstclle), are the principles on which he

explains the world. He makes a cosmology out of anthropol-

ogy. Out of man he would explain the world, which is, in his

conception, the expansion of man to the universal essence of

all things. In sensualism, psychology is the foundation of

philosophy
;

with Schopenhauer, it serves to construct the

universe. The problem—to conceive the world from itself

—

changes, under his treatment, to the very different problem—
to interpret the world from man

;
and in this Schopenhauer

finds the peculiar feature of his view of the world.

This anthropologism, which makes a cosmology of anthropo-

logy, stands in conflict with all the sciences. The natural sci-

ences would, starting from the world, conceive man according to

his place in it. Theology would interpret the world from God as

a starting-point. The historical and ethical sciences do, indeed,

busy themselves with the life of humanity
;
but since they would
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grasp that life, they assume, that over this human existence

there rules a higher power—law—to which it is subject and

bound by obligation. All the sciences would conceive man
out of something higher than man. He himself is only one

fact
;
and sensualism alone makes the mere facts of conscious-

ness, that I will, and I have a presentation, the principles of the

interpretation of the Universe. Anthropologism, the theory

of Arthur Schopenhauer, is an inversion of the principles of all

science.

The world is my presentation
( Vorstellung), says Schopen-

hauer; for that which is presented is only in the presentation,

and all our presentations are dependent upon the forms of our

presentative faculty—namely, Space, Time, and Causality—to

which three, after the manner of Fichte, he reduces the catego-

ries of Kant, and without which we can have no presentation.

He makes the world a mere phenomenon of the human conscious-

ness. This phenomenal world exists only in its bearers, in the

cognizing subject. It arises, endures, and perishes with the
“ presenting ” subject. It is self-evident, with Schopenhauer,

that all that is an object of knowledge is only our presenta-

tion, and that the forms of the presentative faculty conjure forth

also the contents of the presentation. Everything, therefore,

that is in consciousness is only a seeming
(
Schcin).

According to Kant, the notion of the world is a thought

which we cannot grasp in intuition, and to which there is noth-

ing corresponding in our experience
;
still, it is a thought which

we must think as a limitation of our experience, in order not to

fall into the delusion of thinking that the world is my presen-

tation. The theory of Schopenhauer does not spring from

Kant, although he uses certain Kantian doctrines to expound

it. It has quite a different origin.

According to Fichte, every finite Ego has a non-Ego, by

means of which it knows itself to be limited in knowledge and

action. Our knowledge is enclosed within limits which are in-

comprehensible as regards their origin, but not so as regards

their significance, since our place in the moral world is deter-

mined by them. According to Fichte, it is only the absolute

Ego that posits the non-Ego of itself, whereas, the finite Ego
knows itself restricted in knowledge and action. But where the

ideal of knowledge (as it is thought of as existing in the abso-
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lute Ego, the first principle in Fichte’s theory of the sciences) is

confounded with the fact of cognition in us (the third principle

of Fichte’s theory of the sciences), as Schopenhauer has con-

founded them, then is the original critical idealism of Kant and

the ethical idealism of Fichte on the point of being converted

into a sophistical Idealism.

But even Schopenhauer sees himself compelled to retract

his declaration. The world is not only the phenomenal world

of my presentations, but in itself (an sick) it is something be-

yond the presentation. This view of the world begins with a

false statement, which, since it cannot sustain, it transforms

into its very opposite. Still, in its procedure, the one statement

annuls the possibility of the other.

The dilettante in philosophy who, in precipitate haste, im-

prisons his reason in any one system, is most confident that

Idealism is unanswerable. It is not so bad as they think. It

refutes itself when it teaches that the world is not merely my
presentation, but in itself something beyond the presentation.

The one proposition :
“ Nothing outside the presentation,” only

annuls the other proposition :
“ Something, is outside the pre-

sentation.” Idealism cannot conceive of their co-existence with-

out contradiction.

From the presentations themselves, it by no means follows,

whether that which is presented is really in or out of the pre-

sentation
;
but this depends upon the contents of the presenta-

tion, and can only be determined by an examination of these

contents. The idealistic method of procedure, to make every-

thing a mere presentation, in order, as they say, to explain

something, is the hollowest treatment that can be invented
;

for nothing is explained by saying that something is present

in the form of a presentation.

The reality outside of the presentation, the substance (das

an sick) of things, which, in the presentations, become phe-

nomena, is, according to Schopenhauer, the Will. We should,

he thinks, conceive of the world only as our presentation, if

we were endowed only with the presentative faculty. But

we are not merely intelligences, for each one knows himself

as a being endowed with volition
;
and that which we are our-

selves, Schopenhauer thinks, is the essence of all things. We
ourselves will, and, therefore, all things must be a Will.
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The way in which Schopenhauer introduces the Will deserves

our special attention. He maintains, that the knowing subject,

which makes itself manifest as an individual through its identity

with the body, cognizes the body in two very different ways,

namely: as a presentation in intellectual intuition, as an object

among objects, and subject to the laws of objects; again, also,

as that which is immediately known to every one, and which
the word Will designates. Every act of his will is immediately
and invariably a motion of his body; he cannot really will the

act without perceiving at the same time that it appears as the

motion of his body. Both are one and the same. The body
is only the visibility]of the Will.

The Will here appears in a mysterious way, as given by means
of the body, which it is said to make visible, but which, in fact,

it obscures. And in analogy with this, Schopenhauer conceives

of the totality of corporeal nature as the exposition and mani-

festation of the will. As the will appears in the motions of my
body, in the same^way does it manifest itself in the material

phenomena of the universe. The world is the embodiment,

the visibility of Will.

Augustine said : We are nothing but Will
;
we can in truth

ascribe only our acts of will to ourselves. Duns Scotus re-

garded the absolute Will of God as the ground (cause) of the

world, and the world as revealing that Will. For this reason,

the world embraces not only rational truths, but truths of fact,

which can, indeed, be experienced, but cannot be conceived.

According to Kant, it is not mere will, but the moral will, that

constitutes the essence of man. Fichte taught, that a “ rational

being perceives himself immediately only in volition, and that

he would not perceive himself, and, consequently, the world

also, and would not even be an intelligence, if he were not a

practical being.” The independence of the Free Will is the

goal of man, which he is to attain through his life and his

deeds. Schelling makes it even more universal. There is,

in the last instance, no higher existence than Will. Will is

original being, and all the predicates of primal existence are

applicable to Will alone, namely : uncaused, eternal, inde-

pendent of time, self-affirmation. All philosophy strives only

to find this expression. Schleiermacher sees in these con-

ceptions and interpretations, from Augustine to Schelling,
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the difference between ancient and modern philosophy. For

the former is, preponderatingly, Reason coming to Conscious-

ness under the form of the Idea ; the latter, however, is Reason

coming to Consciousness in the form of Will. It is for this

reason that, in ancient philosophy, man is universally regarded,

himself, as a natural being; whereas, in modern philosophy, the

problem of Freedom of the Will towers above all others in im-

portance, and has occupied human thought most profoundly

from Augustine to Schelling.

It might now seem as if Schopenhauer accorded with these

men, and that his view agrees with theirs, inasmuch as he also

finds in Will the essence of man and all things. But this is not

the case
;
especially for the reason, that his conception of Will

is totally different.

He regards the soul as divided into two elements, Will and

Consciousness ; and these two parts as altogether distinct and

separate. The Will in itself, without consciousness, is a blind

force
;
and Consciousness, by itself, without will, has no power of

production. Will is the primary, Consciousness the second-

ary
;
will is the substance, consciousness the accident, which ap-

pears only under certain circumstances, e. g., as conditioned by
the formation of a nervous system. Therefore, says Schopen-

hauer, these two elements in the soul must have a different

origin. The will springs from the father, intelligence from the

mother; and after he has separated them so violently, he does

not really know how to explain the world-miracle, as he calls

it, how will and consciousness form a unit in the Ego. The Ego
is only temporarily the identical subject of knowing and willing

;

it is, therefore, according to him, a Composition.

This conception of a blind will, that produces all
;
and of a

passive consciousness in which the world becomes a seeming, is not

European, nor Grecian, nor modern—but it is Indian. It agrees

essentially with a system of Indian thought, and is a result

of the study pf that philosophy. The idealism of Schopen-

hauer, as well as the positive part of his view of the world, is a

reproduction of Indian philosophy. The conception of Schopen-

hauer agrees only in words, and not in reality, with the doc-

trines of thinkers from Augustine to Schelling, for none of them
conceived of consciousness, in itself passive, as something

7
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merely secondary and accidental in comparison with the blind,

all-producing Will.

According to Schopenhauer, the world, and everything in it r

proceeds from Will. He remarks, very correctly, that while the

natural sciences refer all phenomena to the forces and laws of

nature, still they give no knowledge of the conditions of these

natural phenomena themselves. Schopenhauer would give this

knowledge, and he finds it in a fret and almighty Will, whose
objective manifestation is in all natural forces—in the inorganic,

as well as in the animate, world. This One Will is manifested

in space and time by means of different causalities, which we
see coming forth in the different rational realms, according to

their different activities—as mechanical causes, impulses, and

motives.

Schopenhauer has rightly distinguished the physical expla-

nation of natural phenomena, by means of a will, from their

metaphysical interpretation, which gives no physical expla-

nation. The natural sciences owe their growth to their

separation from metaphysics and theology. Their separation

rests, however, upon the relative independence of the two parts,

of sensuous and rational knowledge. Only those who are now
dabbling in philosophy confound the one with the other, and in

this way bring both the natural sciences and philosophy inta

discredit.

If, however, we conceive of nature, as Schopenhauer does,

then there would follow something different from what he

thinks. For, if nature be grasped as conditioned through a

free, almighty Will, then it must be thought of as a creation.

For creation means nothing else than to think of will as the

cause of all phenomenal existence. Only a Will can be First

Cause, in comparison with which all that we usually call cause

is only an occasion of activity, as also Schopenhauer allows in

contradiction to his other doctrine about causality.

But the notion of creation excited the p^sionate anger

of Arthur Schopenhauer far more than it occupied his re-

flections. His polemic, however, only shows, as is often the

case in these matters, that he combats something, which he in

reality accepts, but of which he has only an indistinct notion.

There remains, indeed, a difference in the notion of the will

which Schopenhauer uses as a basis, since he conceives of it as
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a will in itself blind, which is to come to consciousness only

afterward, and is itself to produce consciousness. But he can-

not sustain this notion. For all nature, even according to him,

bears in itself the character of intelligence, as is seen in the won-

derful conformity of its phenomena to law, in the invariability

of law, and in the design exhibited in its types. But how an

intelligent product is possible without an intelligence, there is

no explanation, however much it has been attempted, except

by granting assumptions which are more mysterious and

problematic than that which is to be explained. Schopenhauer

helps himself with the word Will, the use of which invariably

involves the idea of an intelligence which is afterward denied.

It is mere play with notions to assume an intelligent product

without an intelligence. There is nothing intelligent without

an intelligence, be this intelligence within us or without us ;

that is, within us in the sense of being in our consciousness

only, and without us as a fact, which is confirmed by the conform-

ity to law and design in the phenomena of nature. Kant, even,

did not admit anything to be intelligent without an Intelli-

gence. If the notion of design in nature is only possible

to us by accepting an intellectus archetypus, by means of wrhicf

alone we can grasp the peculiarity of our understanding,

much more a Will, which works intelligently, cannot be wdthoui

intelligence, even if this intelligence is not our consciousness.

Inasmuch as Schopenhauer conceives of nature as the mani-

festation of Will, which is at the same time the essence of

man, he believes, and rightly believes, that he has attained a

universal basis for an ethical view of the world, which is more
than a mere supplement or improvement of metaphysics.

Ethics obtains in this way universality in its conceptions, since

that which in it becomes the object of knowledge in partic-

ular, the Will, conditions the essence and phenomena of all

things. The whole world can be grasped from an ethical

standpoint. 'Indeed, Schopenhauer believes that this univer-

sality is possible only in his philosophy. In this he errs.

Two men at least must be excepted
;

in antiquity, Plato, and
in modern philosophy, Fichte

;
for their view of the wmrld wras

thoroughly ethical. Still, essential differences do appear in the

conception of the Will in its relation to consciousness, in
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the ultimate moral end, and how this is to be attained by life

and action.

The Will, explains Schopenhauer, is, according to its very

conception, Will to Live ( Wille zum Lcbcti). He defines it by

means of a portion of its extent, and limits it in advance to

one case of its applicability, as if Will were only Will to Live
,

and not also Will to Know, and Will to Act, and Will to found

States and churches. The notion of Will has a much more
universal extent than Schopenhauer gives it, when he confines

it to the mere Will to Live.

This Will to Live pervades the whole world, and the world

is its manifestation. It wills to exist and maintain itself in

existence. Its ceaseless effort is manifested in gravitation, by

means of which all bodies in an infinite series tend toward

one centre. Chemical action and crystallization, vegetation

and organization, are only different manifestations of this one

Will to Live. The essence of every organism is its own will.

Teeth, oesophagus, and intestinal canal are only hunger objec-

tified, which comes to consciousness first through the formation

of the nervous system in animals and man. Schopenhauer

therefore regards the origin of consciousness as conditioned by

the organization of animals and man
;
this organization, more-

over, proceeds out of the Will, which produces all things.

Matter is, therefore, the link between the Will in itself and con-

sciousness. The body is the function of the Will
;
the intellect,

however, is the function of the body. In consciousness, how-

ever, everything becomes again a seeming world of presenta-

tions, in which no one can tell any longer where his head is,

“ which is in space, while at the same time this space is only in

his head.”

According to this doctrine, man is not distinguished from

animals by his Will, for this is in all things— in man. in animal

and vegetable beings—as one and the same Will to Live. The
faculty of forming abstract ideas out of sensations and per-

ceptions (which Schopenhauer arbitrarily calls Reason) alone

distinguishes man from animals.

Since the abstract ideas, however, do not, as intuitions, refer

only to the particular and the present, but also to the universal,

the past, and the future, in this way the Will in man obtains a

greater extent, because abstract ideas serve as motives of the
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Will. It is for this reason that there arises in man a multi-

plicity of wants and a diversity of desires, which distinguish

him from the animal. Still, in the tendency of the Will, its

nature, and quality, there is no difference. The Will, which is

the Will to Live, wills in all animal-beings the same thing— the

preservation and enjoyment of life. All the contrivances of

life, all ideas, knowledge, and science that seek the grounds

of these phenomena, should serve this life, which would pre-

serve and enjoy itself. Blind will brings forth consciousness

only for its own purposes.

In this conception of man, that the multiplicity of his wants

is in consequence of a reason, which is capable of nothing

beyond the formation of abstract ideas out of intuitions, and

that all knowledge and science are only means to the satisfac-

tion of these wants, Schopenhauer agrees fully with the morals

of the French school, and authenticates again the standpoint of

the philosophy of the Sound Human Understanding. Schop-

enhauer, as the French school, has made the Will, as it actually

exists—the Will with its desires—the essence of man. He
degrades reason, since he denies to it its practical character,

which Kant and Fichte, above all others, have established. It

brings forth only a multiplicity of wants and knowledge only

for its own satisfaction, but it possesses, through its thoughts

and ideas, no law-giving power over this needy and covetous

life. These conceptions of Schopenhauer have, therefore, no

point of contact with the German philosophy since Kant, the

main tendency of which has been essentially ethical—a ten-

dency which Kant, in all the austerity of his character, gave

it in opposition to the French as well as the English school,

to the latter of which Schopenhauer, as we shall see, ap-

proached in one point.

Intuitions and thoughts can become in man grounds of deter-

mination of the Will. In how far now the Will is to be regarded

as free, depends upon its relation to consciousness, and how
thoughts and intuitions can become grounds of determination

of the Will, since it cannot be directly determined by anything

else. As has been said, the freedom of the Will is the most
important problem of modern philosophy, from Augustine to

Schelling, and to the present day. Physical, as well as ethical,

science depends upon the view held as regards the freedom of
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the Will, since the extent of the notion of a moral world is

measured by the notion of freedom.

Schopenhauer’s view upon this question is predeterminism.

He teaches that the Will, previous to consciousness, is deter-

mined in its tendency, in what and how it wills, before the

beginning of the individual life by the birth of man, and that

all ideas and knowledge have, accordingly, no power over the

Will. In the life and action of man, therefore, everything is

only a necessary consequence of this original determination of

the Will. In this does the inborn native character of man con-

sist, which he cannot change, and which embodies itself, of

necessity, in the life and actions of man. His knowledge,

of whatever kind it may be— intuitions or notions, personal

experience or universal convictions— avail nothing against the

Will in this, its original predetermination.
“ Why one man is bad and another good,” Schopenhauer

writes, “ does not depend upon motives and outer influences

—

as, for example, doctrines and sermons—and is, from this stand-

point, absolutely inexplicable. But whether a bad man shows

his wickedness in petty wrongs, cowardly tricks, and low ras-

calities, or, as a conqueror, subdues peoples, plunges a world into

sorrow, and sheds the blood of millions
;
this is the outer form

of his appearance, the unessential part of him, and depends

upon the circumstances in which fortune places him, upon his

surroundings, outer influences, and motives. But out of these

his determination is never to be explained. This determina-

tion proceeds from the Will, the phenomenon of which is this

man.” Motives can only modify the Will in its original de-

termination according to circumstances and relations in space

and time; but, according to this doctrine, they cannot them-

selves direct it and determine its tendency, Repentance con-

sists, therefore, only in a fretting over an illusion in knowledge,

which accompanies the Will, but cannot change it. All free-

dom of action is done away with, according to this theory, in

consequence of the impotence of consciousness.

In order, however, not to efface all responsibility, prede-

terminism accepts a freedom of being, inasmuch as it holds

that the Will, determined beforehand in its tendency, is man
himself in his essence. Will in itself is altogether free and om-

nipotent, and man is only a manifestation of the free, almighty
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Will, and this Will is himself. The act of the Will, out of which

the world springs, is our own act, Arthur Schopenhauer

asserts.

This theory denies freedom in that sphere, where we seek it,

and where alone it is valuable for man—in his life and his

action
;
and assumes a freedom of being before all actual life,

just as if man originally gave himself his character and his

being. This freedom, however, seems to us to be only a mis-

use of the notion of freedom, which we understand to be used

in no other way than as a possible predicate of an act. All

responsibility, moreover, refers to particular acts, and not to

being as a whole. Freedom may reside in the notion, or the

faculty and the determination of man, and this may be its

original character; still, it is only actual and valuable in its real-

ization in individual actions.

However we may construe this freedom of being, there fol-

lows, at least, from its acceptance, that if there is no freedom

of action, the whole spiritual and moral life can be conceived

of only as a physical process. The factum of the moral theory,

according to Fichte, is this, viz. :
“ The idea

(Begriff

)

is the ground of the world, with the absolute conscious-

ousness that it is so.” A moral wrorld is only possible, pro-

vided that consciousness is itself productive
;
and productivity

with consciousness is, I think, freedom. But where consci-

ousness is itself impotent—only looks on, comes after action,

and, at most, accompanies it—there, too, spiritual life can be

regarded only as a necessary natural process. And with

Schopenhauer, the moral life is treated as such a natural pro-

cess in consequence of his doctrine of freedom. He rejects,

therefore, also the notion of obligation, of duty, of moral neces-

sity, which exists only under the supposition that there is a

freedom of action, as well as a freedom of being. Nothing is

morally necessary, but everything is physically necessary, if

there is no action from consciousness, and this consciousness

only succeeds action.

Since the Will to Live in man comes to consciousness accom-

panied by thought and knowledge, so man may assume one of

two relations to the Will, in the affirmation or negation of the

Will, as Schopenhauer calls it. Man can say to this Will, yes
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and no. The negation is the end, the affirmation is the begin-
ning, of the spiritual life.

The Will is originally directed to the self-preservation and
the enjoyment of life. Egoism proceeds with physical necessity

from the affirmation of the Will. Every one who affirms the

Will to Live is necessarily an Egoist. Egoism is the form of

the Will to Live. It holds not only as an almost universally

prevalent fact in the human world, but as a physical necessity

in all animal beings. For life exists only in individuals, and
in every individual the whole Will to Live

,
the essence (an sick)

of the world, is contained, since every individual is only an

empty form of this Will. Since the individual, moreover, is

the subject of knowledge, the whole world, and all other indi-

viduals, are also only its presentations. Every one, therefore,

strives to maintain his existence and to enjoy it, from which

there arises an universal struggle among all animal beings for

matter, for space, and for time, similar to the view of Thomas
Hobbes, that there was a war of all against all. Every indi-

vidual is, accordingly, necessarily Egoistic.

Now, Schopenhauer has set himself to work to demonstrate

that this life, notwithstanding that it is grounded in the very

essence of things, and results therefrom with absolute necessity,

is in every respect a failure. And to do this he has applied him-

self with unwearying patience in the application of all the ex-

periences at his command.
All individuals fail of their end, for they are only means

for the species, and serve only for the preservation of the species.

They live in delusion, since they think themselves something

and regard themselves as ends, whereas they are only perisha-

ble, empty forms of life. Schopenhauer seeks, in the most mi-

nute manner and with evident delight, to prove that all love of

the sexes only is such a delusion, in which nature wraps them
in order to maintain the species.

These individuals fail of their end, for all happiness, every

enjoyment, every wish of the desiring will, that springs only

out of need, out of longing and painful want, is only negative,

only the removal of a disinclination, only the release from a

pain, for which reason it ceases and disappears when satisfied.

The desiring will, however, continues unsatisfied in every effort.

The pain and suffering of life is therefore essential and unavoid-
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able, and all attempts to remove its suffering and misery, and

to efface its agony and torture, are of no avail. They afford no

relief, but only change the form of suffering. For the misery

of the world is in the very essence of life and effort. The Will

itself is the endless striving, out of which all unhappiness pro-

ceeds. Every human life vibrates between pain and ennui.

The world is, therefore, absolutely evil, unavoidably evil—the

very worst of all possible worlds.

This is the so-called Pessimism of Arthur Schopenhauer,

originally an Indian doctrine, which he has revived. Pessimism

is not the recognition of the fact, that evil, want, ancj misery

are in the world, nor its extension by means of an arbitrary in-

terpretation, such as Schopenhauer attempts, but it is the dec-

laration, that this fact, which no one disputes, is an inevitable

result of the Will in itself (an sick) ;
wherefore, also, all means

employed against it are ineffectual, since they can only change

the form, but not the amount, of the suffering.

But Pessimism is itself only the consequence of a mistaken

life. That life is radically mistaken, which wills that which can-

not be willed. Enjoyment and life for the mere end of living

cannot be willed.

We can will the means to enjoyment, but not enjoyment it-

self, since we cannot produce it, either in us or in others. But

we cannot will that which we have not the power of doing.

Fools alone will what they cannot accomplish. To will means

to be able. Enjoyment is invariably a gift, an endowment. It

is only a result of an activity reaching its end, but is not itself

an end. The life that leads to Pessimism is a radical failure,

because it wills what cannot be willed. The life that follows

after pleasure is a mistaken life, and leads to Pessimism, not be-

cause of the consequences that ensue
;
but it is a mistaken life

in its will, which wills that which no one can will.

The life that has merely living for its end is wholly mistaken,

because it wills that which cannot be willed. It is a life without

purpose, since to will means to posit an aim
;
and an activity that

posits no aim is not will. Life for the mere end of living is an

empty will, which wills to will something—that is, a will which

wills nothing. Life with the mere end of living is vegetation.

In all unprejudiced minds, says Fichte, there is the convic-

tion that life is not for its own sake, but for the sake of some
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ultimate moral end, which should be realized and should be-

come visible in and through life. Wherever this conviction is

wanting, there invariably results a mistaken life, and its conse-

quence, Pessimism.

Pessimism has no knowledge of life in employment, in labor,

in business, where all in the community of the family, the state,

the church, art, and science are laboring in a common work,

which abolishes Egoism. Pessimism results from this deficiency.

It knows not the middle part of life out of which the earnest-

ness and the energy of the Will proceeds, but only the begin-

ning, whjch it calls the affirmation, and the end, which it calls

the negation, of the Will.

All history appears, therefore, to Arthur Schopenhauer,

empty and insignificant—an eternal monotony. “ What his-

tory relates,” says he, “
is in fact only the long, heavy, and

troubled dream of humanity.” Quite a different conviction

prevails in the German philosophy since Kant, because it is

pervaded by a moral spirit. For, from the time of Lessing and

Herder up to this day, all philosophers have been occupied with

the problem of a philosophy of the world’s history, because

they know of a middle part of life between its beginning and

its end. But Egoism, and Pessimism in its wake, together with

its negation of the Will to Live, annul all history, and make it

a troubled dream.

The affirmation of the Will is, according to Schopenhauer,

the beginning, its negation the end, of spiritual life. He regards

sympathy the moral spring of all actions. Out of pity proceed the

virtues—justice and love. In this conception Schopenhauer ap-

proaches the English School, especially David Hume, who, in

the same way, derived justice and natural benevolence from

sympathy. Schopenhauer conceives of justice only negatively :

To injure no one. But there is a positive element in its nature :

To treat every one equally ; Suum cuique. Not to let every one

have his own, as Schopenhauer affirms, but to give every one his

own
,
is the essence of justice. Love is essentially sympathy,

pity, to feel another’s suffering as my own
;

for, in truth, suffer-

ing cannot be taken away—its form only can be changed.

That, however, which is peculiar about Schopenhauer is his

metaphysical basis for this English doctrine. For since all men
are, by nature, Egoists, it is a question, how it is possible that I
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-can feel as my own suffering that which is not mine and does

not concern me. This rests on a higher knowledge, to wit.:

that I penetrate the principle of individuality in knowing, in-

tuitively and directly, that all individuals who think they are

something, are only empty forms of one and the same Will,

which manifests itself in individuals differently, spatially, and

temporally. In this way the boundary between their own and

another’s personality disappears
;

all are only manifestations of

the same being, and I feel another’s suffering as my own in this

intuitive penetration of empty individuation. All genuine vir-

tue proceeds from the immediate and intuitive knowledge of

the metaphysical identity of all beings.

This metaphysical knowledge, out of which all genuine vir-

tue is said to proceed, is itself somewhat difficult to compre-

hend. Egoists can only fear one another mutually, since they

are constantly involved in combat and strife for everything.

Each one is for himself the totality, and every other one is for

him only his presentation. How these Egotists should sud-

denly transform themselves, so that they mutually love one an-

other in their intuitive penetration of the principle of individu-

ation, and in knowing their common and utter nothingness, is,

indeed, hard to grasp. It may be that, in consequence of this

immediate and intuitive knowledge of the metaphysical identity

of all beings, they condole with one another in their nothing-

ness, but surely they cannot love one another in this knowledge.

For love involves not only the essential unity of the person,

but it rests also upon the mutual recognition and respect of the

persons in their substantial existence, and upon the conviction

that neither of them is a mere empty form. It is not to be

divined how love and justice are possible in a philosophy of

universal scorn, in which Schopenhauer calls ordinary men a

manufacture of nature. If the ethical notions rest on meta-

physics, they surely do not rest on the metaphysics of this

transmutation doctrine ( Vcrwandlungslehre).

Love and justice are, however, only a preparation, small at-

tempts, to attain the goal of the spiritual life, the negation of

the Will, by means of which Egoism is finally abolished. Accord-

ing to Hobbes, the selfishness of man is only controllable by

means of an absolute political power. According to Schopen-

hauer, Egoism, the mistaken life of which leads to Pessimism,
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abolishes itself by the negation of the Will, out of the affirmation

of which it proceeds. That Will necessarily negates itself in the

end, which, in the beginning, Wills to Live
,
in order merely to

live and to enjoy—which cannot be willed.

The negation of the Will is said to take place by means of a

penetrating perception of all individuation of life as an empty,

vain, and delusive form. It transcends all knowledge and de-

scription, and exists in a rapture—an ecstacy. From it pro-

ceeds the detestation of all life, the destruction and annihilation

of life in punishment and self-torture, the mortification of the

Will, which is the source of all pain and torture.

All the vagaries of a religious life are the very best examples

of the negation of the Will, especially among the Indians;

whereas, Christianity avers only half of this intuition, because

it is still too much alloyed with Judaism, Schopenhauer’s

opinions of which are very harsh. All religion is only a pop-

ular metaphysics, and is necessary for life; and of all the

different religions, Schopenhauer reverences Buddhism most.

Finally, there is said to proceed out of the negation of the

Will the release from all suffering, resignation, the complete

absence of Will; perfect holiness and blessedness, however, is

only attained by the abolition of the living being in the

nothing of eternity. This Indian consummation is the anni-

hilation of the being who experiences the consummation.

The nothing, however, is said to be not altogether nothing,

but only the nothing proceeding from the negation of this

world of torture—the nothing, which is neither Will, presenta-

tion
( Vorstelluvg), nor world

;
but what it is positively, is not

known.

According to Oken, the world springs from zero
;
according

to Schopenhauer, it perishes into an incomprehensible nothing.

He would interpret the world out of himself, but he cannot

interpret the world out of himself without adding, in thought,

the incomprehensible nothing, in which the world-consumma-

tion is thought of. The world does not possess this con-

summation, but in its existence is conditioned by it. The
world cannot, therefore, be interpreted out of itself, but only

by its conditions. It is mere empty talk, when we are assured

that the world can be interpreted out of itself.

The negation of the Will, moreover, is the greatest mystery
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of this philosophy, and that which no one has fathomed. For

on the one hand, since Will is all reality, all reality would

become nothing in the negation of the Will; and on the other

hand, a negation of the Will is possible only by means of the

Will, out of which, therefore, the whole suffering world would

proceed anew in its infinite transmutation. The doctrine of

infinite transmutation
(
Verwandlung

)
is at least a logical con-

sequence of this Indian view of the world.

But, holding to this doctrine, the negation of the Will is

logically impossible. Schopenhauer says, that it is the single

act of the freedom of the Will in the phenomenal world. It is

thus, at length, that that becomes possible, which, according to

Schopenhauer’s doctrine of freedom, is impossible, namely

:

that the consciousness obtains a power over the Will, and a

free act takes place in life, although in an exceptional and

mysterious way. Its possibility shows that the world is not

altogether bad, but contains some good in itself, which, how-

ever, only comes too late and not at the right time for appli-

cation, in order to bring the Will in another direction, that it

may not eventually destroy the world. Pessimism produces

repugnance to itself.

The world, according to Schopenhauer, is altogether bad.

Still, it is not so in the negation of the Will, and also not so

before the affirmation of the Will to Live, out of which springs

Egoism, selfishness, pursuit of enjoyment, and the failure of

life, in want, misery, unhappiness, and suffering of every kind.

For previous to the affirmation of the Will to Live, in its ex-

istence in elementary and cosmical nature, all notions of Pes-

simism are altogether inapplicable. The thoroughly bad world

does not proceed out of Will to Live, but only out of its affirma-

tion. It is, therefore, only a genesis—a state of becoming—in

the world, which neither in its beginning nor end, corres-

ponds to the notions of Pessimism. Pessimism is not a thoroughly

digested doctrine. The thoroughly bad world is only the world,

which arises out of a false application of the affirmation and

negation of the Will.

That which Schopenhauer calls the Will to Live, Fichte

terms the natural impulse. According to him, this natural im-

pulse must be negatived before it comes into action, and the high-

er impulse in the rational being—the Ego—must be affirmed;
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and out of this proceeds the moral life in human society

and in history. Schopenhauer has inverted it, since, according

to him, the natural impulse, or the Will to Live
,
must be first

affirmed, wherefore nothing remains after this mistaken exper-

iment but to negate it finally. Schopenhauer has been, not

incorrectly, called, Fichte on his head.

Pessimism, with its negation of the Will, was a life in India;

in Germany it is only an idle speculation, in conformity to which

no one has tried or dared to live. This idle speculation was
diffused in Germany at a time when many despaired of the polit-

ical mission and moral power of the German people. And that

it has not disappeared, after the great successes through which

the German Empire has been founded, and a more hopeful life

has animated the German nation, shows only that plants that

have once taken root are eradicated with difficulty, and need

a long time to die out. Besides the negation of the Will r

Schopenhauer knows in this (in his opinion) thoroughly bad

world, still another means which releases from its suffering and

affords relief—a means, which if not lasting, is still momentary,

and if not for all, is, nevertheless, the portion of gifted men of

genius. Art furnishes this, according to him, the work of

genius, the gifted artist’s intuition of the world. For it frees

from the suffering of life, it is exalting, it creates pure desires,

free from all that is displeasing, a blessedness of intuition with-

out Will, an unalloyed enjoyment, which is preceded neither by

suffering nor want, nor does repentance, sorrow, emptiness, or

satiety necessarily follow. The only drawback is, that this happi-

ness cannot fill the whole of life, but only some of its moments.

According to this, Schopenhauer also knows of a world, which

would be worse than that is which he calls the worst of all pos-

sible worlds. For the world, which is still worse than the

worst of all possible worlds, as he conceives it, would be the

world in which there is no negation of the Will, and no creative

insight of genius. Whoever uses mere relative notions, as the

notions of the worst and the best, always incurs the danger of

making propositions which negate one another by their inner

contradiction. Thus, Schopenhauer’s world, in comparison with

a worse world—a world in which there is no creative insight of

genius and no negation of the Will—can be called the better

among the possible worlds. Pessimism is not so far removed
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from Optimism—the doctrine that the world is the best of possi-

ble worlds—as those think, who are in the habit of conceiving

everything in the world according to these vague relative

notions. Both notions have a very limited sphere of applica-

tion, and, among other things, have no application in the doc-

trine of Spinoza, according to which the infinite proceeds out

of the infinite in an infinite way, a divine world follows neces-

sarily out of God, perfect or infinite as God, which cannot be

better or worse than it is, since it cannot be other than it is,

by reason of its origin out of God. According to Spinoza’s

doctrine, it is not the best of possible worlds, but it is the only

possible world, and, therefore, infinite as God. It is not finite

in itself, but only for us, or in its genesis {Becoming).

The creative knowledge of art arises, according to Schopen-

hauer, by the knowing subject tearing itself suddenly away
from the service of the Will, in which are all knowledge and

science, that are forever seeking the grounds of phenomena,

but never finding them. The cognitive Ego, in the absence

of Will, thus rises from the individual, and is limited to the

universal and only objective and true intuition and perception

of things.

But in this way a miracle happens, when the cognitive Ego
suddenly tears itself away from the root of the world—the

Will and its servitude
;
when consciousness, the intellect, the

accident, masters and annuls the Will—the substance—even if

only, as Schopenhauer adds, for a short time. With the dis-

appearance of the Will in consciousness all suffering and want

are abolished. That which is otherwise impossible takes place

now in gifted men, who become free from the Will and their

suffering, and enjoy the blessing of creative insight. Like the

romantic school, Schopenhauer extols creative insight and
inspiration as the solace of life, which men of genius attain

through a mystery, which is in contradiction to all the notions

of this Pessimistic view of the world.

In the exaltation of this creative insight, the man of genius

views the world from quite another standpoint than the or-

dinary man. For to the latter, his cognitive faculty is only the

lantern which lights his way; but to the man of genius, his

faculties are a sun which reveals the world. He does not seek

any more after the whence and the whither and the why, but,

released from this commonplace, creative insight in art beholds
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the true nature of things, their enduring, immutable form,

independent of the temporal existence of individual beings.

The Platonic ideas should be the objects of art, which consists

only in the stages of the objectivations of the Will, viewed in

their purity and essential character.

This part of Schopenhauer’s work, “ The World as Will and

Presentation ” (Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung), which is

full of ingenious notions on the works of the fine arts, and

sheds a gladdening light in this otherwise dark and despairing

view of the world, has, without doubt, brought him many
admirers and disciples. Art, which is said to be the intuitive

knowledge of ideas, appears, with Schopenhauer, as with Schel-

ling, to be the true science, and all true science is said to be

the creative intuition of the artist, endowed with genius.

If, according to the Platonic conception, true science should

be the knowledge of ideas (in which we pass over the question,

whether art and science are the same, a view which leads us to

confound the characteristic with the beautiful, and to ground

science upon personal intuitions), then the whole view of the

world of Arthur Schopenhauer needs a total revision
;
for this

science, which is a knowledge of ideas, is wanting with him.

His view of the world asks only after the commonplace,

whence and the whither, and says only that everything is

out of the Will to Live
,
which affirms and negates itself, but

it says not what in truth is. For the Will is a predicate that

we cannot understand without a subject, without an entity

—

it is the Will of man, the Will of nature, or the Will of God.

The Will determines how the meaning of the predicate depends

upon the subject, the entity, of which it is predicated. The
Will is different, according to the subject whose Will it is.

This notion of the Will, or the so-called Will-in-itself, is noth-

ing, and is able to produce nothing. This thinking in mere predi-

cable notions always brings forth an unhealthy condition in the

life of philosophy, whose only remedy consists in giving up this

habit, since all predicates receive their force and definite sig-

nification from the subjects of which they are affirmed. From
the standpoint of science, which has its necessary form, with-

out which there is no truth, we cannot, therefore, accept nor

comprehend Arthur Schopenhauer’s view of the world, though

it may contain much that is interesting. And we are unable

to understand it, especially, because it is based on a Will
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which wills that which it cannot, and does that which it should

not, and therefore tortures and negates itself in despair.

The world may be a Will, but Schopenhauer himself says

that he does not know whence it is, and thinks there can be a

still higher existence, which has the freedom of being Will to

Live ox not
;
and this world does not embrace the whole possi

bility of existence, especially that inconceivable nothing, in

which the consummation of the world is thought of. But this

consummation of existence, which has the freedom to be Will

to Live, and also not be it, is God, without whom we cannot

interpret the world, as Schopenhauer involuntarily proves.

Kant’s Transcendental Dialectic, which belongs to the Critic of

Pure Reason, teaches, that whoever would interpret the world

must necessarily think of God as the cause of the world, even

if he cannot demonstrate the existence of God. This neces-

sity ceases to exist only for those who do not seek to interpret

the world, but who would only live and act.

If this insatiable Will, in Schopenhauer’s view of the world,

which wills only in order to will, is not necessary, but is only

the refuge of a despairing view of the world, then it presup-

poses, also, an absolute being, a God, who, if the Will of the

world is from him, has created it, so that it (the Will) wills what

it can, and does not will what it cannot, and does what it

should, and need not despair, but hopes that its work will suc-

ceed, since it knows that all that is created has an eternal plan

and is of an imperishable nature.

Through its form of knowledge, we have said, the philoso-

phy of Arthur Schopenhauer forms a striking contrast with

the German philosophy since Kant. In its form of knowledge

lies, also, the reason of the contradictions and deficiencies of

Schopenhauer’s philosophy. No single proposition is in itself

philosphical, however paradoxical this may seem. It is only

philosophical in its connection with a whole. Philosophy, says

Fichte, is science out of one piece. It is, above all things,

logical and uncontradictory thought. But whoever begins

with contradictions ends in absurdities. The principle, to be-

lieve something because it is absurd, is justly rejected. It

seems, however, that philosophy has, at present, made this

principle its maxim, in holding that the more absurd its

thoughts are, they more truth they contain.
8
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Art. VI.—PERPETUITY OF THE SABBATH.
By a Layman.

British and American Evangelical Christians commonly
regard the fourth commandment as of universal and perpetual

obligation. Continental Christians, while they admit the neces-

sity for some day of rest and worship, commonly regard that

commandment as a mere national statute, binding only on the

children of Israel. *

We shall endeavor to prove that the law of the Sabbath, con-

tained in the fourth commandment, is perpetually binding on

all mankind.

Experience shows, that where the obligation to keep the

Sabbath is admitted to rest on divine command, it is much
better kept than where that obligation ^s held to rest only on

expediency. As the latter-opinion is gaining ground, the Sab-

bath is less and less observed. The consideration of the sub-

ject is, therefore, urgently called for.

We shall not attempt an exhaustive argument
; our single

point is, that the fourth commandment is binding on us.

We admit that the fourth commandment, like all the rest of

the decalogue, is, on its face, not addressed to us, but to that

particular people whom God had just brought out of Egypt,

and thus rescued from slavery, as mentioned in the preface,

and who were going to a particular country which God was to

give them, as mentioned in the fifth commandment. For the

purposes of this argument, we admit that the fourth command-
* ment is not, prima facie ,

binding on us, but that its obligation

must be proved.

Of course, it is not sufficient to say that a law addressed to

somebody else, is binding on us now, because given by God,

however solemnly, and never repealed, unless it be first shown

that it ever was binding on anybody else than those to whom
it was addressed. The command to the Israelites not to wear

linsey-woolsey,* or the command to them to appear in the

presence of the ark three times a year,f would not have been

* Lev. xix : 19; Deut. xxii : II. f Deut. xvi : 16.
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binding on us now, even if the Hebrew national government

still existed and the law remained unrepealed, for those com-

mands never reached beyond the subjects of that national gov-

ernment and the denizens of that country. So, an act of par-

liament addressed to the people of England, Scotland, and

Berwick-upon-Tweed, passed while the United States were

British colonies, was not,prima facie
,
binding on those colonies,

notwithstanding any solemnity of publication and the admitted

authority of the law-giver. In such cases, unless it can be

proved that some obligation on unaddressed people is indirectly

taught or implied, we have no right to say it is imposed.

It is sometime? said the ten commandments were given to

Israel as the type of the church, and so are binding on the

church now, the local circumstances being allegorized. We
disclaim any such argument, as unscriptural, unsound, unwar-

ranted, and dangerous. Its principle makes the Bible teach

anything that the fancy of a commentator, or the exigencies

of a sect, or the fashion of an age, or the spite of a persecutor,

may require. This assumption^too, is insufficient
;

for, as we
shall see, these laws are binding not only on the church, the

supposed antitype, but also on the rest of the world.

We can see no more warrant for allegorizing the preface to

the ten commandments, than for allegorizing the command-
ments themselves, or the account of the birth of Christ, or of

his resurrection. We cannot, by any such means, get rid of

the national direction of these statutes. True, we can enforce

these commands when once shown to be applicable to us by
parity of reason, or by parallel reasons with those given in the

preface. This is probably what the Westminster Catechism

means to do.

We thus begin by admitting, what objectors to the divine

authority of the Sabbath commonly end with proving, that the

fourth commandment is a Hebrew national statute, and not

addressed to us. But we deny their inference, that it is, there-

fore, not binding on us.

Israel, as God’s visible people, was the congener of the

Christian church
;
as a nation, the congener of all other nations.

In poetry, and in prophetic pictures, it is often put for all God’s

people; but not in prose, history, or legislation. Commands
given to Israel, and, therefore, prima fane ,

to it only, may,
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nevertheless, have been in many cases intended for, and so

binding on, not only the species Israel, but the whole genus

God’s people, or the whole genus all nations. But this cannot be

assumed ; it must, in each class of cases, be affirmatively proved.

We maintain that the law of the Sabbath, as well as the rest

of the ten commandments, though addressed only to Israel, is

thus intended for all mankind.

In illustration of our argument, we shall make use of a sys-

tem of human laws strikingly parallel, in the points we are to

consider, with the laws in the Old Testament.

The common law of England, the traditionary law, not de-

pending on legislative enactment, or royal decree, is the law of

the Anglo Saxon race,* and follows that race wherever it col-

onizes. Accordingly, it is the law of this country,+ except

so far as it is inapplicable to our circumstances, or repealed

by statute. The tenacity with which we cling to it, is shown

by the seventh amendment of the Constitution of the United

States, and by the principle so often heard in our courts, that

“ Statutes in derogation of the common law must be construed

strictly.”

So the moral law of God, to which the common law is strik-

ingly analogous, is the law of the whole human race, and

follows all men through every age and country. Unlike the

common law, it is not repealable.

The statute laws of Great Britain, enacted by parliament,

are binding only on those British subjects to whom they are

immediately addressed. The colonies are not bound by a

statute, unless named in it. But some statutes, addressed only

to people in Great Britain, and only mandatory there, do, never-

theless, authoritatively DECLARE—that is, exhibit, make known,

announce, explain, and define— what the common law is.

And as the common law outside of England is the same as in

it, this authoritative declaration of what it is in England, also

* Except in Scotland and in some minor localities.

f Notwithstanding Sir Wm. Blackstone’s funny historico-legal blunder. He says :

“ The American colonies, being conquered provinces, the common law does not attach

to them.” But the real reason why the laws of the conqueror do not attach to the

conquered, is only that they had laws before, and conquest does not change them

.

The colonies had no law before recognized by civilized man. Where there was

another system of laws, as in Louisiana, it was not changed on annexation.
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declares what it is anywhere else, where the authority of par-

liament extends. Hence, acts of parliament passed before

the Revolution of 1776, addressed only to the people of Great

Britain, were, when, and so far as, adjudged to be declaratory

of the common law, binding on the colonies, and even on us,

and enforced by our courts at the distance of a century after

parliament ceased to have power to legislate for us.

We shall adopt the technical words “DECLARE” and “DE-

CLARATORY,” which conveniently and definitely express the

exhibition of some part of the common law in an act of par-

liament,* as expressing equally well the exhibition of some

part of the moral law, the common law of the human race, in a

Hebrew national statute, enacted by the Divine Legislator.

We maintain, that the ten commandments, the Sabbath law

included, though, on their face only acts of national legislation,

are also DECLARATORY of the moral law binding on all man-

kind
;
and that, therefore, the laws in this code are of perpetual

and universal obligation
;
and that such declaration of moral

law, making known the divine will, is equivalent to a divine

command addressed to us.

A virtue, or a crime, defined by a sovereign in a statute or

edict addressed to his subjects in one province, is also thereby

declared and defined to all his other subjects. The only ques-

tion is, whether the reason why the thing is right or wrong in

that province, also exists in his other provinces.

So a court only adjudicates between the parties to a suit,

and its mandates are directed only to those parties. But the

principles of its decisions, the laws then announced, are binding

on everybody within its jurisdiction.

So a decree of a sovereign, addressed only to an individual,

may be declaratory of his will and of the principles of his

government to all his other subjects.

*We say parliament, for American legislatures do not enact laws declaratory

of the common law, because they would then overstep the sharp boundary fixed

here between the legislative and judicial functions. In England, the king being,

according to the ancient theory, the fountain, both of law and justice, did not so

strictly regard that boundary, but sometimes said through parliament, what an

American State says only through its courts. The Hebrew sovereign, exercising

both classes of powers, not only over his national, but his spiritual subjects, disre-

gards any such boundary, and often defines a law, universal and spiritual, in a

statute local and temporary.
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Now, we are God’s moral subjects, and under his moral juris-

diction, as much as his national subjects were; and definitions

of virtues or crimes or commands, moral in nature, given to

them as a nation, are thereby declaratory to us of his will ; and

his adjudications among them settle the law, wherever the

reasons exist on which the decision was based.

The command to Israel not to “muzzle the ox when he

treadeth out the corn,”* was local, national, and so temporary.

But it was an application of, and so declaratory of, a principle

of the moral law, which Paul recognizes and applies to another

subject. So the Mosaic requirement of two witnesses to con-

vict of crime, declares to us the same moral law of humanity,

that modern law expresses by saying, that the accused should

always have the benefit of a doubt.

It is laid down, as a rule of interpretation, that when a stat-

ute is declaratory of the common law, it shall extend to others

besides the persons or things named— the stronger cases being

only put, the weaker being included.f This is exactly the

rule indicated by our Saviour, and now adopted by Christians,

for ascertaining how far the meanings of the commands of the

decalogue extend. This identity of rule of interpretation is

what we would expect, if the identity of character in the hu-

man and divine statutes, for which we contend, really exists ;

that is, that they are declaratory— in one case of the common
law, in the other of the moral law. Such character of a statute

leads us to expect that the rule will be just what it is.

So we might adduce many characteristics which the com-

mands of the decalogue have in common with declaratory stat-

utes of Great Britain, indicating that the former are also

declaratory laws, and, therefore, apply to others than those to

whom they are addressed.

Our relations to the Hebrew statutes and God's Hebrew
adjudications are unlike our relations to recent acts of parli-

ament, or to the rescripts of Roman emperors, or to the de-

cisions of the Court of Cassation, or of the Queen’s Bench of

the present reign
;
for we are not under their authority, as we

are under that of the Hebrew Sovereign. Such rescripts and

decisions may be to us arguments, but not commands, as they

* Deut. xxv
: 4. 1 Cor. ix : 9. 1 Tim. v: 18.

f Potter on Statutes, p. 220- 1.
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would be, so far as applicable, if we were under the jurisdiction

o those who issued them.

The common law is said to be unwritten
;
that is, the writings

that contain it do not give it as command, but as definition of

existing law. So in the Bible, while positive laws are given as

commands, and with great minuteness, moral law is generally

not so much commanded as implied, recognized, and defined,

and so declared and enforced.

We use then parallelisms, of course, not as proofs, but to bring

out more clearly an intelligible principle, upon which to decide

whether a law of God, commanded to one nation, is binding on

anybody else. Rules dictated by common sense and experi-

ence for understanding human laws are, however, properly used

in understanding analogous divine laws.

We sometimes hear it said, that all God’s laws are in force

till repealed. But if the law was only national or ceremonial,

it never reached or bound us
;
and, so far as we are concerned,

required no repeal. And all such laws are virtually repealed

by the extinction of the national government and the end of

the ceremonial system. Besides, any Hebrew law that ever

could have bound us at all, must, from its moral nature, be as

to its main substance irrepealable.

It is commonly said, that a national law of Israel is binding

•on us when moral in nature, when, unless ceremonial in nature,

it had always been the law, and when the reasons for it apply

to us. These are good reasons so far as they go, but a logical

link is wanting between them and the conclusion.

That link is the declaratory character of the laws having the

qualities above-mentioned. The argument stands thus : A cer-

tain law has some or all of the characteristics just named
;
laws

having such characteristics are declaratory of the moral law to

all God’s moral subjects, wherever applicable
;
therefore, the law

in question is declaratory of the moral law, and so being, the de-

clared will of God is binding on all men. Without this major

proposition, expressed or implied, the moral principle would

bind us, but the statute would add nothing to the obligation,

for it would be no command to us. With it, a moral principle,

that would otherwise have been only a deduction of reason, or

only a human inference, when announced and declared in a

Hebrew national statute, becomes a divine command to us.
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But why is it important to bring out this major proposition,

when the argument, as usually put, really implies it? Because,

unless it is expressed, or distinctly before the mind, the argu-

ment is inconclusive, or, at least, not clear; and because, in all

trains of reasoning, we are least liable to mistake of fallacy when
every step is distinctly expressed. We can best see whether
the chain is perfect when all its links are in plain sight. It is

also convenient to have a clear and definite name for this essen-

tial and ever-recurring link now in question. Such is the name
we borrow from the laws of England.

We admit, that before we can assert that a Hebrew statute

is binding on us, we must prove
,
not by common consent, but

by scriptural authority, that it is declaratory of the moral law.

We also admit, that the burden of proof lies on those who main-
tain the affirmative.

An act of parliament is shown to be declaratory of the com-
mon law when it purports on its face to be so

;
when some other

act of parliament declares that it is so
;
when some competent

tribunal adjudges it to be so ;
when its provisions are obviously

those of the common law; or, when found in a common-law
code, should parliament ever issue such a code. And the law

would not be deprived of its declaratory character as to its main

substance, though it should contain some local and merely

statutory applications, provisions, and adaptations. We do not

say the American courts would be controlled by all these indi-

cations without some intermediate ante-revolutionary English

adjudications, but, so far as our illustration is concerned, that is

immaterial.

So a Hebrew national statute is shown to be declaratory of

the moral law when ;t purports to be so
;
when some other divine

law declares it to be so; when some inspired writer says, or im-

plies, that it is so
;
when found in a code of divine laws, presuma-

bly all moral
;
or when, and so far as, it corresponds with law,

that we otherwise know to be moral in nature. And such a stat-

ute, as to its main substance, is not divested of its declaratory-

character by local and positive subordinate features, adapta-

tions, and illustrations.

For example, the Hebrew statute prohibiting the marriage of

near relatives,* is, on its face, declaratory of the moral law, for

* Lev. xviii.
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such marriages are among the things declared in the statute

itself to have been punished—abominations of people to whom
the statute was not addressed—before it was enacted, and there-

fore irrespective of it. The statute against taking interest for

money,* shows on its face that it is not declaratory of the

moral law, for it permits taking interest from foreigners. So the

prohibition to eat animals that died of themselves f was not

declaratory of the moral law, for it permitted resident strangers

to eat them.

We shall give the proofs that the fourth commandment,
though on its face a Hebrew national statute, is declaratory of

the moral law under the following heads:

1. A Sabbath is a human necessity; and, therefore, the com-

mand to keep it is moral in its nature.

2. It was a pre-existing institution, coeval with the human
race.

3. The reasons for it are as applicable to us as to Israel.

4. It is found in a pre-eminently distinguished code, shown,

by its character, circumstances, and subsequent recognitions, to

be an epitome of the moral law.

We shall not dwell upon the considerations under these heads

that are already familiar, but merely refer to some of them.

To keep the Sabbath is a moral duty, because it is essential

to the physical, mental, moral, and spiritual good of mankind.

All experience has shown the necessity for some day of rest,

and almost all branches of mankind have such a day. Infidel

France wiped out the old day, but was compelled to adopt a

new one. Vast numbers in France now work on Sundays, but

they rest on Mondays. Men cannot endure perpetual labor.

Even if those who can work or rest when they please, need no

set day, such a day is necessary for those whose labor is more
or less involuntary— the slave, the hired laborer, the miner.

Laboring beasts, too, have a right to be considered,
;{:
and re-

lieved by a day of rest. That such rest may be practicable,

where men must work and stop together, it must be on an

understood day. To preserve physical health, and increase

physical comfort, by having such a day of rest, is a moral duty.

The human mind, continuously employed in one occupation,

* Deut. xxiii : 19, 20. f Deut. xiv : 21.

J Ex. xxiii: 12; Deut. v: 12-15. 1 Cor. ix : 9.
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becomes narrow, cramped, and one-sided. A change of subject

on the Sabbath, by lifting the mind out of its ordinary rut,

renders it more healthful and symmetrical, and gives more
relief from fatigue than absolute rest. To preserve mental

health, by such a day’s relief and change, is a moral duty.

All Christians, whether they think the fourth commandment
binding or not, admit the necessity of some set day for relig-

ious meetings. They admit, also, that it is their duty to meet

on such day, when once fixed upon, either by divine appoint-

ment or common consent ; for otherwise, religious meetings

would not be kept up, and religion would die out, and morality

would die out with it. Experience shows that, as a rule, relig-

ion flourishes in proportion to Sabbath observance. To do

what is essential for the preservation of religion and morality,

in other words, the keeping of a Sabbath for this purpose, is a

moral duty.

The necessity of the Sabbath, and, therefore, the moral na-

ture of the Sabbath law, was recognized by our Saviour, when

he said, “ the Sabbath was made for man.”

The reasons given for the Sabbath* point out its necessity,

or utility, and so show its moral nature.

We do not say that all useful things have a permanent

moral character. The tendency of some may vary with vary-

ing circumstances. Some may be useful in some ways, inju-

rious in others. Men’s judgments may differ about the

tendency of some. But the observance of an institution ot

such radical, perpetual, universal, wholly beneficial, and indis-

pensable utility, must be required by the moral law.

If the Sabbath is such a necessity, that to keep it is demon
strably a moral duty, why need we care whether the fourth

commandment binds us to keep it or not? We answer, first,

that the mere human inference, that to keep it is a duty, has

been found by experience insufficient to secure its adequate

observance. Human conscience is too weak to insure obedi-

ence without direct divine command, or divine declaration of

the law. The decline of religion in those communities where

the observance of the Sabbath is not considered of divine

obligation, shows the correctness of this view, or rather, forces

this view upon us. “ By their fruits shall ye know them.’

* Ex. xxiii : 12; xxxi : 13, 17', Deut. v : 14,15; Mark ii : 27.
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Our second answer is, that if it can be shown that any com-

mand of God is in force, it, and the mode in which its obliga-

tion appears, ought to be recognized. Our obligations and

their foundations should be known in all their aspects.

All the considerations which go to prove our obligation to

keep the Sabbath, also go to prove that the Hebrew national

statute, called the fourth commandment, is declaratory to us

of that obligation—of the divine will respecting it. Scattered

and often overlooked evidences of it are thus concentrated

into, and enforced by, a single, solemn declaration to all man-

kind, that God always and everywhere requires the Sabbath to

be kept holy.

It may be said that the foregoing and similar considerations,

which prove the fourth commandment to be declaratory to us

of the divine law, are only the same inferences, that show it to

be our duty, which have been found insufficient to insure

obedience; and the conclusion, that this commandment de-

clares the divine will to us, is no stronger than the inference,

that it is a duty, on which that conclusion rests.

Our first answer is, that even supposing there is no evidence,

other than the kind adduced above, that the fourth command-
ment is still binding on us, we should remember that the assur-

ance from our reason that anything is duty, is less influential

on our conduct, than the same degree of assurance that the

thing is divinely commanded; that the amount of evidence,

outside of the Bible, brought home to most men, that to keep

the Sabbath is a duty, is incomparably less than that which

can be concentrated into the view we advocate
;
and the differ-

ent evidences of the declaratory character of many Hebrew
statutes, all brought into a system, mutually strengthen each

other, so that any duty brought into that system is much more
fully proved than when it stands alone. So, when a plant is

once shown to belong to a species, qualities unobserved in that

individual are presented to the mind’s eye, and the impression

of its character upon our minds is much more full, strong, and
definite.

Our second answer is, that the conclusion that the Sabbath
law is binding on us, does not rest on its proved necessity

alone, but also on evidences from Scripture, to which we shall

refer
;
all of which various evidences do not merely add to, but
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multiply, each other’s weight. The evidence from reason and

revelation together, that God still commands the Sabbath to

be kept, is vastly stronger than the evidence from its utility

alone, that keeping it is a duty.

Some duties would be perceived by Christians without ex-

ternal teaching, such as Christian love. It may be objected

that this mark of the moral nature of Sabbath-keeping is want-

ing. We answer, that though a Christian might not, of himself,

previous to experience, perceive this duty, yet, once made
known by revelation or experience, he recognizes it, at least, to

some degree, even if he does not admit that it is divinely com-

manded.

Human experience might, or might not, show how often the

periods of rest and devotion should occur, or how long each

should last. Divine wisdom having settled the intervals and

duration in one case, at least, there is a presumption in their

favor in all other cases. Until it can be shown that some other

intervals or durations are better, that presumption must con-

trol, whether the proportions are, per sc, moral or not. All

experience agrees with that presumption. The French found

every tenth day too few. Roman Catholic experience shows

that their days of rest are too many. It may be said that the

Israelites had many divinely-appointed holidays besides the

weekly Sabbath, and that this contradicts the presumption that

one day in seven is the proportion divinely recognized as proper.

But as, unlike the Sabbath, these additional holidays were not

established before or outside of the national institutions, were

not commanded in the decalogue, were not enforced by the

same considerations or sanctions as the Sabbath, were in all

cases parts of something national and ceremonial, and were

expressly countermanded in the New Testament
;
they were

evidently not intended for the circumstances or wants of man-

kind in general, but for those of the Israelites alone.

If it is a moral duty to keep a Sabbath, then a divine statute,

commanding it to one nation, must be declaratory of its divine

obligation on all mankind.

The law of the Sabbath was, as we maintain, given to the com-

mon ancestors of the human race at the very first
;
and, there-

fore, any divine statute afterwards commanding its observance,

must be declarator}- of the original law still existing. So the
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statute books of Great Britain and America abound in re-en-

actments of the already existing common law.

At the close of the account of the creation, it is said that

“God blessed the seventh day and hallowed it.”* Unless the

contrary appears, we naturally infer that he did so at the time

the history mentions it.

If Adam, Abel, Seth, Enoch, or some antediluvian seer, re-

corded the sublime revelation of the creation, his record must

have referred to a sanctification of the Sabbath before his own
time, for it is spoken of as already past, not to a foreseen sanc-

tification thousands of years after the account was written. If

Moses wrote the account from a revelation made to himself, it is

barely possible, but very improbable, that he mentioned God’s

rest in connection with a long-past event, to enforce a law given

in his own time. But if he only edited the venerable records

of the world’s earliest history, it is incredible that he made any

such interpolation as the passage cited. We have here an in-

stance of a critical result, or discovery (if it really is one), once

used in the interest of infidelity, correcting old mistakes, and

becoming powerful on the side of important truth. If the doc-

umentary theory is true, it alone is sufficient to settle the Sab-

bath question. Even if Moses wrote Genesis—and it can be

shown, as some claim, that he wrote it before the exodus—it

also shows, though not so conclusively, that the Sabbath already

existed.

Prima facie
,
then, the history teaches that the Sabbath was

instituted at the creation. Subsequent scriptural references f

tend to confirm this teaching.

The reason assigned for the Sabbath—God’s rest %—occurred

or commenced at the very first; the natural inference is, that

the institution itself commenced when its cause or occasion or

reason occurred.

This reason was not some event in the history of any one

nation, but a cardinal event in the history of the world. It

was, therefore, a reason for a universal, not a local, institution.

If universal, we should expect it to commence immediately.

There are, in Genesis, indications of weeks § and, by proba-

* Gen. ii
: 3. f Ex. xx : II; xxxi : 1 7. J Gen. ii

: 3 ;
Ex. xx : 8 ;

xxxi : 17.

$ Gen. vii
: 4-10; viii : 10-12 xxix : 27, 28; 1 : 10. See, also, Ex. xii : 15 ;

xiii : 6.
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ble consequence, of the Sabbath, long before the ceremonial

law was given.

Many ancient nations counted time by weeks, who could

hardly have copied the practice from the Israelites. This im-

plies ejther the tradition of such division of time from the com-
mon ancestors, or that human experience discovered speedily,

definitely, and almost unanimously, the necessity for one day’s

rest in seven.

The Sabbath was in use before the decalogue, or any other

recorded command to keep it, was given to the Israelites. The
account in the sixteenth chapter of Exodus is

,
prunafacie ,

not

of its origination, but of its recognition. It is there spoken of

as if well-known, “ to-morrow is the rest of the holy Sabbath.”*

So the numbers of the days of the week are spoken of as if in

general use.f The first establishment of new institutions

among the Israelites seems always to have been particularly

described, such as the national feasts and fasts, Sabbatical

years, the public worship, and the like
;
while pre-existing in-

stitutions, such as circumcision, new moons, and the weekly

Sabbath, are not. The Sabbath is spoken of in the fourth com-

mandment itself, as if well-known, “ Remember the Sabbath

day.”

The word translated Sabbath is used in the sixteenth chap-

ter of Exodus, not in its etymological sense, but in the same

technical sense which it ever after retained, and in which it

was not translated, but transferred, into the Greek of the Sep-

tuagint and the New Testament. For a common word to

acquire such technical meaning requires a long time, showing

a long previous use of the word, to express such a day of rest,

before the exodus from Egypt.

God enforced the keeping of the Sabbath by the considera-

tion that he brought the Israelites out of Egypt by a mighty

hand.J If this deliverance restored the Sabbath, then it was

good ground for such an appeal to keep it, and a good reason

why the Sabbath should commemorate that deliverance.

Supposing that the historical account is only sufficient to

make the antiquity of the Sabbath highly probable
;
that proba-

bility greatly increases the force of the other considerations.

Proofs of moral nature and of antiquity are each concurrent

* Ex. xvi : 23. f Ex. xvi
: 5, 22, 26, 27, 29, 30. J Deut. v : 15 ;

Ezek. xx : 10-20.
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proofs of both. If the Sabbath is moral in nature, probably

mankind had it from the first
;
and if it was given to man on

the institution of human society, it was presumably moral in

nature.

It is objected, that the Sabbath is not mentioned in the his-

tory of all the period between the creation and the exodus, not

even in that of God’s chosen family. Neither is it mentioned

for four or five centuries after the death of Moses, though un-

doubtedly kept, and though the history is there so much more

minute.

It is said that God “gave”* the Sabbath to Israel, from

which objectors infer, that they did not have it before, and that

it was given to them only. It is also said, that God “made
known ”f the Sabbath to them in the wilderness, from which

some infer that it was not known before. Doubtless, Egyptian

slavery had deprived them of it for several generations, so that

some, perhaps, had never heard of it. God gave, or gave back,

or restored it to them with liberty. The mention of the gift,

the result of liberty, does not intimate that nobody else had

or was to have it. When God tells them he “ made known
the Sabbath to them, it seems to imply previous existence, but,

as was to be expected, also previous inexperience of that

generation, or even partial ignorance of it.

If the law of the Sabbath was divinely appointed at the cre-

ation, it must be of universal and perpetual obligation, unless

it has been divinely countermanded, or unless, like sacrifices, it

was to impress on mankind some principle, now better taught

in some other way, or unless it was a mere shadow of some
substance to come. There is no indication in the Bible that

it was ever intended for such shadow or figure.

It may be said that the distinction between clean and un-

clean animals existed from the first, and yet that it is now'done

away. But this distinction seems to have been a mere append-

age to the system of sacrifices, and, of course, ended with that

system. And there is no record of any solemn appointment

of it before the Mosaic laws, and its abrogation is recognized

in the New Testament.

We therefore conclude, that the law of the Sabbath was es-

tablished at the commencement of the human race, was in-

* Ex. xvi : 29; Ezek. xx : 12-20. t Neh. ix : 14.
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tended for and obligatory upon the whole race
;
and that

the national statutes commanding it to Israel, only re-enacted

to them, and declared to everybody else, the original law.

The reasons assigned in the Hebrew laws for keeping the

Sabbath are, in most cases, as applicable to us as to the Israel-

ites, and show, that though the command was directed to them,

it was declaratory of a law common to them and to us.

These reasons are so familiar that we shall not refer to them,

except to that contained in the fourth commandment. Some
of them have appeared in speaking of the necessity for the

Sabbath.

The reason formally and solemnly given for keeping the

Sabbath holy is, “ for in six days the Lord made ” all things,

“ and rested the seventh day, wherefore God blessed the Sab-

bath day and hallowed it.”*

Whatever this means, it is as applicable to the rest of man-

kind as to the children of Israel.

At first blush it would seem to mean, that God rested from

creation during some natural day of twenty-four hours, and

made that day, and the weekly return of it, ever afterward

sacred, to be kept in commemoration of the creation and God’s

rest. But this position is untenable.

If that particular twenty-four hours, was made intrinsically

holy, then holy time begins at different hours of the day, or

night, at each degree of longitude—in one country at sunset, in

another at noon, in another at midnight. But as nobody knows

where the starting point was
;
or, if in Eden, where Eden was

;
or

whether the account of weeks had been correctly kept from the

creation till now, nobody knows when it is holy time, and so

it is impossible to keep it.

Accordingly, nobody attempts to keep the very hours, even,

that were supposed to be kept when God commanded Sabbath

keeping to the Israelites, and so practically admit that one por-

tion of time is not in itself more holy than another. A natu-

ral day, beginning at sundown or midnight, cannot in itself be

more holy than another, for two colonies, starting from the same

place, one going east, the other west, would have different days

where they meet at the antipodes. Whether the command

* Ex. xx : II; xxxi : 17.
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to Israel was to keep a particular day or not, it can only mean
to the rest of the world to keep one day in seven.

The reason annexed to the fourth commandment is com-
monly understood to mean, that God rested on the first natural

day after he ceased to create, and commanded men to keep
the Sabbath in commemoration of his rest, and in solemn
recognition of him as the creator. But the solemnity and em-
phasis with which the reason is given seems to imply something
far beyond this.

As the view we shall now present will not be accepted at

present, though it doubtless will be in a few years, we wish it

to be observed, that none of our other arguments depend upon
this, or can be weakened by its rejection.

If God’s seventh day was a day of twenty- four hours, it is

strange that its rest should be represented as peculiar, when it

was common to that day and every day since. But, as it is all

but certain that God’s six days of creation were, or repre-

sented, long periods, his seventh day of rest, being one of the

same series, numbered consecutively with the other six, may
fairly be presumed to be the same kind of a day. We there-

fore suppose, that God’s seventh day of rest is, or represented,

the whole human period of the world, from the creation of

man till the end of time.

In the 95th Psalm, as interpreted by Paul, and in the third

and fourth chapters of Hebrews, God’s rest is represented as

commencing at the close of creation,* and still continuing,

“although the works” from which he rested “were finished

from the foundation of the” socialf “ world professors of

religion now “ may seem to have come short of it ;”§ believers

are now entering into God’s rest l[ —that is, participating in it

;

and this rest, this Sabbatism, is still unexhausted for believers.^f

To sustain the popular theory, that this rest is in heaven, our

authorized version changes the tenses of the verbs and the

meanings of words ; and changes the rest itself, from God’s to

men’s rest.**

*Heb. iv : 3, 4. f So, certainly, Matt, xiii
: 35; Luke, xi

: 50; Hebj

ix : 26; and probably elsewhere. \ Heb. iv : 3.

§ Heb. iv : 1.
||
Heb. iv : 3. T[ Heb. iv : 9.

** We have elsewhere given reasons in detail, that seem to us conclusive, for

believing that the true meaning of God’s rest, in Hebrews, is as above stated,

Seejgood, old, wordy John Owen, who says it is “ the gospel rest.”

9
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As God made all things for his own glory, and especially

this earth to be the theatre of a sublime display of his perfec-

tions to all the intelligent universe, his rest was not mere

cessation from creation, not only a discontinuance of his prep-

arations for, but the actual entrance upon, that sublime display,

to be continued as long as the human race continues on earth.

This rest is not a negative, but a positive state. God “ sancti-

fied
” " the seventh day, his own seventh day, during which he

rests
;
that is, he devoted it to a holy use, as well as man’s

seventh day, in which he, too, was to rest. God “ rested and

was refreshed,”+ not only by his holy complacency in the

preparations he had made, but especially by the design and

use of those preparations.

As God, during his seventh day, has ceased from creating the

place for the display of his glory, and devoted this period to

the higher purposes of that display itself, and all the holy pur-

poses for which he made the world
;
so man, during his seventh

day, is to drop his own pursuits and the worldly preparations

for spiritual service, and participate in God’s rest
;
that is, de-

vote the day to the same objects to which God has devoted

his seventh day. As God rests on his seventh day and is

refreshed,^; so man rests on his seventh day, and is spiritually

refreshed by partaking of God’s holy joys and pursuits.

This gives to the reason annexed to the fourth command-
ment a meaning, clear, intelligible, and sublime. The Sab-

bath is not a mere memorial of the creation, or of the deliver-

ance from Egypt, or of the resurrection, but an imitation of

what God had done. Man was to keep one day in a group of

seven days, for God kept one day in a group of seven days.

Man’s days are all alike
;

if God’s days were not alike, but

each of the six working days were thousands or millions of

years long, and his seventh day only twenty-four hours, the

parallelism on which the whole reason is founded fails.§ By
our view the Sabbath is not even mere imitation, but a special

day of uninterrupted participation in God’s own holy occupa-

tions. These in each case are of a higher class than the

* Gen. ii : 3. f Ex. xxxi : 1 7. J Ex. xxxi : 1 7.

§ It will be objected, that this makes the duration of the present world much
longer than is generally expected. We admit it, and are prepared to prove from

scripture that it is highly probable.
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preparatory work of the six days of labor, as moral and spirit-

ual are higher than physical.

In this case, astronomy, geography, and geology, by making

known to us the facts to which the Bible refers, have given to

some parts of it meanings incomparably more satisfactory and

sublime than they were supposed to have had when those

facts were not known. As knowledge and experience increase

in the world, the meanings of God’s revelations become better

known. The deeper and higher import of divine expressions

becomes clear. We know the meaning of many such ex-

pressions, that probably even the inspired men who uttered

them did not know.

Other reasons for the Sabbath, and meanings of God’s rest,

still unperceived, may yet be known. The discovery of errors

of fact and interpretation may yet clear up many difficulties.

We repeat, that we do not present this view of the reason for

the fourth commandment, with the expectation that at present

any weight will be conceded to it, however confident we may
be that this view will hereafter be generally accepted. But ii

this argument fails, nothing else fails with it.

The law of the Sabbath is found in that code, eminently dis-

tinguished above all other laws, by the solemnity of its pro-

mulgation—God’s own voice pronouncing it under circumstan-

ces the most imposing that man ever saw
;
by its registry, as

no other law ever was registered—in God’s own handwriting,*

and that on tables of stone, the symbol of perpetuity
;
by its

preservation alone in that holiest of all shrines, on which ever

blazed that mysterious and awful brightness which marked the

special presence of Jehovah, while all other laws, written—not

by God, but by Moses
;
not on stone, but in a book—were laid

up outside of that shrine
;
and by its recognition ever after as

unique and pre-eminent. It is called “ the ten command-
ments,”f “ the commandments,”^: “ the words of the cove-

nant,’^ “his covenant,”! “tables of the covenant which Je-

hovah made with you,”"([ “the testimony,”** “ the law.”ff

The code thus solemnly delivered, recorded, enshrined, and

* Ex. xxxi : 18; xxxii:i6: Deut. ix : 10. f Ex. xxiv: 28; Deut. iv: 13.

J Matt, xix 17. g Ex. xxxiv: 28.
||
Deut, iv : 13. It Deut, x 9,11,15,

** Ex, xxxi: 18. ff Rom. vii: 7.
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recognized was, whatever else it may be, the covenant be-

tween God as the national sovereign, and the people of Israel

as his national subjects ;* or, as we call such a covenant, their

national constitution. This covenant, and this relation of

national sovereign and subject, are often recognized in the

phraseology of the Old Testament: such as the “tabernacle

witness,”f “ ark of the covenant,”:}: and the like
;
that is, wit-

ness, or record, or place of record, of the covenant. Samuel,

especially, insisted and dwelt upon this relation when the Israel-

ites asked for a human king.

It is necessary here to guard against the confusion of thought,

fostered by our old commentaries, by which the national rule

of God over the Israelites is confounded with his spiritual rule

over them and us, so that expressions applied to one came to

be applied to the other, and so the precise point of the instruc-

tion is often missed.

In a government like that of the United States, where each

man is both sovereign and subject, the constitution is neces-

sarily much taken up with the organization of the machinery

through which the diffused sovereignty is to be exercised. In

a monarchy, where the sovereignty is, nominally, at least, in an

individual, and the organization already fixed, the constitution

consists very much of principles and limits of powers, as in

Magna Charta. In Israel, the national sovereign being abso-

lute, as claimed or intimated in the preface to the decalogue,

and often elsewhere, the whole instrument is taken up with the

duties of the subject. The covenant is “ commanded."%

But while this constitution imposed on the sovereign no

duties, and no limitation of powers, the principles underlying

the commands laid down in it for the guidance of his subjects,

are the same as those on which he himself acts
;
and the char-

acter he would impress on his people is a reflection of his

own character. Such a collection of such principles is, by its

very definition, an epitome of the moral law. God’s subjects

were to be like him, as they were so often told elsewhere. We
call attention to the fact, that this was the expressed ground of

the fourth commandment. It alone has this mark of being a

* 1 Sam. viii: 7, 10 ; 19, etc. f Acts vii
: 44.

X Xum. x: 33; Deut. xxxi: 26; Josh iv ; 7 ;
2 Sam. xv : 24, etc.

? Deut. iv: 13.
||
Lev. ty : 44 ; xx: 7, 26;. I Pet. i; 15, 16.
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moral command. Man, after six days’ work, was to keep holy

the seventh, because God did so. In each case the material

and intellectual work derives its importance from being a pre-

paration for the spiritual, in v/hich God and man unite.*

The object of this extraordinary government was, by means

of this one nation, to preserve and increase holiness in the

world—that is, obedience to God’s moral law—and to prepare

for the coming of Christ, who was to “ save his people from

their sins ”f—that is, secure obedience to God’s moral law, as

well as deliverance from punishment. We should expect that

the cardinal principles of that government, embodied in its

constitution, would be the same as those that the government

was established to promote, that is, the principles of God’s

moral or universal law. Accordingly, all the other commands

of this covenant-code, or constitution, are admitted to be moral

in nature, different in kind, as well as in degree, from the ordi-

nary national laws of the Hebrews.

Our Saviour recognizes the decalogue as unique and moral,

when he speaks of “ the commandment.”^; So Paul.§ In these,

and such cases in the New Testament, a list of commands, con-

taining the sum of human duty, is evidently quoted from.

The fourth commandment refers to our duties both to God
and man

;
those before it mainly to God, those after it mainly

to man.

The presumption, from these considerations, that the Sabbath

law, equally with all the rest of that code, is moral in nature, is

not contradicted by anything, but is confirmed by its necessity
;

by the universality of the reasons given for it
;
and so far as that

is proved, by its establishment at the very beginning of human
society.

If the decalogue contains the principles of the universal law,

then, though addressed only to a single nation, it declares that

law to everybody else under the authority of the same law-

giver, and when so declared, it is just as universally binding as

if directly addressed to all mankind.

Of course, there may be, and in fact there are—-not in the

decalogue itself, but in other Hebrew legislation—rigors and

penalties and circumstances and modes of executing the Sab-

f Matt, i : 21.

§ Rom. xiii
: 9 ; Eph. vi s 2.

* 1 Cor. iii
: 9 ; 2 Cor. vi : 1

.

J Matt, xixi 17-19.
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bath law, not moral in nature, not declaratory of any law bind-

ing on us, but positive, local, and temporary, binding only on

those to whom they were addressed, and expiring with the

national organization. So the principles of the common law,

but not the monarchical forms, of England survive in America.

So in many decisions of the English courts, received as law by

us, local laws are included, which we eliminate.

It is objected to the foregoing conclusions, that, as the Sab-

bath was “ a perpetual covenant ”* and “a sign ” f between

God and that nation, and so peculiar to that nation, that, there-

fore, it must have been new, positive, and merely local.

As the Sabbath was the part of the covenant or constitu-

tional code most conspicuous to a spectator, it was in accord-

ance with the ordinary use of language, that it should be some-

times put for the covenant itself, which it every week brought

forcibly to mind. Though a sign between Jehovah and his

national subjects, it was not, like circumcision, an arbitrary sign,

or a mere sign, but a sign in the sense of a striking indication,

specimen, or evidence of the covenant, and of the accord be-

tween God and his national subjects. So the keeping of the

Sabbath now is a sign between God and his spiritual subjects,

and, as a rule, its proper observance is the measure of the ac-

cord between them.

So long as Israel was God’s only people, the Sabbath was pe-

culiar to them.. It was, in fact, a peculiar sign, that distinguished

them from everybody else. But nothing in the expressions

cited implied, that when the peculiar relation between God and

that people should cease, and others should become his people,

that the same sign should not be between them also.

A sign, in the sense of an evidence or indication, is at least as

likely to be old as new. But even if it is meant that the sign

was conventional, as well as self-indicating, that does not show

that it was new or local. Many previously existing things have

been constituted signs, or treated as such. The posture and

movement of the snake, \ doubtless the same before the tempta-

tion in Eden as since, though the term sign is not applied, are

treated as a sign or memorial of the humiliation of the arch

fiend, whom the snake had represented. So thorns and thistles,

doubtless already growing, though probably not so abundantly

* Ex. xxxi : 16. j- Ex. xxxi : 13-17; Ezek. xx: 12-20. J Gen. iii : 14.
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as since, are treated as signs or reminders of the curse.* So the

rainbow, doubtless as old as the fourth day of creation, was

expressly appointed a sign or token of God’s covenant with

Noah f and his descendants. The rainbow, thus appointed a

conventional sign, contains within itself, as Dr. Stephen Alex-

ander has pointed out, the physical indications of the perma-

nence of the course of nature. The same laws whose balanced

action maintains that permanence, also produce the rainbow.

The Sabbath and the rainbow were alike appointed signs of

what they themselves indicate. We do not say, however, that

the rainbow of itself, without the associated divine promise, in-

fallibly indicates permanence
;
for radical changes have taken

place since the time when it must have first appeared. Neither

do we say that keeping the Sabbath is always an infallible sign,

for wicked men may keep it with superstitious strictness as a

mere ceremony. We remark here, that those who unnecessarily

infer that there was no rainbow before the flood, deprive the

advocates of the Sabbath of a conclusive answer to one of the

principal arguments against its perpetuity, as well as keep up

an unnecessary conflict between Scripture and science. Re-

turning to our enumerations of already existing things made
signs: God’s words were to be a sign \\ persons were appointed

signs—Isaiah § and Ezekiel
||

to the Israelites. When the lion

passant was made the sign or cognizance of the Percys, or the

eagle that of the French Empire, it did not imply that the lion

or the eagle was a new creature, or that one was peculiar to

Northumberland, or the other to France, or that they had not

been used for similar purposes hundreds of times before. Adop-
tion of anything as a badge does not imply novelty, or that its

use as a badge is its only or principal use. One purpose does

not exclude others.

The Sabbath seems to have been treated as a memorial of

the deliverance from Egypt.^f There is no intimation that this

was its principal purpose. No other reason for it appears, than

that deliverance restored it to them after deprivation by Egyp-
tian slavery.

k. Another objection to our argument is, that the Hebrew leg-

islation did not distinguish between moral and positive laws,

* Gen. iii : 18. f Gen. ix : 13.
1

J Deut. vi : 8 ; xi : 18.'

§ Isa. xx : 3. ||
Ezek. xiis 6. Deut. v s 15.
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but that they are often in the same list, as if of the same class ;

and especially, that commands to keep the Sabbath occur in the

same lists as purely ceremonial commands. True, man did not

recognize the distinction, but it is not the less real. God did

recognize it in the purely moral character of the decalogue. In

other enumerations of laws they might be grouped, not accord-

ing to their nature or ground or importance, but according to

their associations at the time, among the people to whom they

were addressed. As the distinction in question is real, God
knew it, if man did not

;
and we should expect an enumeration

of radical laws in which it is observed.

We do not suppose the exhortations to keep the Sabbath,

and the directions about it in the Old Testament, outside of

the decalogue, add anything to the evidence of its perpetuity,

except that it did not, as some ceremonial laws did, become
obsolete under the divine national government. For other

moral commands are repetitions, specifications, amplifications,

or applications of those of the decalogue.

The conclusion then is, that the Sabbath law, being moral in

nature, established from the foundation of human society,

founded on reasons universally applicable, and found in a code

presumably all moral, and recognized as the sum of human du-

ties, is declared to us in the fourth commandment to be a part of

the divine law, binding on all mankind.

In reply to the arguments which support this conclusion, it is

said that the New Testament releases Christians from the Sab-

bath law, both in direct terms, and by excluding it from all its

enumerations of duties. In reply to the argument, from the

necessity of the Sabbath, it is said that the silence of the New
Testament leaves the whole subject open to the discretion of

Christians.

Our Saviour did protest against the traditionary exaggera-

tions of the Sabbath laws
;
perhaps, even relaxed the merely

positive features of the laws themselves, for he wras “ Lord of

the Sabbath,”* but he recognized it as “ made for man,”t and,

therefore, to continue as long as necessary for man—not one

set of men, but for all men.

Paul recognizes each Roman Christian’s right to esteem

“ one day above another,”:}: or, “ every day alike.” Did he

* Mark ii : 38. f Mark ii : 27. $ Rom. : 5> 6 .
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mean absolutely every day, or only every day enjoined by the

ceremonial law, whose observance he was discountenancing?

If the latter, then “ every day” does not include that set apart

anterior to and outside of the ceremonial law.

Paul also condemned the observance among the Galatian Chris-

tians of “ days, and months, and times, and years,”* because

those Christians were free from the law (not the moral, but the

ceremonial), and were in danger of putting their dependence

for salvation partly on it, instead of wholly on Christ. If the

Sabbath is a ceremony, it is included among those days
;

if a

moral duty, as all Christians virtually admit it to be, it is not.

The language of those passages is broad enough to include

the weekly Sabbath, but not so definite as to make its inclu-

sion certain. The question seems to be decided in the Epis-

tle to the Colossians, where the Apostle gives the reasons why
the ceremonial observances should not be kept up. He says,

“ Let no man, therefore, judge you in meat, or in drink, or in

respect of a holiday, or of the new moon, or of Sabbaths,

which are a shadow of the things to come, but the body is of

Christ. ”f

If the weekly Sabbath had been specifically intended, the

expression would have been “ the Sabbath,” or “ the Sabbath-

day,” or, less probably, “ the Sabbath-days,” as, by a gross

mistranslation, our authorized version puts it. In every case

in the Bible, where the weekly Sabbath is specifically spoken

of, the definite article “ the,” or a limiting pronoun, or other

word, as “my,” “thy,” “his,” “her,” or “every,” is used.

Once only where it is meant, it is mentioned as one of a class,

“ to-day is a holy Sabbath. Other kinds of Sabbaths, or

rests, and the class at large, have not the definite article. The
weekly Sabbath is thus recognized as the special day of rest,

unlike all other times of rest. The seventh year, the great

Day of Atonement, the Feast of Tabernacles, etc., are each

called “ A Sabbath.” As neither the definite article nor a de-

fining pronoun is used here, “ Sabbaths,” prima facie ,
means,

not the weekly Sabbath, but other times of rest—either days or

years. That the weekly Sabbath is not included appears to be

certain, from the reasons given for discontinuing the obser-

vance of such times of rest.

* Gal. iv : 10. f Col. ii : 16, 17. t Ex. xvi : 25.
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Two reasons are given for this discontinuance : first, as the

ordinances “ against us,” “ contrary to us,” were blotted out by
the death of Christ—“ THEREFORE, let no man judge you;

”

second, the ordinances enumerated are “ shadows of the

things to come.”

Now, the Sabbath was made for man, is essential for man,
and was kept by the first Christians under inspired guidance

from the very first. It cannot, therefore, be included in a list of

things that are “against us,” and “contrary to us;” and that

are discontinued for that reason.

The second reason for discontinuing these observances was,

that they were “ shadows of the things to come,” the substance

of which was of Christ. Now, in the Bible, the weekly Sab-

bath is never represented as a type or shadow of the things to

come, or of anything else ; its associations are with the past

and present. It is excluded by this mark from the Sabbaths

that are shadows of the things to come, and that are for that

reason obsolete or optional. It is true that uninspired men,

inconsiderately following tradition, sometimes speak of the

Sabbath as if intended for a type of “ the heavenly rest but

in doing so, they divert attention from its true significance, and

the representations of Scripture about it, and gratuitously fur-

nish to its opponents their strongest argument against its per-

petuity. Even if Heb. iv
: 9, refers to heaven at all—which we

maintain it does not—calling its occupation a Sabbath-keeping

does not recognize the Sabbath as a type of heaven, but only

as having similar pursuits. If everything to which some spir-

itual thing is compared is a type, then it may be plausibly

argued, that marriage, being a type of Christ’s relation to the

Church, is obsolete, because a shadow of things to come.

Such are the mischiefs done by the reckless assertions, of

which some of old commentaries are so full, that this or that

person, place, event, or institution, is a type, or has some mys-

tical meaning, in cases where the Bible intimates no such

thing.

We have in the Bible a list of laws, in which the great fea-

tures of the moral law are declared and defined. In this list

the Sabbath law is included. We have, also, a list of sus-

pended laws, in which we will, for the moment, suppose the

Sabbath law may or may not be included. It is certainly in-
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eluded in the first
;

it is not certainly included in the second.

We are bound by that which is certain; not released by that

which is uncertain.

All the arguments which go to prove that the Sabbath is

moral in nature, of pre-Mosaic origin, and founded on reasons

permanent and universal, and that the code containing it de-

clares the moral law, also go to prove that it is not included

in the list of obsolete observances.

It may be objected, that if Paul did not intend to represent

the Sabbath law as no longer in force, his language was, at least,

incautious. So he may seem to have spoken incautiously, when
he said justification was without works, and James to have

spoken incautiously, when he said justification was not by faith

alone. In all these cases it was not the intention to give a

guarded statement of all sides of a doctrine, but only to pre-

sent one side to those who were looking only at the other.

The strongest arguments against the perpetuity of the Sab-

bath (except that founded on the fiction that it is a type) are,

that it is not mentioned in any of the New Testament catalogues

of duties to be performed, that its observance is not enjoined on

the Gentile converts, and that it is not excepted in the lists of

abrogated holidays.

In answer to this we remark, that our Saviour’s recognition

of the necessity of the Sabbath was equivalent to a command
to keep it

;
that its obligation must have been well understood

among Christians, for they did keep it under inspired gui-

dance : and that there was comparatively little necessity for

calling^ attention to the particular day of worship, when such

was the zeal of the early Christians, that every day was a day

of worship, and that they were commanded to assemble* for

social worship, which implies some known day, and we know
that was the first day of the week,f called the Lord’s day4

Besides the absence of necessity for repeating the Sabbath

law to Christians in general, some of them, doubtless, lived

under such municipal regulations, and in such servile condition,

that commands to abstain from labor on that day would have

burdened their consciences with obligations impossible to per-

form. The involuntary work of a slave on the Sabbath may,

perhaps, be considered a work of necessity.

* Heb. x : 25. f Acts xx : 7 ; I Cor, xvi : 2. J Rev. i : to.
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But if we admit that difficulty of performance can in any

case postpone this law, it may be claimed that we thereby

admit that it is not an express divine law, but only a useful

usage, and, therefore, only obligatory when, in our judgment,

its usefulness preponderates over its inconveniences.

To understand this, we must remember that there are two

great classes of moral laws—the primary, consisting of supreme

love to God, and love to man, modified and proportioned accord-

ing to his character and relations to us
;
and the secondary, or

auxiliary, consisting of means and guards to the first. The
primary class is never unenforced. Some provisions of the

secondary may be for a time, not by man’s judgment or

option, but by divine allowance. For instance, the law of

monogamy, established at the beginning, and guarded by the

seventh commandment, was, for a time, unenforced, and poly-

gamy and divorce were tolerated. They had taken such deep

root that they could only have been eradicated by miracle. So

they were allowed, for the hardness of their hearts. War, in

nearly all cases a violation of the sixth commandment, has not

been specifically and peremptorily forbidden. Slavery, often,

if not always, a violation of the golden rule, was allowed by

divine legislation. The New Testament enforced some laws

previously unenforced
;
but not, in terms, all moral laws. It did

not require the soldier to desert, nor the citizen to rise against

Nero, nor the slave to run away. So slaves of heathen mas-

ters were not exhorted to rest from their work on the Sabbath,

for they could not. This no more admits that the Sabbath is

not a divine law than that monogamy is not.
#

We may be asked, if one divine law can be postponed, or

temporarily unenforced, why not any other—for instance, not to

sacrifice to idols? Because, such sacrifice involves a violation

of the primary duty of supreme love to God, either by the

offerer, or by those around him, and so must be stopped at all

hazards. Moral duties, that are only auxiliary to higher moral

duties, may—by divine, not human, option—be temporarily

unenforced.

The catalogues of specific duties in the New Testament, as well

as in the Old, were made out for immediate hearers, and adapted

to their circumstances. In some cases, future generations were

left to ascertain their particular duties from comprehensive
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commands or general principles. In the case of the Sabbath,

the fourth commandment, its obvious necessity, and the exam-

ple of the early Christians who could keep it, ought to have

secured its observance, when postponed, as soon as it became

possible.

We do not propose to discuss the manner of keeping the

Sabbath. The great point is to establish its divine obligation
;

that once settled there is little room for doubt how it should

be kept. The rigorous exactions and specific directions of the

Mosaic law, outside of the decalogue, are not addressed to us,

and when not moral in nature are not declaratory of any divine

law to us ;
and, therefore, are not binding on us. The moral, and

still obligatory, part of the Sabbath law is to “ keep it holy.”

Anything is holy when set apart to the service of God. If

it is a moral agent, his whole moral being is so set apart, and

thus conformed to the character of God. If it is a thing, its

only use is to be in God’s service. If it is a portion of time, it

is to be honestly appropriated to God’s service. That is to be

its only use, except (to use the happy classification of the old

divines) works of necessity and mercy, such as were allowed by

our Saviour. Boundaries more definite than this cannot be

fixed beforehand. Particular acts will be on one side of the

line or other, according to the varying circumstances of each

generation.

One great reason why the divine obligation to keep the Sab-

bath is denied by so many is, that its advocates so often fail to

point out the distinction between the moral precept and the

purely positive national commands about it, scattered through

the Old Testament. They sometimes even quote passages

containing such merely positive commands as if directed to us.

Thus they confound what really is commanded to us with what

anybody can see is not, and so convince many that no com-

mand on the subject reaches us at all.

The Israelites kept (perhaps were commanded to keep) .a

particular day of the week, which, counting from their starting

point, was the seventh day. But as one day is as good as

another, the command to keep that particular day, even if

meant by the language of the fourth commandment, is positive

in its nature, not declaratory of moral law, and binding only

on the nation to whom it was addressed. Other nations, though
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bound to keep some day, were not bound to keep that particu-

laf one. We do, in fact, keep a different day.

If two carriages meet on the highway, it is the moral duty of

each, irrespective of any human law, to turn out for the other.

But the law of England, that each shall turn to the left, and the

law of New J ersey, that each shall turn to the right, are positive,

binding only where enacted, and subject to alteration. So the

moral law of God, to keep holy one day in seven, binding on all

mankind, was accompanied or followed by directions how and

on what day it should be carried out by the nation to whom it

was immediately given, leaving the rest of mankind, if they

have good reason for it, to carry it out in some other way, or on

some other day.

Any positive feature in the fourth commandment no more

proves the Sabbath to be a mere positive institution, than the

positive feature in the law requiring opposing carriages to turn

to the right, proves it to be a mere positive regulation that they

shall turn out at all.

Regarding the keeping of one day in seven as moral, and

which day, as positive, the apostles and primitive Christians,

with or without express divine command, could with great pro-

priety discontinue the observance of the day associated with so

many superstitious observances, and keep the day which, besides

its other uses, commemorates the resurrection of the Redeemer.
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Art. VII. — CHURCH QUESTIONS IN FOREIGN
MISSIONS.*

By Rev. John C. Lowrie, D.D„ New York.

We often find in the Reports of our Foreign Missionary-

Boards, references to what we may call Church Questions.

These questions relate to practical measures in the spread of

the gospel, more or less ecclesiastical in their nature. They
may be distinguished from the gospel itself, though almost

necessarily included in all well-devised efforts for its extension

in the world. We have an example in this Report, in the case

of certain churches, “ formed on the so-called union basis

and it is added, “ if it should be deemed expedient for them to

remain as they now stand, they will virtually add a new de-

nomination to the number of Christian churches,”. . .“ a result

to be deprecated, but it is one which may be overruled for

good, especially if grace be given unto all to follow the golden

rule in their intercourse with each other.” These church ques-

tions may be expected to occupy attention abroad, as well as

at home. We cannot yet dispense with a “ Committee on the

Polity of the Church,” and a “ Committee on Bills and Over-

tures,” in our General Assembly—two committees, by the

way, which seem to be entrusted with similar duties
;
much

less should ecclesiastical matters be left to shape themselves in

newly-formed missionary communities. At the least, the prin-

ciples on which they ought to be settled should be well

understood, both by the supporters of missions and by the

missionaries in the field. We do not design, however, to enter

on any extended discussion of these matters
;
our aim is rather

to give a statement of some practical questions, with brief sug-

gestions as to their answers.

At the outset, we meet with a question which goes to the

foundation of all church ideas. Why should we trouble con-

verts from the heathen religions with ecclesiastical matters?

* The Thirty-eighth Annual Report of the Board of Foreign Missions of the

Presbyterian Church. New York, 1875.
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Why should we say anything at all to them about the church ?

It is the gospel we wish to give them, not the church. Now,
we do not differ from those, who thus put the case, in their

views of the supreme importance of the gospel of the Grace

of God in the salvation of sinners by faith in Jesus Christ;

we define the point thus fully as of the greatest moment. But

we must think that the way of doing this is not unimportant.

We would not “trouble” the converts, but we would save them

from trouble, by beginning our work for them on right views.

The simple story of the cross includes correct instruction, pre-

supposes the proper calling and training of the teachers, is

followed by public confession of faith, receiving the sacraments,

fellowship with the saints, a godly life, Christian discipline,

active labors for good objects, and all the means of self-support

and the perpetuation of the gospel ministry and ordinances.

With all of these ideas, the Christian Church, the organization

of Christians in church fellowship, is closely connected. The
missionary might as well attempt to live in an ideal house, and

not in one of wood or stone, as to preach the gospel in the

abstract. If his preaching is with power from on high, an ex-

ternal organization of some kind must follow. Granted that

the form of church government is of minor moment, as com-

pared with the great truths of the gospel, but a scaffolding is

needful for the rising palace. In this case both are sacred
;

“the church of God ” is “ the pillar and ground of the truth.”

All enlightened men in Christian lands have considered this

church question; regard the church as a divine institution, and

are not likely to change their convictions ; and until these con-

victions are changed, it cannot be expedient for missionaries

to proceed on the theory of indifference to this matter. As to

leaving the native converts to choose for themselves the form

of church government, eventually they will do so, without

doubt
;
but at first we might as well leave it to our children to

choose whether they will be Presbyterians or Episcopalians,

republicans or monarchists; and in any case, the converts can

not avoid meeting whatever disadvantage may arise from the

existence of different denominations, as we shall see presently.

For ourselves, and our missionary brethren, it is our happiness

to regard our church system, in its doctrines and its leading

hatures of order, as taught by sacred Scripture, adopted by
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the primitive Christians, upheld by considerations of expedi-

ency, and having distinctive advantages in the great v/ork of
missions, as will be apparent further on.

Holding these views of the church—and, commonly, all but
Plymouth brethren do hold distinctive views, while theirs are

simply demoralizing, in a military sense—we next meet cer-

tain ideas of comprehension, and so we pass to the question of
a union church. This is, in its last analysis, nearly the equiva-

lent of Broad Churchism. It involves our making a distinction

as to the relative importance of doctrines, which we should
be slow to make

;
an affectionate child receives loyally the slight-

est intimation of a beloved father’s wishes, and does not dis-

tinguish between great and small. Earnest men, moreover,

will not long be contented with the idea of indifference which
underlies this specious church theory. But while we, abhor the

notion of Broad Churchism in our missions, we may well cherish

all Christian charity toward those who honestly differ from us,

and allow to others the liberty we claim for ourselves—follow-

ing the golden rule. The idea of a non-denominational church

is attractive to some minds, but whatever may be its first

steps, the union church usually ends its journey in one of the

denominations, commonly in one of the extreme sects. In

one of our foreign missionary countries the union church, bear-

ing the great name of “ The Church of Jesus,” after a short

course, ended under the banner of a narrow prelacy
;
in an-

other, the union church, called simply “The Church of Christ,”

seems to be already an ultra independent body. In both

these countries the leading denominations have their rep-

resentatives, so that, practically, the non-denominational move-

ment has secured no uniformity. We might easily predict

this result. From the nature of the case, some order must

be followed. Forthwith practical questions arise as to what

it shall be. Shall the confession of faith of our native con-

verts be made by their being placed out of sight in water,

or will pouring or sprinkling agree with the Scriptural warrant,

and sufficiently represent the virtue of baptism ? And what

shall be said of the infant children of believing parents? Shall

the native minister be ordained by the laying on of the hands

of the presbytery, or by the hands of a single minister, or, per

adventure, by a committee of the communicants, empowered
10
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by a majority vote for the purpose ? These and similar ques-

tions come for reply inevitably. At present they will receive

different answers from different bodies of Christians
;
and we

must tolerate the diversity until, under the teaching of the

Holy Spirit, we reach the same views of what is true. In the

meantime, let us not magnify, unduly, the points of difference.

On the other hand, we can see certain great advantages re-

sulting from denominational action in missions. A wider

range of field is occupied, a greater amount of work is done, a

larger variety of method is brought into use, and tested for the

common benefit, a clearer and fuller testimony for Christ and

his truth is maintained, all for the greater spread of the gospel

than could be secured under any plan of visible and organic

unity. That such unity is not Christian union, is shown in the

missions of the Roman Catholics; witness the disgraceful

jealousies and contests of their different orders, resulting in their

banishment from China, and the expulsion of Christianity for

so long a time from Japan. That our Protestant diversity

may also result in certain evils we need not deny
; witness in

our country the settlement of four or five ministers, each sup-

ported in part by home missionary funds, in a community of a

thousand souls, with little or no prospect of numerical increase.

This evil can and will be corrected. Here and abroad the

law of love, of simply doing as we would have others do to us,

will govern all the faithful servants of Christ, and keep them
from objectionable action. We must honor all who are in

Christ by faith
;
we would lay no straw of hindrance in their

way
;
we would help them to the utmost

;
yet both they and

we must stand in our lot, as witnesses, unto Christ and his

truth. This position is set before us in inspired words :
“ first

pure, then peaceable
;

” “ holding the truth in love.” It is

idle to tell us that we cannot love .and honor our Christian

brethren of denominations differing from our own, and, there-

fore, we must break down all lines of separation, and become

fused in a visible unity. As well insist that there shall be no

infantry, no artillery, no cavalry, in a well-organized army. It

is all in vain to urge the differences among Christians as hin-

dering the work of missions abroad. Fifty years of modern
missions attest the general catholicity and the wonderful pro-

gress of their work. The difficulties of denominational action
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are found mainly here at home. We may leave them to the

teaching of the Divine Spirit, and the restraints and guidance

of Divine Providence. When the churches of this country

come to unite in one denomination, then may our missionaries

abroad go and do likewise
;
but earlier movements of this

kind on their part will be a vain attempt to march an army in-

to an enemy’s country, and to sustain it there permanently,

after cutting loose from every source of supply and reinforce-

ment.

We take it for granted that denominational action will con-

tinue, and we must consider the relation of the native church

to the church at home. Here several questions of practical

interest emerge. Shall the foreign missionary be ecclesiasti-

cally connected with the local or native church, or shall he re-

main outside of it? Shall the native church be independent

of the mother church, or be affiliated with it for a time? How
far shall the rules of the church at home be considered appli-

cable to the missionary churches, referring specially to the sub-

ject of appeals to the higher church courts, and to the far

greater subject of qualifications to be required for the work of

the ministry? When missionaries of different churches, hold-

ing almost identical views of doctrine and order, find themselves

in the same field, how shall they and their native churches sus-

tain the best relations to each other, and yet retain their con-

nection with the churches at home by which they are sup-

ported ? This question is now a practical one in several coun-

tries. As showing the differing practice in some of these mat-

ters, it may be stated, that in the missions of our foreign board

three methods are in use. In one country there is no general

church organization, though there are local churches
;

the

“ mission ” governs all. By its direction certain persons, not

always natives merely, are ordained
;
the churches are not con-

nected in presbyterial relationship
;
the missionaries, those of

them who were ordained before they went abroad, remain in

connection with the presbyteries at home. In another coun-

try, the missionaries are organized as a presbytery, in connec-

tion with our General Assembly, but it has neither churches

nor ruling elders, nor does it expect to have any
;
while the

native ministers and churches, a goodly number, are organized

substantially as presbyteries, without connection with the
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church here. In other countries still, the rule usual in our coun-

try is followed :
presbyteries are organized in connection with

the General Assembly, which embrace all the ministers, foreign

and native, and all the churches within certain geographical

boundaries, with a ruling elder from each church in the meet-

ings of the presbytery. The first of these methods grew out

of its history
;
and the second has also certain reasons in its

favor, which formerly had, perhaps, more weight than they have

now. It is not the purpose of this article to criticise either of

these methods ;
while yet its views will favor the third as the

more excellent way.

Instead of giving a categorical answer to most of these ques-

sions, we invite attention to some of the conditions of the

case
;
rightly viewed, these, we think, will suggest the proper

reply. And first, as to the foreign missionary—-the minister

sent out from this country. It is important to form a just

conception of his position, and yet, from the circumstances in

which he is placed, mistakes may readily occur. He is usually

superior in character and education to the native ministers

;

often- he is the honored instrument of their conversion ; they

owe their training for the ministry largely to his labors
;
and

their support from the home church, so long as it is necessary,de-

pends very much on his recommendation. On the other hand,

they may sometimes be his superiors in intellect and breadth

of understanding
;
they possess a knowledge of the character,

ways, modes of thought, language, etc., of their own people,

which a foreigner seldom completely acquires. From the

nature of the case, therefore, the foreign minister must be the

counselor of his native brethren
;
his temptation often is, that

of being also their director. We think his true position is that

of their co-presbyter. Both then stand in regulated liberty

toward each other, and each may share the benefits of the dis-

tinctive gifts of the other, while bound by common sympathies.

It is abroad as it is here at home in our presbyteries
;
the most

distinguished and gifted of our ministers meet cordially their

less-known brethren as of equal grade in office. They may
differ in talent, station, influence, as these things may be

allotted to them by Providence
;
they agree in their high call-

ing by grace into the church and its ministry, which is their

common and greatest glory in the Christian household. As
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in the Presbytery of New Brunswick, so in the Presbytery of

Ningpo—the gifts and grace of all the members are happily

available in common bonds for the spread of the gospel. We
magnify the divine institution of presbytery in this matter. Its

apostolic history is quite sustained in its modern missionary

examples. All that is valuable in counsel and direction, and, if

need be, in authority, is well secured by its simple, easily-under-

stood, properly-guarded administration. Nothing in the posi-

tion of a missionary as a quasi bishop, standing outside of the na-

tive church, giving his counsel in a way that is almost necessarily

irresponsible, for he is a member of a church association in a dis-

tant country, not able to supervise his actions closely; nothing

in such a position can be favorably compared to the status of a

co-presbyter in a mission field. We may go still further, and

claim that nothing in the theory, not of a quasi
,
but of an

official bishop, in the prelatic sense, can subserve so many in-

terests as the episcopal functions of a presbytery rightly consti-

tuted and faithfully fulfilling its sacred duties. It can see that

the gospel is preached, discipline maintained, godly living en-

couraged, self-support promoted, the calling and right training

of ministers well considered
;
in a word, that all the gifts and

grace of all the servants of Christ shall be subjects of careful

study and wise nurture. And we believe that the greatest

efficiency of our evangelistic work, at home and abroad, and

also the wise economy of its administration, are to be sought

in the line, not of centralization, but of presbyterial action,

each presbytery taking charge, so far as practicable, of all such

work in its own bounds. Not that we can at all dispense with

the Central Board of the General Assembly, but that we should

place all practicable details of work in the hands of the pres-

byteries.

We must not overlook the theory of some esteemed breth-

ren. that the foreign missionary is an evangelist—a theory

which may mean much or little, as it is defined. In the sense

of Acts viii
: 4, all Christians are evangelists, and this idea is

properly coming to the front in recent times. But when our

presbyteries ordain missionaries as evangelists, we apprehend

the common idea is, that they are ministers without pastoral

charge
;
to this is superadded, in most cases, the purpose of

their going out to fulfil their ministry in new settlements, or
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among the unevangelized, but still as preachers rather than as

pastors. We see not on what ground a presbytery could

ordain an evangelist who was to go straight to a pastoral .

charge in another presbytery
;
but in regard to foreign mis-

sionaries, in many cases at any rate, it would be found im-

practicable to ordain them abroad. Their work is essentially

missionary, and not pastoral, yet it is not merely itinerant in

our day. Sometimes the missionaries are pastors for a time

;

sometimes teachers, translators of the Scripture, etc. They
are usually settled in their homes, and full of work at their sta-

tions, it being, perhaps, their temptation to neglect itinerant

service
;
but in view of all their duties, it may well be ques-

tioned whether the title of evangelist, in the sense of our usual

practice, is appropriate; it would seem to be preferable to ordain

them simply as ministers of the gospel, a title convertible with

any other, and suitable for every phase of missionary work.

Thus far all seems plain ; but when we are told that our for-

eign missionaries are evangelists after the order of Timothy
and Titus, the case becomes difficult. Conceding this, our

theory of presbytery, as connected with our missionary service,

must be greatly changed
;
for Timothy received “ the gift of

God ” from the hands of the Apostle (2 Tim. i. 6, 14) ;
and he,

as well as Titus, exercised powers which no modern presbytery

would entrust to one of its members—among others, that of

ordination. Perhaps, we may be content to regard these evan-

gelists as occupying, not a permanent office in the church, not

as representing a permanent order in the ministry, but as

employed by the Apostles for a special service—a view which

was held, apparently, by the framers of our form of government.

(See ch. iii
;

see, also, Dr. Alexander McLeod's Catechism
,

under this title.) Eusebius speaks of them as having a special

work :
“ Having laid the foundations of the faith in foreign

nations, they appointed other pastors, to whom they intrusted

the cultivation of the parts they had recently occupied, while

they proceeded to other countries and nations.” This is a des-

cription that is seldom applicable to modern missionaries.

While we cannot admit the Episcopal claim of diocesan

duties for these evangelists, we can hardly regard them as ordi-

nary members of presbytery; and, therefore, we do not derive

from their history much light in solving some of the questions in
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hand, and we fall back on our general principles as to church

affairs. These lead us to give to all the members of our pres-

byteries in foreign missions, whether foreigners or natives,

very much the same duties as are sustained by presbyters in

Christian countries. We see no good reason for making the

foreign ministers either semi-bishops or independents pure and

simple
;

let them remain only Presbyterian ministers, mem-
bers of presbytery with their native brethren. They may,

after a while, be out-voted, as the native members increase in

number, and the sooner the better. Dangers from class dis-

tinctions are suggested, founded on diverse nationality. We
make little of either objection. The foreign members will

probably always possess as much influence in moulding the ac-

tion of presbyt,ery as they ought to desire
;
indeed, the prac-

tical danger is that of their having too much, so that the gifts

of the native members may lie too long in abeyance. So far

as the local expenditure of the funds received from the Board

at home is concerned, we need apprehend no injurious action

by the native ministers and elders, even were this matter

placed in the charge of the presbytery with all its other busi-

ness, as we should prefer, rather than in the hands of a “ mis-

sion.” In either case, all financial matters would be commit-

ted to the hands of men appointed by the Board to take

charge of them.

Turning now to the native church, we can readily see how
its conditions point to the same conclusion. It may be taken

for granted that this church, in doctrine and order, will be very

much the same with the church by which the missionary was

sent out. It ought to be, but it is fair to admit that there are

points of diversity. The native church members are usually

but little advanced in Christian knowledge, not reaching the

attainments of many of our children of ten years of age. They
have not been trained to habits of self-government, forecast,

and orderly deportment. They are easily discouraged and too

easily overcome by temptation. They are unduly influenced

by their own previous ideas and by the examples of their un-

converted neighbors. We do not disparage the grace of God
that is in them, and which shall lift them to a higher level of

character and conduct
;
but taking them as^ they commonly

stand, we at once see why they should not be deprived of
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any legitimate guiding, restraining, elevating influences. No
theory can afford to leave the native churches to themselves

;

direction, counsel, advice, in some form or way, must be given

in the first instance, and continued for a time. This may be

given by those who stand outside of the local church, and then

it may be liable to imputations of insufficient acquaintance, of

partiality, of inadequate power, of irresponsible action, but

whatever is good in such direction, need not be lost in the

union of the foreign and native members in the same body

;

while their close acquaintance and official connection under the

venerable forms of church organization, tend to guard against

various evils, and to increase the force of all that is good. It

tends especially to lessen the distance between the foreigner and

the native, a matter of great moment. So stands the case as

between independency and presbytery. As to the prelatic way

of exerting the required influence, we may concede certain ad-

vantages of the “ one-man power,” in promptness of action par-

ticularly, but great are its defects in not developing the best

energies of the native church, as well as its positive risks of ill-

informed or of ill-judging administration.

In further support of the foregoing views, we may argue: 1.

That the want of common church organization leaves the native

Christians in a state unfavorable to their growth and strength
;

they are like grains of sand, instead of being knit together in

one body and compacted by that which every joint supplieth.

2. That the want of organization on Presbyterian principles

lessens their power of resisting those who seek their own things

and desire to have the pre-eminence, and exposes them to the

danger of divided counsels, while it weakens their sympathy for

their brethren living in distant places
;
the great idea of the

union of all in the faith, is in danger of being overlooked. 3.

Especially in the training and ordaining of ministers is this or-

ganization, embracing both the foreign and the native factors

of the case, inestimable in its practical use. 4. The duty of

self-support can be well fostered on this plan of presbyterial

relationship, in which the strong must help the weak, and the

slow learn to keep step with their more active brethren. 5. Self-

government is also promoted by well-known rules, cordially

adopted, and tending to personal freedom combined with the

welfare of the many
;

if these are “ governed churches,” it is be-
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cause they so elect, and the result is self-government in the

best sense. 6. These views accord with the definition given in

our book of the members of a presbytery (see Form of Govern-

ment, ch. x)—a definition founded on right reasons and sus-

tained by our history. 7. Actual trial has shown that such

presbyteries work well
;

witness the presbyteries in China,

India, Brazil, and other countries. 8. We think the examples

of the early Christians, as recorded in some instances, and infer-

able in others, support the theory here advocated, but from

the limited space at command we cannot well enter on an ex-

amination of the subject. 9. One thing seems clear, that these

Scripture precedents do not forbid nor discourage this conclu-

sion, while the great text on the subject of church affairs, “ Let

all things be done decently and in order,” may be accepted as

supporting our views. We are not required to deny that some
of the preceding points may be adduced in support both of

prelatic and independent theories of the church
;
indeed, we

concede a certain merit in some of the features of these theories,

but we think our own system accords with the Scripture pat-

tern, and happily embodies things essential to the welfare of

missions. We are quite willing to see it stand or fall, as its

merits are tested in the work of evangelization.

While we rest in this conclusion, we do not advocate too

early organization. Much depends on the qualifications of

men who are to be chosen as office bearers
; ami much de-

pends also on general and local circumstances.

All thoughtful students of the earlier labors of missionaries

to the Nestorian, Armenian, and other nominally Christian

churches, must have sympathized with their desire to reform

the evils of these churches from within, rather than by encour-

aging their converts to form separate organization. It was
well to proceed in this way at first, nor is it surprising that the

results were not encouraging. Not merely in the days of .Pres-

byterian and Congregational missionaries did this method of

proceeding soon reach its end, even the Episcopal missionaries

among the India-Syrians were constrained to abandon the

hope of reformation by the Syrian Church itself. Similar disap-

pointment, in less degree, seems to have attended the Moravian
“ Diaspora ” movement, and the purpose of Wesley to work
within the English Episcopal Church. Reverting to the organ-
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izing of churches in our foreign missions, we suppose that

organization might usually take place when suitable persons are

found for the office of elder
;
and if the right men are found as

pastors, then the case is doubly plain. When they are able to

stand alone, let these churches be encouraged, and, if need be,

urged, to go onward by themselves
;
in the mean time, let them

be so affiliated with the parent church, as to be under its eccle-

siastical care and direction.

This provisional relationship does not imply, however, that

our missionary churches in India, China, and elsewhere, should

be related to our General Assembly in all respects, as are our

home congregations, presbyteries, and synods. Certain mod-
ifications of our rules are needful in their case, as, for instance,

in regard to studies for the ministry. The peculiar circum-

stances should be well considered. Probably, the time is not

distant when judicious and careful action on the subject should

be taken by our chief court. This may be taken, we apprehend,

without following the method of sending down “ overtures ” to

the presbyteries. We may regard the missionary churches as

ecclesiastically connected with the church in this country, not

by constitutional bonds, nor by those of legal charter, but by

the procedure and formal action of its highest court, and by

the sacred ties of common Christian faith and sympathy. No
undue haste is admissible

;
no action not in full harmony with

our church views is to be thought of
;
yet a competent com-

mission might suggest important measures on the subject for

the consideration of the General Assembly. It has been pro-

posed that appeals and complaints should be limited to one

remove, and thereby little encouragement be given to the liti-

gious spirit which is said to characterize some of these foreign

people. It might be considered whether the right of voting in

the General Assembly, and on overtures sent down by it, should

be given to the native members of the missionary presbyteries;

leaving their right of membership in other respects untouched,

but reserving authoritative action on much of the business of

the Assembly to its American members. As to another point,

we see no strong reasons for requiring annual meetings of

synods. This matter was brought before the last General

Assembly, and a report was adopted in regard to one of the

missionary synods, which did full justice to one side of the
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case. But it would require several times the sum of money
recommended for the traveling expenses of this synod, if all

the members were in attendance ; it would take the members
from work which they could not well leave

;
it would, in this

particular case, require the use of four, if not five, different

languages or dialects, doubling the confusion of former Cana-

dian legislative experience. And if it be merely or chiefly the

American missionaries who are to be convened, then the reply

is obvious, they cannot be a synod in the sense of our church

standards. In our own early history, it was many years before

a synod was held, and it may be supposed that in our mission-

ary churches for a good many years to come presbyteries can

perform all needful supervision.

The only other question to which we shall now refer in a few

words, grows out of the relations and interaction of presby-

teries on the ground, which are connected with churches at

home holding the same views of doctrine and order. In some

countries northern and southern Presbyterian missionaries

occupy the same or neighboring stations
;

in others the Re-

formed (Dutch), the Scotch, and the American Presbyterian

missions are neighbors. It is evidently desirable to unite the

native churches, whenever it is practicable, in common ecclesias-

tical bonds
;
and yet, it is also desirable that they should, for a

time, maintain their relations with the parent churches
;
while

the foreign members of presbyteries ought not to be separated

from the church at home. How shall these differing features

of the case be happily ordered ? To solve this question re-

quires careful study. We may suggest that much depends on

the spirit with which it is considered at home and abroad
;

in

some cases, nothing can probably be done at present. As to

practical measures, wisdom from above will be given when the

time shall come for taking action. In the meantime, not much
will suffer by delay. Perhaps, it will appear eventually that

a two-fold organization can be advantageously effected, all of

the foreign and the native members being included in both.

Certain matters should be reserved to each, so that they could

go on harmoniously in separate grooves. First, a general affil-

iation with the mother church during the days of native feeble-

ness. as already advocated
;
second, a local organization on

some basis not inconsistent with the former
;
some general
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method of this kind would, perhaps, answer the purpose. If

not, some better way will in due time appear.

Here we end this paper. It has treated of questions of

method and external order, but our interest in these questions is

owing to their close connection with the spiritual welfare of the

church in unevangelized countries.

Art. VIII.—THE UTRECHT PSALTER AND THE
ATHANASIAN CREED.

By Rev. Frederic Vinton, Librarian of Princeton College,

Every reader of the Book of Common Prayer perceives the

noble eloquence of much of its phrase. Comparatively few,

however, are aware of the high antiquity of some petitions and

formulas therein contained. From the frequent prefixing of

Latin rubrics, they may infer that the originals belong to that

older church, still reverenced in great part of Europe. But

many do not suspect that the hymns and creeds they so often

rehearse have come down unchanged from the early ages of

Christianity, and are the product of pens famous in their day,

but long since lost sight of, across the gloomy sea of the mid-

dle age. The veneration, or the presumption, of prelatists has

claimed for some of these precious fragments antiquity and

dignity to which they are not entitled. It is not surprising, in-

deed, that formulas held sacred from infancy should be defended

with spirit against innovators in the English church. So re-

mote is the period to which they must be referred, and so va-

rious the judgments of men claiming the recondite learning in-

volved, that intelligent persons may well remain indoubt. Yet,

some of those formularies are so evidently the fruit of polemic

zeal; they exhibit such a passionate eagerness to bind the con-

science to a specific conception of the trinity and of the person

of Christ
;
and they denounce God’s vengeance so promptly

against such as fall short of their own extreme orthodoxy, that

they have not lately carried universal assent. What is called
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the Athanasian creed manifests these characteristics in so high a

degree, that the candid, though zealous, mind ofTillotson, two

centuries ago, thought “ the church would be well rid of it.”

It was dismissed from the prayer-book adopted for the church

in America by the convention of Episcopal clergy who fixed

the liturgy after the revolution. The ground of so doing was

no lukewarmness about the trinity (almost the sole subject of

this symbol), but a sense of unreasonableness in the damnatory

clauses which fence its front, its flank, and its rear. This creed

surpasses all others in the exactness of its philosophy, and the

anxiety of its definitions, while yet it employs expressions not to

be clearly understood. Yet it begins, “ Whosoever will be saved,

before all things it is necessary that he hold the Catholic faith

;

which faith, except every one do keep whole and undefiled,

without doubt he shall perish everlastingly.” And after arguing

the trinity and the incarnation in thirty-three out of thirty-

seven of its clauses, it ends by saying “ this is the catholic faith,

which, except a man believe faithfully, he cannot be saved.”

Such audacity of assertion has no parallel in the Scriptures,

and is foreign to all modern usage. Disestablishment in Ire-

land has lately led the English friends of prelacy to consider

how to secure a lengthening of tranquillity at home. Some have

wisely thought that their fortress would be made safer if they

abandoned such an advanced bastion as the Athanasian creed.

Its defenders have opposed the proposition to abstain from

reading it, according to the rubric, by insisting on its honorable

antiquity. None, indeed, are now so bold as to invoke for it the

shelter of the venerable name it bears. But, it is maintained

that it can be traced to the fifth, or certainly the sixth, century,

and the erudition of Ussher is appealed to in confirmation of

this claim. In his treatise, De Symbolis, written 1647, the arch-

bishop of Armagh had mentioned a Latin Psalter, in manu-
script, seen by him in the library of Sir Robert Cotton, at

Westminster, to which was appended the Athanasian creed.

This manuscript “ he judged to come up to the age of Gregory

the Great,” who died A. D. 604.* But Dr. Waterland, writing

* Ussher’s description of this manuscript is thus : In priore, quod Gregorii I

tempore non fuisse recentius, turn ex antiquo picturse genere colligitur, turn ex lit-

erarum forma grandiuscula, symbolum Athanasianum Fidei catholicae prsefert

titulum.— Ussher
,
De Symbolis

,
Praef., 2.
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of this creed in 1723, says, “There is not at this day, in the

Cotton library any such manuscript of the Athanasian Creed

;

nor, indeed, any Latin Psalter that comes up to the age of

Gregory, or near it.” These considerations persuade me, that

Ussher had seen some manuscript which has, since that time,

like many more, been lost or stolen from the Cotton library.”

The disappearance of the codex, described by Ussher, was long

lamented by learned churchmen
;
since it was believed to be the

most ancient known in Europe, containing the Athanasian Creed.

Within a few years, however, the Rev. C. A. Swainson, Canon,

of Chichester, guided by a description given by Prof. J. O.

Westwood, of a manuscript he had seen in the library of the

University of Utrecht, established the identity of that manu-

script with the one described by Ussher, as seen by him in the

Cotton library. The importance of this document in the re-

newed discussion respecting the antiquity of the Athanasian

creed, led Dr. Ellicott, Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol, with the

concurrence of Lord Romilly, Master of the Rolls, to solicit from

the LT niversity of Utrecht permission to make photographs of

several portions of the codex. “ On these photographs, at the

request of Lord Romilly, an elaborate report was made by Sir

Thomas Duffus Hardy, Deputy Keeper of the Public Records.

In this report, after much learned argument—palaeographical,

artistic, and historical—Sir Thomas arrived at the conclusion

that the date of the manuscript must be placed at the close

of the sixth century. The interest attaching to the opinion of

so distinguished an antiquarian, led to further inquiries
;
which

issued in an application on the part of the trustees of the Brit-

ish museum, to the authorities at Utrecht, to allow the manu-

script to be deposited, for a time, with a view to inspection by

the British Museum. This was permitted by the guardians of

the Utrecht library ; and thus the scholars and archaeologists of

England had an opportunity' of examining it at leisure.” Eight

such experts, supposed the most competent British inquirers,

reported to the trustees the result of their examination
;
and

seven decided that the manuscript is of the ninth, or possibly

of the eight, century.* So far, therefore, as Ussher’s judgment,

* These reports have been reprinted in an appendix to the Psalter
; and it is to

these that frequent reference has been made in the,course of this article.
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respecting the age of the Athanasian Creed, rested upon the

supposed antiquity of this manuscript, it must be held to be

unsupported.*

The prhna facie evidence for the antiquity of the Utrecht

Psalter is, that it is written in capital letters
;
that these are

not separated by spaces between words or sentences (unless to in-

dicate H ebrew parallelism), and that three columns stand side by
side on the breadth of each page. These characteristics, it is

assumed, point unmistakably to the earliest times. But it has

been proved that the occasional use of all three continued

many centuries later. In the British Museum is a Latin manu-
script of Cicero’s Aratus, having all these peculiarities, and
formerly referred to the third century, which now is proven to

be of the tenth. Both the Utrecht Psalter and the Aratus are

accompanied by drawings, evidently of early origin
;
and it is

believed that, to preserve the verisimilitude of the whole,

when reproduced long afterward, the ancient character was

copied, as well as the ancient ornamentation. In support

of this theory, it is observed that the script is not

of the firm and easy character common to a scribe who
writes in a hand habitual to him. Certainly it appears to

great disadvantage, when compared with the steady and vigor-

ous strokes found in the uncial letters which form the headings

and first lines of the Psalms (apparently in the scribe’s own
hand), or in the fragments of the New Testament, appended to

this Psalter, perhaps by Sir Robert Cotton :
“ This impression

of weakness increases on examination, till it amounts to con-

viction, that the writing is an imitation.” The presence or

* Daniel Waterland (ob. 1740), of whom Archdeacon Hare observes, that

“among theologians of his time, he was the most powerful champion of the true

faith,” attempted to fix the age of the Athanasian Creed by arguments drawn

from the period when certain heresies originated, which this creed condemns.

He refers it to the first third of the fifth century. It was the subject of a

comment by Venantius Fortunatus, about A.D. 570; and, no doubt, it must have

existed and gained extensive credit before it attained that honor. Waterland

believes it to be of Gallican origin ; finds traces of St. Augustine in its phrase-

ology; and concludes it to be the composition of Hilary of Arles. No author of

that period needed to blush if it was ascribed to him. In subtlety of thought, in

dignity of expression, in concentration of meaning, it resembles the Institutes of

Justinian. Its literary merit may partly account for its early and extensive

reception.
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absence of punctuation is a clear ground of discrimination

among manuscripts. “ The semi-colon, proper and inverted, is

hardly seen in manuscripts before the end of the seventh cen-

tury, and is not common till the end of the eighth or ninth.

In this Psalter the two forms are freely used throughout, and

have every appearance of having been inserted by the reviser

of the manuscript,” before it was considered finished. The
color of the ink in the marks of punctuation is the same as in

the letters themselves. Another sure sign of late transcription

is found in the use of abbreviations. Except in sacred names,

these are unknown in manuscripts of the period to which

this Psalter has been referred. But this manuscript, on almost

every page, exhibits such forms as qnm for quoniam ; nr for

nostcr ; oms for oitines ; tra for terra

;

as also c for con ; b for

bus ; ?ieq for neque

;

and even st for sunt; and /’ for tur. Of the

last, Mr. Bond, of the British Museum, remarks :
“ The

frequent use of this contraction (/’ for tur
)

is alone conclusive

evidence of the late date of the Psalter.” Another “ decided

mark of late age is the discontinuance of the practice of

reducing the size of letters at the end of a line, in order to

complete a word.” “ Still stronger, and more decisive of a

later age, is the illuminated initial letter at the beginning of the

First Psalm.” “ The initial B, of the first Psalm, gilt, edged

with red, belongs to the class found in Carlovingian manu-

scripts of the ninth century.” “ Early manuscripts have no

large initials.” It cannot be said this ornament was subse-

quently applied
;
for a large space was originally reserved for

this initial
;
and, moreover, the same employment of gilding is

found through the first line of every subsequent Psalm.

A separate argument for the recent execution of this manu-

script may be found in the drawings, which occupy the space

between every two Psalms. Evidently they consist of sketches

originating very early, while a reminiscence of classic my-

thology' still survived, yet modified long afterward by the

introduction of a Christian treatment. Between the 105th and

1 06th Psalms (and often elsewhere) is a drawing, in which are

represented the sun and moon : the one by a human head,

crowned like that of Phoebus, with a circlet of rays
;
the other

head has the horns of Selene above it. Yet, between these is a
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figure of the Savior, having round his head a nimbus marked

with the cross. In the drawing meant to illustrate the 97th

Psalm (98th in our version), Christ is introduced with a nimbus,,

bearing balances as the King of righteousness, and sur-

rounded by adoring angels
;
yet a classic river god reclines at

the bottom of the representation, his limbs seeming to end in

convolutions like those of a Triton. This incongruous mixture

of mythology and revelation marks the twilight between

paganism and Christianity. Yet, other drawings indicate an

advanced period of Christian iconography, in which “ the

crucifixion is fully represented, and our Saviour’s form is

uncovered to the waist.” Professor Westwood remarks upon

this: “I consider that the subjects of many of the drawings

in the Utrecht Psalter are such as would not have been

tolerated in the 4th or 7th centuries
;
in fact, previous to the

second Council of Nice (A.D. 787), the crucifixion, God the

Father, the Trinity, the Blessed Virgin as an object of worship,

etc.”

Still another argument, leading to the same result, is de-

duced by Canon Swainson, from the anthology of sacred lyrics

appended to the Utrecht Psalter; all being in the same char-

acter and handwriting as the Psalter itself. These consist of

lyric passages from the Old and from the New Testament, the

Te Deum, Gloria in cxcelsis, Qnicunique vult, and other pieces.

Dr. Swainson says, “ I have now examined, or received notes

of eighty or ninety Psalters, and the result is this: There is

not a single Psalter known, of a date anterior to the time of

Charlemagne, which contains the Psalms, Canticles, and other

contents of the Utrecht Psalter.” In addition to this, the text

of these canticles, as the Tc Deum
,
Gloria in excelsis

,
and the

two creeds, was not fixed in the early centuries—perhaps, not

before the age of Charlemagne. Yet, in the Utrecht Psalter,

they read precisely as in our modern prayer books.

The result of all these converging lines of reasoning must be

to produce the conviction, that the manuscript before us,

though imitating an ancient original, was executed after the

year 800. So far, therefore, as it has been relied on to sup-

port the claim of the Quicumque vult (known as the Athana-

sian creed) to bind the faith of Christendom, on the ground of

1

1
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extreme antiquity, it wholly fails those who appeal to it. The
arguments of Waterland, drawn from internal evidence, are far

more persuasive.

So great an interest in the Utrecht Psalter was awakened by

its return to London, after the long absence of two centuries

and a half, summoned as a witness in a matter of national con-

cern, that it was thought a judicious speculation to photograph

it entire, and offer the facsimile for sale. Of the copies

brought to America, one is now before me
;
and bears on its

cover the inscription, “ Presbyterian Theological Seminary,

Princeton, N. J., from R. L. and A. Stuart, New York, 1875.”

It is a splendid folio, fifteen inches by eleven
;
(the dimensions

of the vellum page having been twelve and a half by ten

inches); thirty-two lines make a full page of writing, and the

space occupied by the writing is about eight and a half by nine

and a half inches. It is richly bound by W. Pratt, of London,

in crimson morocco, finely tooled on the back and covers, and

gilded on the edges. The whole number of leaves is 185, each

being thick as Bristol board, and blank on the verso. Every

recto has three columns of writing; and every two Psalms arc

separated by drawings, stretching the breadth of the page, and

covering in all about as much space as the text itself. The

facsimile represents even the unwritten pages
;
and on that

which may have been the cover, we find, after the well-known

usage of Sir Robert Cotton’s library, “ Claudius, c. 7,” indica-

ting the book-case in which it once stood, having the bust of

that emperor on the top. On this leaf we also see, “ Biblio-

theca urbis Trajcctince donavit D. de Bidder

f

showing the

name, perhaps, of the Dutch family to whom it was sold by the

thief who carried it from England. On the following leaf is an

“ Elcnchus contcntomim in hoc codice," enumerating more than

the volume now contains. The third leaf exhibits the half

obliterated name of “ Robert Cotton,”* and at the bottom the

* Sir Robert Bruce Cotton was the most renowned antiquary of the reigns of

Elizabeth and James 1
. (1570-1631). He availed himself of the dispersion of mo-

nastic libraries, in former reigns, to acquire a great number of mediaeval manu-

scripts, once the treasure of ecclesiastics, but little regarded by the new posses-

sors of abbeys and priories. Three generations of his blood and name contributed

to augment the store, till it was felt to be worthy of national regard. In 1706 it

became the property of the crown; and in 1757 the foundation of the British mu-

seum library.
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stamp of the “ Academia Rheno-trajectina." Leaf fourth is

occupied by a rude introductory drawing, which appears to

represent the Psalmist, writing under the dictation of an

angel
;
while across the page the King of Israel sits on his

throne, holding a sword whose point turns downward. An-
gels below are launching their weapons at the prostrate ene-

mies of God. This action, representing the spirit of the im-

precatory Psalms, is repeated almost continually throughout

the volume
;

till the reader half forgets that the agency is

celestial, and thinks he sees the fiends of Dante tormenting the

sad inhabitants of hell. It may seem no unreasonable conjec-

ture, that such drawings as these, grown perfect at length in

malignant ingenuity, may have quickened that poet’s concep-

tions of the Inferno
;
and also taught Henry of Saltrey to de-

scribe what the Knight Owen saw in Saint Patrick’s pit.

The capitals employed in the Utrecht Psalter are not like

the broad, square characters to which we are accustomed in

facsimiles of uncial manuscripts of the Greek Testament.

They are of the variety called rustic, written with much greater

economy of room. Many of the letters (as E, F, T, L, P), are

still further compressed in breadth, so as to occupy but half

the lateral space which we are accustomed to see allowed

them. A is never crossed, and Y is always surmounted by a

dot.

Various unusual forms of Latin words are presented in this

manuscript. In the 2d Psalm, at the 8th verse, we find Postola

a me
,
et tibi dabo gentes. In the 10th verse of the same, we

have Herudimini, quijudicatis terrain. In Ps. cxxvii
: 3, Uxor

tua sicut vitis Jtabundans . Habyssi is sometimes written for

abyssi. The third and fifth verses of the 4th Psalm, are followed

by the word Diabpsalma

:

though the word Selah is not found

there in our version. The word is elsewhere written Diabsalma.

In Psalm i, verse 4, the ablative case of facies is given as

facice. Again, Psalm ix
: 3, Pcribunt a facice tua. In the Apos-

tles’ Creed, which is appended, we see “ Ex Maria VirginceP

So, also, we have “ constitute" for constitue. It is hard to tell

whether the ignorance, or the carelessness, of the scribe caused

him to write, as a heading for the Quicumque vult, “ Incipit

ddes Catholicum." Of the first it is impossible to acquit him
;

and oftentimes it is hard to forbear the charge of stupidity.
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His carelessness caused him to omit several verses, (subjoined

below in a smaller hand,) from the song of Moses, included in

the appendix to the Psalter. These things afford some hint

of the dark night of illiteracy which was hanging over Europe
when they could be written. We might infer the same from

the insipidity and dullness of an apocryphal Psalm, intro-

duced at the end of the whole manuscript, in which David is

made to narrate certain circumstances of his early life. So cu-

rious a fragment may be received with interest, having, per-

haps, never before been printed in America :
*

“ Pusillus eram inter fratres meos, et adolescentior in domo
patris mei. Pascebam oves patris mei. Manus meae fecerunt

organum, et digiti mei aptaverunt psalterium. Et quisquis

adnuntiavit domino meo de me? Ipse Dominus, ipse omnium
exaudivit. Ipse misit angelum suum, et tulit me de ovibus

patris mei et unxit me in misericordia unctionis suae. Fratres

mei boni et magni, et non fuit beneplacitum in eis Domino.

Exivi obviam alienigenae, et maledixit me in simulacris suis.

Ego autein evaginato ab eo ipsius gladio amputavi caput ejus,

et abstuli obprobrium a filiis Israhel.”

Meanwhile, it may be observed, that the text of the Psalms

appears to be, word for word, the same as in a Psalter printed

at Mayence, probably in 1462 ; while both agree with that of

Tischendorfs Vulgate, printed in 1873. The rubrications pre-

fixed to the several Psalms, fitting them for recitation in

churches, are also the same.

In the drawings already referred to, artists have thought

they perceived the work of two or three hands
;

one, at least,

of a very early age, and one, much inferior—perhaps con-

temporaneous with the manuscript itself. It is plain, after

slight inspection, that there are many coarse and careless

sketches, dashed off apparently with great rapidity. The

negligence becomes at length so great, that no regard is paid

even to the perpendicularity of walls. Inelegant and im-

possible postures are given to human figures. The awkward-

ness of form and attitude strongly reminds one of the rude

* It is introduced by the following rubric : hie psal. proprie scribitur dd [Da-

vid] et extra numerum cum pugnavit Goliat. Hie ps. l. in Ebraeis codicibus non

habetur, sed ne a LXX interscriptus, b : edictus e[st] et idcirco repudad* [repu-

diandus.]
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drawing in the Bayeux tapestry. Buildings represented are

covered with tiles, seeming to indicate a southern origin.

The same might also be inferred from the umbrella or parasol

held over the head of a king, in the drawing which separates

the 26th and 27th Psalms. The introduction of this canopy

into northern Europe is of very recent origin. The agriculture,

the sports, the arts, and the manners of the period are easily

made out. Double and triple representation is constant in

these illustrations, enabling even the unlearned reader to trace

the meaning of the poet, and the progress of the action des-

cribed, independently of his words.

Considered in its connection, either with literature, art, or

theology, this facsimile must be regarded with great interest.

Although the scrutiny to which it has been submitted, has

caused to be rejected the claim which was made for it to

an extreme antiquity, yet the period to which it must be

assigned is the age of Charlemagne, and of Haroun al Raschid.

The great soldier and legislator of mediaeval Europe died in

814; and the delight of Eastern fable expired in 810. The
manuscript here presented to us was actually contemporaneous

with these illustrious men, whom romance and song have so

loved to commemorate, that something of mist and halo seems

to environ those glorious names. This sensible relic of their age

may help to rehabilitate them in colors of reality. The very

strokes ofthe pen, which we are here enabled to trace, were drawn

in the life-time of this glorious pair. We may even go so far as

to imagine, that these very pages may have passed beneath the

eyes of Charlemagne, friend and patron, as he was, of learning

and religion. “The northeast of France” has been con-

jectured to be the region in which this manuscript was written
;

and that monarch reigned and is buried at Aix-la-Chapelle.

When this manuscript was written, Germany was yet pagan
;

and Saxony had been the late and unwilling convert of

Charlemagne. The fanatical hosts of Mohammed had been

checked—half way across France—by Charles Martel, only

seventy years before. The Danes and Normans had scarce

begun their invasions of England and the south. The earliest

•university had not yet begun to be. Slavery prevailed in

•every part of Europe. America was to remain yet seven hun-
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dred years beneath the horizon of night. This Psalter is more
than a thousand years old.

The photographing of this manuscript may well seem an

auspicious incident for the world of letters. We had facsimiles

before of a few famous Greek manuscripts, executed at an

enormous cost, and, therefore, accessible to few. Latin palaeo-

graphy had very seldom enjoyed such honors. And, as ancient

manuscripts will never cross the Atlantic, American scholars

may well rejoice at this opportunity—not merely to scan a

brief facsimile—but virtually to study, at leisure, a whole

codex of early date. It has been suggested, by one of those

who reported on the Utrecht Psalter, that the British Museum
might borrow and photograph the chief palaeographic treasures

of Europe, and thus familiarize English scholars with secrets of

learning shut up in Paris, Vienna, and Rome. Why, rather,

should not an American association be formed, composed of

wealthy amateurs, and the chief colleges, seminaries, and libra-

ries of the country, expending ten thousand dollars a year in

photographing the best monuments of learning of every kind ?

This would be virtually to efface the disadvantage of our trans-

atlantic habitation, and place the original evidence on all

questions of sacred and classical learning within the reach of

the poorest scholar. A hundred partners, each contributing

a hundred dollars, would afford the needful funds
;
and each

would, in twenty years, be possessed of a store of palaeographic

documents far superior to the present treasures of the most

favored metropolis.

Art. VIII.—CURRENT NOTES.

Revivals in Colleges.

As the Day of Prayer for colleges, schools, and youth, recom-

mended by the Assembly (the last Thursday of January) is at hand,

we wish to call the attention of ministers, churches—and especially of

Christians more immediately connected with these institutions—to the

great importance and promise of Christian colleges, in connection

with the revijml of religion now in progress through the country.
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Contrary to a very extensive impression, colleges organized like

most of the older American colleges, contain more that is favorable to

religion in their individual members, and favorable to these great reli-

gious awakenings which stir communities to their depths and en

masse, by the powers of the worl :1 to come, than is found in most

other spheres of life and activity, open to young men. Allowing the

utmost for the temptations, and the powerful social currents toward

evil that undeniab’y have place in them, still, where do not these

have place ? Where are young men set free from the moral probation

which tests whe her they will give way to their ruin, or wi hstand and

conquer, unto glory, honor, and immortality ? On the other hand, there

are few spheres of youthful activity combining so many and such

potent influences for good. The nature of the student’s occupation

involves constant attention to themes pure and high, ei her referiing

directly to the Great Supreme, or to topics related thereto, and lifting

the soul from Nature up to Nature’s God. This is true in various de-

grees of the Physical, Mental, and Moral Sciences.

Then it is ensured, as no where else, that all the academic commu-
nity regularly attend daily and Sabbath worship, and receive regular

religious instruction, so that they are never allowed to forget God, the

soul, and eternity, as too often happens when they go from home to

the mercantile or mechanical pursuits of the cities.

Then they come almost entirely from the Christian families, where

they have been religiously trained, and have imbibed religious convic-

tions and impressions, so that a large proportion have already become

Christians in full communion by profession. For the last few years a

record of the church relations of students matriculated in Princeton

College has been kept, and from two-fifths to one-half of those enter-

ing there were already communicants. Others become so during their

college course, and it may be safely assumed that something like half

or more than half of the students of our Christian colleges are ordi-

narily Christian professors of some evangelical denomination. Could

all these be induced to act as the salt of the earth, and to shine as lights

in the world, holding forth the word of life, what a power for good be-

yond estimation would they be ! How often would they arrest those in

the downward road to perdition, while they “ allure them to brighter

worlds and lead the way.”

And how does the quick and intense social interworking of college

companionship running through so great a throng, constitute a medium
through which, if evil sometimes runs, the celestial fire of God’s spirit

will fly with electric speed from soul to soul.

Th :

s is no fancy sketch or mere theory. It is verified in the relig-
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ious history of American Christian colleges, in which, how often have

those familiar with them seen the Word of God running very swiftly,

and the whole body of students stilled and awed by the felt presence of

God
;

the all pervading inquiry heard, “ what shall we do to be

saved,” the chief anguish sorrow for sin, the most exuberant pleasure

that of sin forgiven, “joy in God through the atonement,” and in the

hope of his glory. Such scenes have we repeatedly witnessed in both

the colleges with which we hive been connected, and among the fruits

are great numbers of Christian ministers and laymen, serving their gene-

ration by the will cf God, ornaments and pillars in church and State,

some holding the supreme places o’ government and teaching in the

churches to which they belong. Saying nothing of those Presbyterians

and Congregationalists who hold chief pulpits or positions in seats of

learning, two of our own class in Yale college who were subjects of a

great awakening there, became and are now bishops of the Episcopal

Church, and quite as conspicuous are the cases of Bishop Johns and

the late-Bishop Mcllvaine of Princeton College.

Shall we not pray and labor for such a visitation in our colleges dur-

ing the present winter, which, if it bring in the reign of death in na-

ture, is eminently the season of spiritual harvests? Shall it be that the

church at large shall be thus quickened and increased, while colleges

and other educational institutions are passed by, because they do not

prepare the way of the Lord, and open wide the gates that the King of

Glory may come in ? God forbid
;
and let not colleges wait till the

town or surrounding country, and their churches, are reached. Chris

tian colleges present far greater facilities for the beginning of such a

work than average communities, while, commonly, the revivals that

have reached and blessed the churches and people around, have be-

gun and had their strongest development in the college. And not

only this, but so widely ramified are the connections of col'eges, through

their students, with other churches, that the sacn_d flame glowing in

them has of.en kindled itself in other and distant churches, and thus

promoted a general revival. So, in Yale College, in 1831, the work

having first pervaded the college, spread thence with unprecedented

power to the town, and thence to nearly ever)- town in the State of Con-

necticut.

Let, then, all members, guardians and fiiends of these institutions,

ask themselves, shall it be due to our apathy and sluggishness, if we

now fail of similar blessings ? Shall it be so that Gcd will pass by and

let us alone because we are joined to our idols? That Christ can-

not do many mighty works among us because of our unbelief?
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Art. IX.—CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE.
Theology.

William Mullen, of Belfast, Ireland, and Scribner, Welford & Armstrong,

of New York, bring out Science and Revelation ; a Series ofLectures in Re-

ply to the Theoucs of Tyndall, Huxley, Darwin, and Spencer; a goodly

octavo, at the price of $3.00.

These lectures were called forth by the strongly materialistic and atheistic

utterances which proceeded from Mr. Tyndall and others, before the British

Association at Belfast, in the autumn of 1874. These have been made
familiar to the thinking world, and have excited the general abhorrence and

detestation of Christendom. It was felt that an antidote was needed in that

city where the poison was sown. The result is the volume before us, por-

tions of which had already been called for in pamphlet form by the thousand,

and even ten thousand.

The several topics and authors, are as follows :

Science and Revelation : Their Distinctive Provinces
;

with a Review

of the Theories of Tyndall, Huxley, Darwin, and Herbert Spencer; by J. L.

Porter, D.D., LL.D., Belfast. Design in the Structure and Fertilization of

Plants—a Proof of the Existence of God ; by Dr. Moore, Glasnevin. An
Examination of Herbert Spencer’s Biological Hypothesis

;
by Rev. Professor

Watts, D.D., Belfast. The Doctrine of an Impersonal God in its Effects on

Morality and Religion; by Rev. W. Todd Martin, M.A., Newtownards.

Miracles and Prophecy—Direct Proofs that the Bible is a Revelation from

God; by Rev. A. C. Murphy, M.A., Londonderry. Prayer in Relation to

Natural Laws
;
by Rev. Professor Wallace, Belfast. Man’s Responsibility

for His Belief
;
by Rev. John Macnaughtan, Belfast. The Life and Character

of Christ an Evidence of the Truth of Christianity; by Rev. John Moran,

Belmont. The Achievements of the Bible a Proof of its Divine Origin
; by

Rev. William Magill, Cork.

The treatment of these momentous themes is able, of some of them remark-

ably so. The book in its spirit and contents is highly adapted to correct the

aberrations of minds warped by the fallacies of fashionable skepticism, to

strengthen the wavering, and to furnish valuable materials for offensive and

defensive warfare to those who are called to contend for the truth against the

specious attacks of recent assailants.

While all these lectures are able, and often fresh and original in their pre-

sentation of the issues and arguments of the controversies involved, we have

been specially impressed with that of Mr. Martin, on the “ Doctrine of an

Impersonal God in its Effects on Morality and Religion.”

Dodd & Mead publish The Character of St. Paul, by Dean How'son, a

course of five lectures delivered at Oxford, on some endowment, it does not

appear what, except that it prescribes that their topics are to
“ have some
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Reference to the Difficulties of Scripture on the Evidences of Christianity.”

The analysis of Paul’s character given by the lecturer is quite a fresh and

original contribution to both of these subjects. The unfolding of his natural

traits, as modified and vitalized by grace, and exhibited in the manifold exi-

gencies that called them forth and put them to the proof, which the volume

presents, is full of interest, while it is most instructive and suggestive as an

example to others. The writer treats : i. Of the Apostle’s Tact and Presence

of Mind; 2. Of his Tenderness and Sympathy
;

3. Of his Conscientiousness

and Integrity
; 4. Of his Thanksgiving and Prayer

; 5. Of his Courage and

Perseverance. While all may be studied to profit, that on tact and presence

of mind deserves special attention. Our observation convinces us that a vast

amount of power in the ministry is wasted and sacrificed for want of tact.

Hodder and Stoughton, of London, have published Bible Truth and
Broad Church Error. By WILLIAM Ritchie, D. D. A timely and valu-

able contrast of the orthodox and evangelical doctrines, with that form of

denial or disbelief of them, which constitute, what is known as Broad

Church Theology. Dr. Ritchie gives no uncertain sound. He starts with

maintaining plenary, including some sort of verbal inspiration, as being, duly

explained, essential to any authoritative revelation, which can command our

faith and obedience, as being the Word of God. He vigorously exposes the

theories of natural inspiration, advanced by Theodore Parker, Grey,

and Colenso; also such inadequate theories of supernatural inspiration

as those of Schleiermacher, Coleridge, Morell, and F. W. Robertson.

He sets forth aid vindicates the catholic doctrine of the Incarnation,

against Dr. Bushnell and H. W. Beecher, who deny to Christ a proper hu-

man soul; also against the views of Dr. Young, Mr. Maurice, and Edward

Irving. So also he upholds the doctrine of Atonement and Justification, as

presented in the Westminster Symbols, against the authors above named

;

especially Dr. Bushnell, whose work on the “ Vicarious Sacrifice,” he criti-

cises at considerable length, and with an unsparing hand.

He also earnestly contends for Scriptural doctrine of Eternal Pumshment,

against the theory of Annihilation, and that of Universal Restoration, as ad-

vocated by Dr. Young, Mr. Jukes, Brooks, and others. He concludes with

an exposure of the fallacy of “ undertaking to exalt religious life, at the ex-

pense of religious doctrine,” of which F. W. Robertson and Dr. Laird are

adduced as conspicuous examples. The volume will prove, we hope, a

wholesome tonic to many lapsed and debilitated souls, who have need that

one teach them which be the first principles of the doctrine of Christ.

Lockwood, Brooks & Co., of Boston, publish, in neat style, Toward the

Straight Gate; or, Parish Christianity for the Unconverted. By Rev.

E. F. Burr, D. D., author of “ Ecce Coelum,” etc., which works a vein

different from the author’s former publications, that aim to parry the ob-

jections hurled against Christianity from the side of science, or pseudo-sci-

ence. Here he turns to practical work, and brings those appeals and expos-
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filiations to bear upon the unconverted, which show the yearnings of his

heart for men’s salvation, and which are needed in every congregation and

community. Without them, or their equivalent, Christianity can make little

progress among the unbelieving. The pulpit must again ring aloud with

them, before that glorious ingathering can be realized, for which so many
new hope and pray.

Completeness of Christianity is the subject of an admirable Baccalaureate

Discourse, delivered at Dartmouth College, June 20, 1875, by Asa D.

Smith, President. It fully sustains its title, and shows the perfect adapta-

tion of Christianity to the intellectual, moral, emotive, volitional, and entire

nature of man, with a striking and eloquent exhibition of its fruits, which

confirm this claim.

The Vedder Lectures, 1875. “The Light by which we See Light; or,

Nature and the Scriptures, by Tayler Lewis, LL.D. New York : Board of

Publication of the R. C. A. These eloquent and inspiring Lectures, five in

number, were delivered by Dr. Lewds before the College and Seminary of the

Reformed Church in New Brunswick, N. J. The topics are : The Fearfulness

of Atheism
;
the Denial of the Supernatural ; the Cosmical Argument

—

Worlds in Space and Time; and the Kingdom of God, or, the Greatness of

the Bible Theism, as Compared with the Physical, Scientific, and Philosophi-

cal. This last lecture is a noble demonstration of its main position, that

the idea of the universe, as given in the Bible, is immeasurably greater than

any which science or philosophy has attained unto. The two lectures on

the Worlds in Space and Time, also illustrate this favorite theme of Dr.

Lewis, which he has put better than anybody else.

The Revised Competidiuyn of Methodism : embracing the History and
Present Condition of its Various Branches in all Countries ; with a Defense

of its Doctrinal
,
Governmental, and Prudential Peculiarities. By Rev.

Jas. Porter, D.D., author of The True Evangelist,” “ Revivals of Reli-

gion,” etc. New York : Nelson & Phillips.

This work has elements of value, while it is disfigured by grave blemishes.

As a summary, or storehouse, of the more important facts in reference to the

origin, growth, polity, agencies, and achievements of Methodism, it brings

much to view that is important, and not so readily accessible elsewhere.

As an exposition of its doctrines, especially in contrast with those of other

evangelical Christians, it is inadequate, unfair, and replete with exaggera-

tion and distortion, sometimes running into misrepresentation and carica-

ture, with proportionate violence of denunciation, which are none the bet-

ter. even if sincere.

The style, at times, has a correspondent tinge of roughness. We are

quite sure that our Methodist brethren, as a- body—certainly their represen-

tative men—have risen quite above all this, in esthetic culture, as well as

Christian insight and charity. They are cultivating a better appreciation of

other evangelical denominations, instead of offensively obtruding and mag-
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nifying their own differences with them. Until we read the portraitures of

Calvinism, and of the various non-Methodist forms of church polity and

Christian life, in this volume, we had not for long years met with any de-

monstration from our Methodist brethren so fitted to provoke mutual repul-

sion, rather than “ love and good works or that so reminded us of a former

abortive attempt at proselytism from our own pastoral charge, which a

Methodist minister of the highest authority did himself the credit to con-

demn.

Witness the author’s statement of his “ objection to the Calvinistic view

of predestination.” i.
“

It renders all preaching vain.” 2. “ It directly

tends to destroy all religion.” Yet, in his most condescending charity, he

is pleased to concede, “ we do not say none who hold it are religious. Many
of them are better than their creeds would indicate!” 3. “It naturally be-

gets a feeling of asferity toward those who need the largest sympathy." 4.

It is also “ calculated to engender enmity toward the Creator.” 5. “This

doctrine directly tends to destroy our zeal for good works." 6. “It also

tends to destroy the Christiati revelation." 7. “ It contradicts the counsels of

God in reference to the atonement.” 8. “It discards the judgment

;

or,

what is still worse, represents it as a solemn farce." 9. “It impeaches the

goodness of God.” 10. “ But this is not its worst feature; it is full of blas-

phemy." This will do. The italics are the author’s. If he had applied the

divine test, which tries teachers and doctrines by their fruits, we are sure he

must have been convinced that the doctrine, thus held up to reprobation, is

something very different in the minds of its adherents, from his own exhibi-

tions of it, and that, before making them, he would rather have “let his

right hand forget its cunning.”

In like manner he concludes an attack upon the doctrine of perseverance

in the following terms : “We have spoken thus frankly, because we believe

this doctrine of certain perseverance is of very dangerous tendency. Its in-

fluence on believers is similar to that of Universalism on its votaries” (p.

288). Nothing more is necessary to show the flavor of the polemical—unfor-

tunately, quite a prominent part of the volume.

Notwithstanding this and the like, it is with unalloyed pleasure that we

lay before our readers the author’s concluding summation of the growth

and present statistics of Methodism.

“ From this hasty sketch, it must appear to every reader, who is not blinded by

prejudice, that Methodism has -been peculiarly successful. A little more than

one hundred years ago, it had no organized existence upon the face of the earth-

Some eight or ten persons then came to Mr. Wesley, who appeared to be deeply

convinced of sin, and earnestly groaning for redemption. Here was the nucleus

around which we now behold this mighty array. Has not the ‘ little one,’ in-

deed, ‘ become a thousand.’ This movement occurred in the City of London,

and, for aught that was known to the contrary, was to be limited to that great me-

tropolis. No mortal could then foretell that it would be re-enacted in any other

place. It was a mere tripe— a circumstance that might have occurred a hundred
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times without public notice—and indicated nothing remarkable. But, like the
‘ grain of mustard seed (which is the least of all seeds)’ that became the ‘ great-

estamong herbs, this germ has shot forth its branches over the four quarters of
the globe, and innumerable birds lodge therein.

“ What its destiny is we are unable to foretell. But if, with such means, against
such fearful odds, and under so many discouraging circumstances, it has achieved
such results, what may we not anticipate if we walk by the same rules and mind
the same things ? The gospel is no less efficacious now than formerly, and peo-
ple are, probably, about as susceptible of being affected by it. Only let the
church maintain the simplicity and faith of the fathers, and employ her improving
lacilities for doing good as she ought, and what has been, will be only as the first

fruits of a mighty harvest. But if she shall prove recreant to her high trusts, her
sun will go down in shame and everlasting contempt.

“ We close our sketch of its fortunes with the following statistical table for 1874:

“Tabular View of Methodists.
“ 1. Episcopal Methodist. Itinerant

Ministers.
Local

Preachers.
Lay

Memuer?.

Methodist Episcopal 12,706 1,563,521

Methodist Episcopal, South 3.371 5,344 667,885

Colored Methodist Episcopal 635 683 67,888
African Methodist Episcopal 600 1,300 200,000

African Methodist Episcopal, Zion 694 1,416 164,000

Evangelical Association 737 476 90 ,24Q
United Brethren 967 742 120,445

Total Episcopal Methodists

“ 2. Non-Episcopal Methodist.

• 27.749 22,667 2,873,988

The Methodist Church 624 300 65,000

Methodist Protestant 423 250 65,000

American Wesleyan 250 190 20,000

Free Methodist 90 80 6,000

Primitive Methodist . 20 25 2,000

Total Non-Episcopal Methodists.... 1,407 1,845 158,000

Grand Total Methodists in U. S . 19,156 24,512 3,031,988

British Wesleyans in Great Britain • 1,715 13,720 376,439
Irish Wesleyan Churches 152 760 20,740

French Wesleyan Churches . 28 96 2,012

Australian Wesleyan Churches 348 1,438 66,686

Primitive Methodist Church 1,020 14,838 164,660

Methodist New Connection Church , 24O 1,270 33,563

United Methodist Free Church • 358 3,36 i 66,qoq

Bible Christian Churches 244 i,747 26,878

British Wesleyan Reform Union 365 148 8, 109

Methodist Church of Canada 1 ,004 1,027 102,887

Methodist Episcopal Church in Canada.

,

236 214 22,641

Grand Total 24,866 '63,131 3>923,5i2
,:

{Pp. 199, 200.)
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The author, of course, advocates the attainableness of Christian perfection

in this life. But when he proceeds to show in what it does and does not

consist, we think we know very many who give every sign of having sub-

stantially reached this standard, who, nevertheless, would yet consider them-

selves, and be considered by others, as quite short of sinless perfection.

The great increase of the Methodists might be considered, by some, a

proof of the truth of the Arminian element of their doctrinal system. But

Dr. Porter is sagacious and candid enough to admit the contrary. He says

:

“It cannot be attributed to our doctrines merely, for others have preached

the same; it is evidently attributable to many causes ” (pp. 197-8). Per-

haps the account he gives of the revival, which reached its height in 1843,

and was felt in nearly all the Evangelical churches of the country (an

account confirmed by our own personal knowledge, within the sphere of

our personal observation and experience), will do something toward ex-

plaining how a great and, on the whole, genuine work of grace may be

much implicated with incidental errors.

“ Another circumstance probably had considerable effect. We refer to the em-

phatic inculcation of the doctrine of Christ’s second coming, and the transactions

which are to follow. Various ministers of different denominations heralded these

truths all over the land with great pathos and power. The errors with which they

were associated did not lessen their influence, but rather rendered them more

impressive. Taken together, the presentation was an alarming affair. Some o'

the sermons delivered on different occasions were almost enough to frighten ‘ the

very elect,' and it would not have been wonderful if many had plunged into hope'

less despair. For the argument was. so nicely drawn that lew could see its fallacy ;

the honesty and devotion of many of ihe speakers Sjmanife st, they could not well

be questioned ; and the sentiments inculcated so exciting in their tendency, that

none but very good or very bad people could l.ear them proclaimed without trem-

bling for their own safety. Hence, while few believed the doctrine that Christ

would come in 1S43, many feared it ; and having full confidence in the divine real-

ity and importance of religion, they were impelled to seek it then; whereas, under

other circumstances, they might have remained impenitent. But still, they were

really converted. Though it was a mistake which stimulated them to action, the

process they pursued was right, and the result pure. The mistake had no other

influence in this regard, than to prompt them to seek religion then

;

which done,

they found peace in believing. But it afterward became identified with so many

other heresies, it poisoned all who came under its influence, and interposed one o*

the greatest obstacles to the progress of religion that has ever been contrived.

This we believe to be a just view of the subject in general. There were, doubt-

less, instances in which religion and Millerism were so combined, that, when the

error of the latter was demonstrated, all confidence in the former was abandoned.

“ Under all these circumstances, it is not improbable that some improper meas-

ures were employed, or that others were carried to extremes, and operated to pro-

duce more chaff than wheat. But, notwithstanding, there was much wheat gath-

ered. It is true many fell away, but not a larger proportion, we think, than is

usual. When it is said -that the Methodist Episcopal Church suffered a net de-

crease of more than fifty thousand members between the years 1844 and 1847, it
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should be remembered that in 1843 her net increase was 154,634; and the year

following, 102,831 ;
making a net increase in two years of 257,465 members; thus

exceeding all precedent by tens of thousands. The ordinary ratio of apostasies,

therefore, accounts for an appalling decrease, without disparaging the character of

the work in the least.

“But other items come into this account that are important to the calculation.

During this time there was a vigorous effort made by come-outers of different

classes to break down the churches, and scatter them to the four winds. While the

revival was in progress, their influence was partly counteracted
; but as the excite-

ment abated they became more successful ” (pp. 173, 174).

We have received from Nelson & Phillips, too late for special notice,

the following books : Butler's Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed,

to the Constitution and Course of Nature. To which, are added Two Brief

Dissertations on Personal Identity and the Nattire of Virtue. By JOSEPH
Butler, LL.D., Lord Bishop of Durham. With a Life of the Author,

copious notes, and a special index. The whole edited by Rev. Joseph
Cummings, D.D., LL.D., President of Wesleyan University.

Christians and the Theatre. By J. M. BUCKLEY.

The Wesleyan Demosthenes j comprising Select Sermons of Rev. Joseph

Beaumont. With a Sketch of his Character. By Rev. J. B. Wakeley,
D. D.

Fellowship with the Sufferings of Christ. A Sermon. By E. Went-
wqrth, D.D.

Preaching to the Masses. An Address. By Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage
D.D. Delivered at the Drew Theological Seminary, Madison, N. J.,

Wednesday, March 3, 1875.

Commentary on the New Testament. Intended for Popular Use. By
D. D. Whedon, LL.D. Volume IV. 1st Corinthians—2d Timothy.

Philosophy.

A Thesis on the Dual Constitution of Man, or Neuro-Psychology, by S.

S. Laws, A. M., M. D., of New York, presents a very able and learned dis-

quisition on the twofold nature of man, as evinced by a comparison of the

mental with the physiological elements in his constitution. Dr. Laws very

clearly and conclusively disproves the identity of mind and body, whether in

the form maintained by idealists or materialists. While the thesis contains

much which the student of physiology and psychology alone can appreciate,

it has much which can be appreciated by all cultured readers. Some of his

arguments for the dualism of our nature are original and ingenious, as well

as conclusive. Occasional statements would not be satisfactory to all those

who agree with his main positions. When he says, “Innate knowledge, and

innate ideas have vanished, like many of the fictions of physics and physiol-

ogy,” all depends on the sense in which the words are taken; some “knowl-
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edge and ideas ” are innate just as far as reason itself is innate ; i. e., they are

potentially inborn, to be subsequently developed. Such, for example, are

causality, substance, right and wrong, etc. Much of his reasoning de-

pends on the Aristotelian principle, that the soul is “all in the whole, and
all in every part,” which, if rejected by seme, we see no reason to dispute.

The Sensualistic Philosophy of the Nineteenth Century Considered. By
Robert L. Dabney, D.D., LL. D., Prof, in Union Theol. Seminary, Va.

Randolph & Co., New York. $2.00. We have received this work too late

to notice it fully at present. It is an important contribution to current dis-

cussions. It handles the great questions involved with acuteness and vigor.

There is a review of the main sensualistic systems of the last century, par-

ticularly the English. Positivism, the Evolution Theory as Materialistic,

Physiological Materialism, the Spirituality of the Mind, A Priori Notions,

Sensualistic Ethics, and the Philosophy of the Supernatural, are the chie

topics discussed. The work deserves attentive study, and we cordially

recommend it to our readers.

Randolph & Co. also publish Job's Comforters ; or, Scientific Sympathy

,

by Joseph Parker, D.D., Minister of the City Temple, London, who is

well qualified to do the subject full justice.

J. B. Lippincott & Co., Philadelphia, have published Principia; or, Basis

of Social Science; being a Survey of the Subjectfrom the Moral and Theo-

logical, yet Liberal and Progressive, Standpoints, by R. J. WRIGHT, in a

neat and solid octavo volume. The topic is inviting, including, as it

does, a wide range of questions and problems, which are yet far enough from

the solution the welfare of society so urgently needs. Whatever success

the author may have attained or failed of, it must be conceded that he has

given out no second-hand or hackneyed views. His book is the fruit of long

observation, careful study, and profound thinking. It abounds in reason-

ings which are original, often just, and generally, even when obnoxicus to

criticism, highly suggestive .

Mr. Wright carves out his volume into many divisions and minu e sub-

divisions, the logical and rhetorical grounds of which are not always appar-

ent. We often notice some crudeness or awkwardness in his use of words

and structure of sentences. But we are never at a loss for his meaning.

His chapters and sections are so titled and numbered, that the complete

index at the beginning enables us at once to turn to what he says on any

subject in almost any half-page of the volume. These features greatly

enhance its value, and render minor defects of style insignificant.

The author shows a breadth and depth of view quite beyond that of aver-

age specialists and writers on it, or its different branches, in the importance

which he assigns to theology, metaphysics, psychology, ethics, in short, all

the mental sciences, as a needful propaedeutic for mastering sociology.

Here he is toto ccelo above, as well as different from, Compte, and the entire
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school of positivists, sensualists, and materialists, who deal with sociology or

any other subject which has its basis in the nature of the human soul, and
its relations to other souls, created and uncreated. With Compte, psy -

chology was an impossibility, while metaphysics and theology were obsolete

fictions. Mr. Wright justly says :

“ The study of theology is the scientific study of religion, and, therefore, calls into

exercise the higher faculties of the mind. Hence, it is one of the best preparations

for earnest, original study in any of the sciences. The success of the German and
Scotch metaphysicians is chiefly owing to this cause. The peculiar fitness of the

studies of the theologians, as discipline and preparation for political philosophy, is

further proved by the fact, that at various times they have become the best and fore-

most political statesmen of the world. Ximenes, Woolsey, Richelieu, Cranmer, Tal-

leyrand, and others, may be mentioned. And then, also, the fact, that the statesman-

ship of Rome, which is conducted entirely by clergymen, is acknowledged to be the

most far reaching in the world. Remember, also, those old Puritan statesmen of

Cromwell’s day, who knew their Bibles and their catechisms better than their laws

how readily they were turned into generals and statesmen whom all the world won-
dered at, and who out-generaled and out-witted even the Romans themselves.

“ A more likely class than either the ordinary statesmen, or the ordinary physi-

cists, to look to for social science, would be the true scientific theologians, if they

had the time to spare from their other avocations. But this seems seldom to hap-

pen. since most of them either have the charge and the daily labor of large con-

gregations, or else of educational institutions. These latter, namely, the theologi-

cal head officers of the secular institutions, may contribute much toward our sci-

ence, when there arises a sufficient public demand to turn their business attention

to it, and when more leisure is afforded them. Theologians are, by their training,

best fitted for universal, or general study. Wells, whose occupation is the exami-

nation of heads, says, ‘ As a class, they (the theologians) have the best heads in

the world.”

This is quite contrary to the vulgar prejudice common among skeptics

pseudo-scientists, and philosophers, that theologians are, of course, narrow

and singular in their views. It is rather the spurious liberalists and hobby-

ists, that are “like the needle with one eye and one point.” The author,

however, “ would not be misunderstood as saying, that statesmen, practically,

ought to be selected from among clergymen. The experience of the Mid-

dle Ages, culminating in the Inquisition, is against the selection of clergy-

men, with civil or coercive powers, from among professional theologians.”

To this, we say Amen.

With like cogency he argues for the predominance which must be given

to metaphysics over some other studies, as preparations for social science.

The above quotations will be found scattered, from pages 3 1 to 36, inclu-

sive, and will suffice to give a taste of the book, which may lead some to a

further examination of it. While we highly value it, we dissent from some

of its positions, particularly the grand conclusion, wherein he favors a modi-

fied communism. Into this he proposes to infuse enough of Christianity,

12
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and from it, as heretofore tried and tested, thus to extract enough of its virus,

to realize a true social ideal.

We regret that the foregoing notice, prepared for a previous number, has

been, by inadvertence, delayed until now.

Biblical Literature.

A Criticaland Exegetical Commentary on the Book ofPsalms, with aNew
Translation, by James G. Murphy, LL.D., T. C. D., Prof, of Hebrew, Bel-

fast. Andover : W. F. Draper. We are generally sure of having a good book

from the Andover press, scholarly and well got up. Dr. Murphy’s previous vol-

umes on Genesis, Exodus, and Leviticus are, on the whole, as useful books as

a student can find for his work. There are so man}- excellent commentaries

on the Psalms, that it would be hazardous to say as much of this volume, but

it is at any rate quite equal to the author’s previous volumes—in some respects,

we judge, even better. It is more to the point, lopping off all superfluities.

The translation is quite literal
;
the notes on the text are concise

; the gen-

eral exposition is lucid. A student here gets about what he needs for imme-

diate use. He is not compelled to grope his way through a labyrinth of in-

terpretation, without a clue, but a straight path is.prepared for his feet. Of
course, we are not supposed to endorse all the author’s interpretations, but we
like his method. And in studying the Psalms, it is a good thing for the stu-

dent to work with the help of a good method ; it is a training school.

History and Biography.

Historical Scenes from the Old Jesuit Missions. By the Right Rev.

Wm. I. Kip, LL.D. Bishop Kip is already well known in the literature of

the Jesuit missions by his volume on the Jesuits in North America. This is

supplemented by the present work, relating to their various missions in other

countries, as given for the most part in “ Letters” written between 1720 and

1750. These letters contain accounts of their indefatigable labors in China,

California, Malta, Mount Lebanon, the Delta, the Thebald Desert, Lima,

Paraguay, and several other places. They were well worthy of being trans-

lated, and they are very well translated. This volume is a real addition to

the popular, accessible materials for the History- of Missions.

Scribner, Armstrong & Co. publish Egypt, from the Earliest Times to

B. C. 300, by S. Birch, LL.D., as the first of their series on Ancient

History from the Monuments. It is to be foUowed by Assyria, from the

Earliest Times to the Fall of Nineveh, by George Smith, a name
illustrious in this department of archaeology

;
and by Persia, from the Earli-

est Period to Arab Dynasty

,

by W. S. A. Vaux, M. A., F. R. S. This

series gives a compact but popular presentation of the results of recent

archaeological investigation, derived from monuments, cuneiform inscrip-

tions, and other original, but authentic sources. These sjied great light on

the early development of the race in religion and civilization, as well as on
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the earlier books of the Bible. As such, they will be prized, not only by

Biblical and other scholars, but by all students and intelligent readers of the

Bible, and of the early history of our race.

The second volume of the Autobiography and Memoir of Dr. Tho7)ias

Guthrie
,
by his sons, Rev. David R. Guthrie and Charles J. Guthrie,

M.A., is published by the Carters, and on sale by McGinness & Runyan,

of Princeton. The former traced his life and growth till he reached the sum-

mit of his power and fame as a preacher and pastor. This volume contin-

ues his subsequent career, in which, without any decline of pulpit and pastoral

power, he took a leading part, and exercised a commanding influence in great

evangelical, ecclesiastical, and social movements of a wider reach, affecting

his own church and country, and, in their measure, Christendom itself. It

begins with his agency in the disruption of the Church of Scotland, of which

he was one of the great leaders. It gives an inside view of this great exodus

from bondage to the State into freedom in subjection to Christ, as to its causes,

agents, and issues, direct and collateral, and thus forms an important and

graphic supplement to all other histories of this movement. It is mostly in

the very language of Dr. Guthrie and his coadjutors, at the time of the

events of which they formed a conspicuous and leading element, and to

which they served to give “form and pressure.” Succeeding chapters give

an account of his prodigious success in raising the Manse Fund; Ragged
Schools, and his agency in organizing and sustaining them; his efforts in

promoting the cause of Total Abstinence; his eloquent pleas in behalf of

National Education
;

his “ Interest in other Lands.”

In all these departments he did much to enlighten the minds, stir the

hearts, and mould the actions of his countrymen, and of great numbers in

other countries. He was indefatigable in his labors by tongue and pen,

through the pulpit and press. He had great magnetic power. His clear

convictions, blood-earnestness, vivid imagination, found utterance in clear

and fervid language. His trumpet uttered no uncertain sound. It rallied

the people, as by a bugle-blast, on clear and unmistakable issues, which they

were constrained to meet.

No part of the book is more valuable and interesting than that which

gives his views of preaching and his character as a preacher. It would be

difficult to find much on the art of preaching which is not virtually included

in the following sententious advice to a young preacher :

“Mind the three Ps. In every discourse the preacher should aim at

proving, painting, and persuading
;

in other words, addressing the reason,

the fancy, and the heart.”—p. 190.

The following vivid portraiture of his preaching, by Lord Cockburn, is a

fresh illustration of a conviction we have long held, that the very best style of

preaching is most profitable to and appreciated by the highest and lowlies
t

of men alike. He describes him as:

“ Practical and natural
;
passionate without vehemence ; with perfect self-pos-
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session, and always generous and devoted, he is a very powerful preacher. His

language and accent are very Scotch, but nothing can be less vulgar, and his ges-

ture (which seems as unthought about as a child’s) is the most graceful I have

ever seen in any public speaker. He deals in the broad, expository, Ovidian page,

and is comprehended and felt by the poor woman on the steps of the pulpit as

thoroughly as by the strangers who are attracted solely by his eloquence. Every-

thing he does glows with a frank, gallant warm-heartedness, rendered more de-

lightful by a boyish simplicity of air and style.”

The Sermon delivered by the Rev. William Adams, D.D., in the Town
Hall, Lexington, Sunday Evening, April 18, 1875, on the occasion of the

Centennial Celebration of the Battle of Lexington, is before us. It is an out

flow of “ godly patriotism” and Christian oratory, worthy of the distinguished

author and the great occasion. Not only so. It exhibits the scriptural basis

of civil government and the ethics of revolution, with a clearness and justice

which are well fitted to remove the confusion and error so widely prevalent

on these subjects. But we cannot do better than to let the author speak for

himself on their nature

:

“ Some have expressed surprise that the Bible contains so little of special instruc-

tion concerning civil government, who afterward, upon a more copious induction of

facts, have felt a grateful surprise that it contains so much.
“ First of all, revelation asserts that government is a divine ordinance. ‘ The

powers that are ordained of God. Whosoever, therefore, resisteth the power, resisteth

the ordinance of God.’ Here is a doctrine set forth by Christ and his apostles, which

disposes of all those theories broached by visionary men like Rousseau, representing

civil government to be a mere ‘ social compact,’ the creation of individual wills. It

is not of man’s choice that he is bom a subject of government, any more than that

he is bom a member of the family. The family is not more a divine organization

than is the State. Civil government—I speak not yet of its form—is an absolute

necessity in some form, and so is to be pronounced a divine ordinance. Without

it, civilized society is an impossibility. Anarchy, the absence of all government,

every man doing what is right in his own eyes, could it be realized, would be the

most frightful condition that the imagination could conceive. Government is a most

beneficent institution for human protection and welfare. The best definition of the

true design of civil government is contained in that inspired precept which directs us

to play for all that are in authority, ‘that we may lead a quiet and peaceable life, in

all goodliness and honesty.’ Verily, there is more truth concerning the domain and

prerogatives of human government packed into that portable verse, than in many vol-

umes, in many languages, on the same subject. It is condensed into such a brief

space, like a small ingot of gold, that many have overlooked it. Government has

ever assumed more than belongs to it. What more do we need to concede concern-

ing it than this : government ordained of God for human protection, so that we
may lead quiet, peaceable, and honest lives. While government is, in this sense, a

providential necessity and a divine ordinance, revelation does not prescribe the form

in which it shall be administered. . . .

Thus we have reached with clearest certainty the ethical Christian principle, which

alone justifies the revolution of any government. When government is so far per-
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verted from that use and purpose which divine benevolence proposes, as to be an

agent of wrong, of hindrance, and oppression, then religion not only permits, but

enjoins, if government cannot be reformed and reclaimed to its blessed intent, that

it should be changed, and another, which is better, substituted in its place. How
wide the distinction between a revolution inspired by such a purpose, and all those

uprisings and overturnings which have been instigated by the lust of power, by rival

factions, by partisan ambition, by private resentments, and by that frightful commu-
nism, which would consume all governments in fire and blood ! Am I expected to

define that line of demarcation on which religion bases the right and duty of revolu-

tion? In the nature of the case, it cannot always be drawn with mathematical pre-

cision. It is a decision which is to be reached by the highest exercise of reason, by

the soundest judgment, and by the loftiest religious wisdom. It should be free from

all vulgar passions, from private animosities, and from political ambitions. It should

be justified by the best of reasons, by the most urgent necessities. There should be,

in forming a judgment in premises so grave, the most dispassionate inquiry after

tendencies and consequences, a counting the cost, a calm and rational weighing of

the good to be gained, and the price at which it is to be bought. In many cases it

is better to ‘ bear those ills we have, than to fly to others we know not of.’ Our

fathers were not rash revolutionists. They brought themselves under the name and

stigma, for a time, of insurrection. But they had no affinity with lawless insubordi-

nation. They were deliberate, self-controlled, and loyal to good government. The
‘ spirit of seventy-six,’ as goes the familiar expression, was no denomiacal frenzy,

no sudden ebulition of passion. It was eulogized by Edmund Burke as the legiti-

mate descendant of British law. It was impregnated with the imperial wisdom of

Milton and Selden, of Hale and Mansfield, and the martyr heroism of Argyll and

Russell. As the genealogy of man runneth back to the Throne (‘ who was the son

of Seth, who was the son of Adam, who was the son of God ’), so the national act

we celebrate, instead of being an extemporized expedient, traces its pedigree far back

to the martyrs and patriots of all ages, and to hi^ioric changes in the Old World, each

and all accumulating force in endless succession, and transmitting the necessity of

still further improvement from generation to generation.”

The Progress of the Human Race
,
is the title of a Thanksgiving Discourse,

by Dr. Thomas H. Skinner, of Cincinnati, in which he gives cheering views

of the present and future, as compared with the past, wisely expounding and

applying the words, “ Say not thou what is the cause that the former days

were better than these; for thou does not inquire wisely concerning this.”

—

Ecclesiastes, \ii: 10.

The Thanksgiving Sermon, by Rev. Wm. W. Adams, of Fall River,

Mass. ,
on Divine Providence in Human History, is an excellent, compre-

hensive, and condensed sketch of this great subject, bringing out, especially,

the religious elements of our history in their relations to our civil liberty and

our prosperity as a nation.

General Literature.

A. S. Barnes & Co., New York and Chicago, have issued, in beautiful style,

a complete edition of the Poetical Works of Ray Palmer, which is on sale, by

McGinness & Runyan, Princeton, at $4.00. Nearly one-half of this work is
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occupied with hymns, some of which no wise fall below “ My faith looks up
to thee,” which is already known “ to earth’s remotest bound,” and has given

its author undying fame. The other poems are exquisite representations of

domestic and social affections, as purified and refined by Christianity, such

as could only be given by a gifted Christian poet. This volume deserves,

what we have no doubt it will receive, a wide welcome to the hearts and

homes and libraries of the people. We hail it with the more pleasure, as it

is a realization to us of the author’s bright, early promise, while a fellow stu-

dent in college.

The eloquent oration of Dr. Moses B. Hoge, at the inauguration of the

Statue of General Thomas J. Jackson (the famous “Stonewall Jackson”) is

before us. Few will fail to appreciate and sympathize with the author’s

grand tribute to the heroism, the splendid generalship, and the devoted piety

of this extraordinary man, conspicuous among those previously obscure men,

whom the late war lifted into world-wide fame. And surely, he could not

have had a more fitting eulogist. We hail with pleasure his abundant pro-

testations for himself, and the Southern people, of devotion to the welfare

and glory of our one common country and government
;
and this, although

they are sometimes suspended upon conditions, which, as stated, may mean
more or less, but which, we will assume, mean nothing that impairs their

value, until a more explicit statement shows the contrary.

We have received an elaborate paper, of considerable power, on the

Organization of the Educational Forces in Society: a System of Universal

Educatioti. An Address before the Pennsylvania State Teachers' Associa-

tion, at its Twenty-second Annual Session, at Wilkesbarre, August io, 1 1,

12, 1875. By William S. Schofield. The author presents the following

outline of his plan, and requisites of his system :

“ To thus organize the educational forces in society into a comprehensive sys-

tem, it is necessary,

—

1. To specify, classify, and unite all societies, associations, coteries, and other edu-

cational means, by which the psychical and physical condition of a people may be

improved, into general and special educational associations in every community ; and

2. To co-ordinate these organized communities — the district or community asso-

ciations— into County and State associations and a National system.

The educational means or forces, one or more of which may be specified as

operative in every community, are

:

A library; a lyceum; a platform lecture course; a reading-room, reading-

circle, or literary coterie ; an educational institute ; a music-class, or singing-

school
; a farmers,’ fruitgrowers,’ planters,’ or mechanics’ club ; a building or loan

association; a ladies’ domestic-economy society; a Sabbath-school; a croquet,

base-ball, or boating club ; and, when physical energy o’ervaults with ambition, a

gymnastic or military company.

In addition to these, are the more or less irregular school picnics, exhibitions,

etc., anniversary and celebration occasions, and that popular democratic institu-

tion — the peoples’ mass meeting— for educational, patriotic, political, and other
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purposes. These educational forces, properly organized, are capable of grand re-

sults for humanity; but they will never rise from partial impotence, by accumula-

tive power, so long as they are disorganized. The mountain rills and the hillside

streams would not grow in volume and power if they ran forever in silver ribbons

and tiny cascades, amid their native flower-banks and over flashing pebbles, with-

out union and without direction. It is when they unite in one progressive course,

and form rivulets and rivers, that they grow in majestic volume, and sweep, an

irresistible flood, into the wide ocean. The higher musical harmonies are made
possible by the construction of the organ and the organization of the orchestra

;

and the highest human harmonies can only become revealed by a comprehensive

education and the organization of a perfect society.”

Perhaps something may be done in the direction indicated, toward a

more comprehensive organization and unification of educational forces. But,

as a whole, the project seems to us alike magnificent and impracticable.

William Wood & Co., 27 Great Jones Street, New York, have just pub-
lished a solid and finely printed octavo, entitled, Hospital Plans : Five
Essays Relative to the Construction, Organization, and Management of
Hospitals, Contributed by their A uthors for the Use of the fohn Hopkins
Hospital, of Baltitnore, which is of high character and sterling value. It is

unique in character, and contains a vast amount of information and sug-

gestions not only on medical, sanitary, and hygienic subjects, but on architec-

ture, as related to them, not to be found without vast labor of search from

other scattered sources ; it contains much, indeed, that is novel, and not at

all to be found elsewhere.

Nothing is now commanding more attention than sanitary science. This

book is quite up with the latest discoveries on that subject, at least, so far as

they any way cover the location, structure, arrangements, and conduct of

hospitals. It is prepared and published without regard to expense, and with

no expectation of being reimbursed by sales, from the fund of some three

millions, which Mr. Hopkins dedicated to the founding and endowment of

the hospital, which is to bear his name, in order that its trustees might have

the fullest light to guide them in the discharge of their high trust. The
plates, showing architectural and other plans for its proper construction, ar-

rangement, and fixtures, are very numerous and excellent- While these,

and the essays accompanying them, shed light upon all matters affect-

ing health and disease, as related to the construction of hospitals, they also

shed light upon the same matters as affecting the proper construction and

location of all human habitations. The trustees have wisely judged that

they could in no way better further the object aimed at by the benevolent

founder, than by the publication of the important contributions of this vol-

ume to the subjects of which it treats, both for the guidance and aid of others

engaged in like undertakings, and for the aid they themselves may obtain

from the criticisms it may evoke. Our readers are doubtless aware, that

this is the same John Hopkins who has left an equal or larger sum for the

founding and endowment of a great university of learning in Baltimore.

The increasing disposition of those who have amassed vast wealth in cities,
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and by means of their growth, to which the toils of the poor largely contrib-

ute, to devote that wealth to the establishment and support of public insti-

tutions of learning and charity, cannot be too strongly commended.

The Lexmgton Centennial, April 19, 1775-1875. Published by the town.

This is a publication worthy of the occasion. Mr. R. H, Dana’s Oration, and

the Sermon by Dr. William Adams, ofNew York, which we have elsewhere

more fully noticed, are admirable. The other addresses, and the historical

reminiscences, brought out the various incidents and relations of this impor-

tant event. The letter of Mr Gladstone is specially noteworthy.

The Story of the Hymnsj or. Hymns that have a History. An Account

of the Origin of Hymns and Personal Religious Experience. By Hezekiah
Butterworth. American Tract Society. This beautiful volume, adorned

with quite a number of portraits, will be welcome to the lovers of sacred song.

It gives the origin and personal relations of many of our best known hymns,

with biographical notes on the writers. It is a very interesting narrative, and

fit to accompany any collection of hymns.

The Bertram Family

.

By the author of “ Chronicles of the Schonberg-

Cotta Family,” New York: Dodd & Mead. Though this volume has not

as much of incident as many of the productions of its gifted author, yet her

elevated tone of thought, wide and deep Christian experience, and power of

depicting the inner life, are nowhere more apparent. Some of the best aspi-

rations of the “ higher Christian life ” are here found in a wholly unobjection-

able form.

Luther as a Hymnist. By Rev. Bernhard Pick. Philadelphia : Lutheran

Book Store. The Reformation opened a new era for hymnology, as well as

for faith. Luther’s hymns had wonderful power, and awakened the highest

enthusiasm. They number thirty-six, and are all collected in this volume,

which is excellently edited by Rev. B. Pick, a Lutheran pastor in Rochester,

N. Y., a graduate of the Union Theological Seminary, N. Y. The hymns

are arranged according to the order of the Christian year. The best trans-

lations have been selected, sometimes several for each hymn ; there are six-

teen versions given of the great Reformation hymn, Fin feste Burg ist un-

serer Gott. The book is an excellent monography on the subject, by a

scholar of promise.

Dodd & Mead publish, in a neat style, a striking temperance tale, Brought

Home, by Hesba Stretton. It is a sad and impressive story.

The Tract Society has recently published some beautifully illustrated books

for Sunday-schools and children, Proud Little Body, by Sarah E. Chester

;

How Tiptoe Grew, by Katherine Williams; Ada and Gerty, a story of

school life, by Louisa M. Gray.

Daily Thoughts. By Rev. T. De Witt TALMAGE, D.D. Edited by

Rev. J. D. Shurts. New York: Dodd &Mead. Mr. Talmage’s most striking
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thoughts are arranged for each day in the year, making a sort of “daily

food.” Each is upon some passage of Scripture. There is great vivacity, as

well as variety, and the thorough evangelical sentiments are spiced with wit

and pointed sayings.

From Jest to Earnest. By Rev. E. P. Roe. New York: Dodd & Mead.

When ten thousand copies of a book are sold in advance, there must be

something in it. Mr. Roe’s books are very popular, and deservedly so, for

their earnest practical religious spirit, for the rational and true way in which

religion is treated, and for their high aim. It is a good sign when such books

displace a meretricious and sensational literature.

The Church
,
our Modern System of Commerce

,
and the Fulfilment of

Prophecy , is a pamphlet by William Brown, the author of several tracts

on Christian Economics, which contain one truth, viz.: that the precious

metals were “intended by nature to fulfil the functions of what we under-

stand by the term money,” and that “labor is the one essential principle

that confers upon them their value,” along with the fact, that they are ob-

jects, on their own account, of ardent human desire. As to the other prin-

ciples urged by the author, that paper notes, promising, and immediately

convertible into coin, are oppressive to industry, that it is wicked to receive

interest for money, as also his lucubrations on prophecy, they hardly

merit discussion.

Elsie's Womafihood. A Sequel to “Elsie’s Girlhood.” By Martha
Finley (Farquharson. ) New York : Dodd & Mead.
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Art. XI.—THEOLOGICAL AND LITERARY INTEL-
LIGENCE.
GERMANY.

The first volume of A. Schone’s critical edition of Eusebii Chronicorum Libri
duo, is nearly ready for publication

; the second volume was published in advance
in 1866, edited by Petermann, containing Jerome’s Latin edition of the Chronological
Canons, and a Latin translation of an Armenian version of the same. The first vol-

ume will contain all the other versions, and fragments from various sources, besides
several ancient works, illustrating the Chronological Canons, derived from all the
known sources, with collections of manuscripts, such as the Armenian and Latin
Series Regum; a Syriac epitome from the British Museum; a Greek Chronography

,

first edited by Cardinal Mai; and an Excerptor Latinus Barbarus, so called by
Scaliger, not reedited since his times.

Leopold von Ranke is engaged in preparing for publication the memoirs of the

well-known German minister, Von Hardenberg. These documents, which refer

more especially to the events of 1805-1806, and the leading men who participated

in them, were, on the death of the Count, deposited in the Prussian State archives,

where they have hitherto remained, in accordance with the express injunctions of

the King, Friedrich Wilhelm III., of Prussia, that they should not be made public

till after an interval of more than half a century.

George Weber, author of the well-known “Universal History,” has published a

volume on the “ History of the Reformation,” containing essays on the Anabaptists,

the Peasants’ War, the reformation in popular literature, Charles V. and Protestant-

ism. He had previously written on the “ History of the Reformation in Great

Britain,” 1853, and incorporates parts of that work in the present volume.

Dr. Ernst Bernheim, on “ Lothaire III. and the Concordat of Worms,” gives a

valuable account of the great struggle between the Church and the Empire on the

subject of investitures, ending in the Concordat of Worms between Henry V. and

Pope Calixtus, A.D., 1122. Dr. Bernheim shows how this treaty was understood

and carried out by Lothaire III., successor of Henry V., and contributes to the

understanding of this vital question. This Concordat, like many subsequent ones,

was a compromise and an armistice. The same question, essentially, is now up

between the German Empire and the Papacy.

Theologische Studien und Kritiken. Part I., 1876.—Some of the German theo-

logical reviews are published more punctually than ours ; we received the above

about the middle of November. The first article is a continuation and conclusion

of Prof. Kostlin’s admirable essay on the “ Proofs of the Being of God.”

Having previously disposed of the so-called ontological proof, whose validity he

questions, he here takes up the cosmological, the teleological, the moral, and the

other arguments. His analysis and statement of the cosmological proof is espe-

cially noteworthy. He puts the teleological in a right point of view against re-

cent objections. The only notable deficiency in his whole discussion is in respect

to his non-appreciation of the value and force of the ontological proof, as a neces-

sary part of the whole argument. The combination of the ontological with the

other arguments, gives the whole chain, or circle, of evidence. Neither the onto-

logical, nor the teleological, is, by itself, sufficient. Each supplies what the other

lacks. Such a thorough discussion as that of Kostlin ought to be made accessi-
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ble to the English-reading public. The other articles of the review are, Roter-

mund on Ephraim and Golgotha
;
Schum on a Quedlinburg Fragment of an

Illuminated Itala, with a facsimile ; Rdsch on King Phul
;
and reviews of Voigt’s

“Fundamental Dogmatics;” and Von der Goltz’s “Fundamental Truths of

Christianity ”—both of the latter works illustrating the apologetic character

which Christian theology is now taking on in Germany.

Jahrbiicher f. deutsche Theologie, III., 1875.— 1. Weizsacker, Reminiscen-

ces of Dr. Christian Palmer—an affectionate and worthy tribute to the memory of

a true Christian scholar. 2. Sieffert, the First Epistle of Peter on the Sufferings

and Death of Christ in Relation to Salvation. 3. Wagenmann, Thoughts on the

Prologue to John’s Gospel. 4. Prince Louis Solms, Remarks on some Passages

of the Gospel of John. 5. Sander, Historical Introduction to the Smalcald Arti-

cles. Among the notices, special attention is given to Prof Lorimer’s recent

work on John Knox and the Church of England, which has been too little appre-

ciated in this country and England.

Zeitschrift f. d. lutherische Theologie. Part I., 1876.— Dr. Klostermann de-

fends Isaiah xl—lxvi, as a genuine work of the same prophet who wrote the

first half of the prophecy. Fr. Delitzsch, in a “ Biblical Study on ‘ Nothing,’ ”

contends, that in the Bible nothing is non-being, in contrast with God—who is the

fulness of being ; and that the Bible nowhere teaches that anything that is, can,

or does become nothing. K. Kinzel’s article on “ The Biblical Doctrine of Elec-

tion, with a comparison of the views of Augustine, Luther, and Calvin,” written

from the Lutheran standpoint, contains a good selection of historical material. He
shows that Luther held even the supralapsarian view of the doctrine of election.

Zeitschrift f. die wissenschaftliche Theologie. Parts III., IV., 1875. Waldemar
Sonntag, The Essence of Fanaticism. A. Hilgenfeld (the editor), on Ritschl’s Rep-

resentation of the Biblical Doctrine of Justification and Atonement, an able and

thorough review, showing some of the defects in Ritschl’s interpretation of the bibli-

cal view of the doctrine. A. Thoma, Justin’s Literary Relation to Paul and to the

Gospel of John—two articles of importance in reference to the controversy now going

on in England on this subject, raised by the rash speculations of the work called

“ Supernatural Religion
;
” Thoma allows that Justin knew the Gospel, though he

does not name its author
;
and his theoiy is, that Justin considered it as belonging to

“ Christian Gnosis,” and not to Christian history—a somewhat violent hypothesis.

C. Siegfried, The Jewish Hellenism in its Historical Growth, with a criticism of the

latest works upon it. A. Hilgenfeld, in a criticism of a work on the Epistle to the

Philippians, by Hoekstra, a Dutch writer, defends the genuineness of the epistle, as

he has before done. He also reviews “Supernatural Religion ” with some sym-

pathy, but takes the other to task for several of his heedless assumptions and theories.

As reported in the Neue Evangeliscke Kirchenzeitung
,
the Director of Missions,

Dr. Wangemann, in a pamphlet recently published, finds no less than twelve errors

in the addresses and writings of Mr. Pearsall Smith, in Germany, England, etc.,

viz : the doctrine of the Higher Life has no basis in the Scriptures
; the evangel-

ical doctrine of Justification is dishonored by the position, that it only leads to a

lower stage of the Christian life ; his views of Sin, and of original Sin, are super-

ficial ;
that one can live without sin, is self-deception

; he leaves no place for

repentance, daily sorrow for sin, in those who live in this higher life
; the Scrip-

tures do not promise constant joy to the believer
; the church is not rightly appre-

ciated as a means of grace and a divine kingdom
; in insisting upon immediate
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sanctification there is impatience with the ways of God; the ministry and sacra,

ments are undervalued or ignored ; Smith’s interpretations of the Bible are often

fanciful and forced, etc. He calls it “ a new Methodism, not of high-strung repent-

ance, but of high-strung joy.” The Kirchenzeitung adds, that Mr. Smith also vir-

tually annuls the co-working of man in sanctification, makes him entirely passive
;

he lets “ Christ do all and answer for all.” “The Lord would not have us be

agents, but instruments,” says one of his followers. Some of these errors and

loose expressions rest upon inconsistencies, but there is room for criticism as to

the fundamental theory. Faith, doubtless, works in sanctification, but not in just

the way it does in justification; in the latter it is once, and once for all. In

respect to Perfection, Mr. Smith is undoubtedly inconsistent. He shows, through-

out, the lack of theological training.

Historische Zeitschrift. Edited by Prof. Von Sybel. Parts I, II, and III, 1875.

Part I contains an article by Carl Von Noorden, “ On the More Recent History of

Spain
;
” and a review, by Ludwig Geiger, of the latest works on Humanism. The

publications noticed by the latter, are mainly contributions to the biography of the

leaders of the humantic movement, Petrarch, for example, in Italy, and the brilliant

circle of scholars at the court of Lorenzo the Magnificient
; Sir Thomas More and

John Colet, in England; Erasmus and Reuchlin, in Germany; and many lesser

lights. In this number is also to be found the Report of the 15th Meeting of the

Historical Commission of the Royal Bavarian Academy of Sciences. Part II con-

tains : “ Henry IV. of France, and the Contest of Succession in Jiilich,” by Martin

Philippson; “ History of the Constitution of the United States of Colombia,” by H.

A. Schumacher; an article on “Thomas Aquinas,” notices the recent publications

of Baumann and Thornes; and “Pope Alexander VI. and his daughter, Lucrezia

Borgi,” by Moritz Brosch, reviewing Gregorovius’ “Lucrezia Borgia, from Doc-

uments and Correspondence of her Own Time.” Part III is exceptionally rich in arti-

cles embodying the results of original investigation. Reinhold Rohricht contributes

“ The Preparations in the Occident for the Third Great Crusade ;
” Dr. Sauerland

writes the history of “ Gregory XII., from his Election to the Treaty of Marseilles ;

”

and F. H. Reusch corrects many of the errors of previous writers in an accouut of

“ The Trial of Galileo.” This number has, also, a review of the latest publications

of the Swiss Historical Societies, by Von Knonan. Von Holst, the author of

“ Verfassung und Demokratie in den Vereinigten Staaten,” contributes to the liter-

ary notices rather a sharp review of the tenth volume of Bancroft’s History of the

United States. He accuses the historian of writing with a “Tendenz.” The num-

ber closes with the report of the Central Direction of the Monumenta Germanise, in

Berlin. Appended to Parts 1 and 3, will be found a catalogue of the historical pub-

lications of the year 1874 in Europe and America, a special reprint from Dr. Mul-

dener’s Bibliotheca Historica.

FRANCE.
The Revue des deux Mondes, Nov. 1. Containing an admirable article by M. E.

Caro, of the French Academy, on the Ethics of Evolutionism, as found in the lead-

ing English writers of this school—Darwin, Herbert Spencer, and others. M.

Caro is one of the chief representatives of the “ spiritual school ’’ of philosophy in

France, and he subjects to a keen analysis the methods and principles of the ma-

terialising evolutionists, stating them fairly, and refuting them with precision. He
shows how the doctrine of the development of force annuls all moral distinctions

and all natural rights. The theory, as its advocates avow, would lead, under the law
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of natural selection, to the propagation only of those of sound minds and bodies,

and all others must be excluded from the marriage state. The whole end and aim

.will be the enjoyment of life. Legislation must be enforced against the marriage

of “ those feeble in mind and body, those who are poor and weak the race is to

be propagated on the principles of stock-breeding. What then becomes of sym-

pathy, Christian love, human rights ? The only right is might ; the one law of

progress is sexual and natural selection. “ Who knows if, in such a society, Pas-

cal, the feeble and suffering, could obtain the right of existence and of genius ?”

But the true principle of morality is love. “ It seeks to elevate all, through and

by their sufferings and evils.” “ And when it has succeeded it has done more and

better than the science of evolution, which only follows and imitates nature. Love

is like art—it does not imitate nature, it transforms it. As a sculptor takes a block

of stone and imprints upon it the likeness of his thoughts, so charity takes suffer-

ing humanity, it chisels it—if I may so say, it transfigures it—by imprinting upon it

a superior beauty,” etc. M. Caro also argues the question in its bearings on the

democracy of the future, and the result of its adoption upon political and social

life.

M. Ganneau announces that the work of completing the famous Moabite

Inscription about King Mesha is nearly completed, and that it will soon be

published in full. A part of the “ right angle,” he says, has been recovered, and

gives the commencement of three lines, this being “ almost the only part ” which

could be satisfactorily determined. “There are also two small fragments, the

position of which is uncertain.’’

M. F. Lenormant’s (the eminent historian) The Primitive Language of Chaldea

and the Tura7iian Idioms, is said to be “ an epoch-making work,” settling the

position of the Accadian language, viz. that spoken by the earliest inhabitants of

Babylonia, and preserved in the cuneiform characters.

A new periodical, The Philosophical Review, is announced by Messrs. Bailliere,

edited by M. Ribot (author of the work on Heredity, translated, and published

both in England and this country), with the aid of Caro, Janet, Wundt, Bain,

Herbert Spencer, and others. This list of contributors seems to indicate that the

new Review will be eclectic, so far as its contributors go.

Seven hundred and fifty-four journals are published in Paris, thus classified :

Theological, 53 ;
jurisprudence, 63 ;

geography and history, 10 ;
entertaining

reading, 56 ;
public instruction and education, 25 ; literature, philosophy, linguis-

tic, ethnography, and bibliography, 53 ;
painting, 11 ;

photography, 2; architecture,

8; archaeology, 5 ; music, 17; the stage, 7; fashions, 61; industrial, 78; medi-

cine, etc., 69; science, 47; military and naval art, 23; agriculture, 18; various

subjects, 12. The number of political dailies is 37, and that of political reviews,

ti.

ENGLAND.
The British and Foreign Pvangelical Review, October. 1. Servum Arbitrium,

by Rev. Prof. James Macgregor, D.D. 2. The Epistle to the Hebrews, by Rev.

Thomas Burditt. 3. On the Relation ©f God to the World, by Rev. James Iver-

ach. 4. The Course of the Church in Prussia during the Present Century, by
Rev. Daniel Edward, Breslau. 5. Jephthah’s Vow, by Rev. Geo. Patterson,

Canada. 6. D’Aubigne on the Reformation in Scotland, by Rev. Prof. Mitchell
>

D.D., of St. Andrews University—a very competent critic. Dr. Macgregor holds
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to the bondage of the will through sin, and to its freedom in a sense consistent

with its servitude. His theory is, that “ the constitutive essence of moral agency,

the one only condition of responsibility, is rationality.” We cannot see that this

essentially helps the matter, or relieves the difficulty. The distinctions made by

Edwards came nearer to the point. The second article finds in the Epistle to the

Hebrews the missing letter to the Corinthians, referred to in 1 Cor. v: 9; comp.

Iieb. xii: 15, and xiii
: 4, etc. The article on Jephthah’s Vow revives the theory,

that the sacrifice in the case was a devoting of his daughter to the special service

of the Lord ;
it is ingeniously argued.

The Camden Society proposes to publish, during the coming year, Milton’s

Commonplace Book. It will be edited by A. J. Horwood.

The Doctrine ofAddai, the Apostle
,
now first edited in a complete form in the

original Syriac, with an English translation and notes, by G. Phillips, D.D., Presi-

dent of Queen’s College, Cambridge, is to be published by Messrs. Triibner & Co.

Copies of the text of the fragments of the newly-discovered cuneiform tablets,

which contain the Chaldean account of the Creation, are being made by the Society

of Biblical Archaeology, in England. They will be published in the next volume

of the Transactions of the Society.

Dr. Crawford, Professor of Systematic Theology in the University of Edinburgh,

died at Genoa, of consumption, at the age of 66. He had been Professor in the

University since 1859, succeeding Dr. John Lee, in the chair once held by Dr.

Chalmers. He was connected with the Established Kirk of Scotland. His able

writings are well-known and highly esteemed in this country. His theology was

Calvinistic and conservative— definite, but not extreme. His work on the

Atonement is one of the very best and clearest of the recent treatises on the subject,

especially in opposition to subjective views of its nature and effects. On the

Fatherhood of God he successfully defended the current Calvinistic view against

the speculations of Dr. Candlish, and the loose views of the Broad School.

A posthumous work on The Epistle to the Ephesians
,
by Dr. R. S. Candlish,

late Principal of New College, Edinburg, is announced by Messrs. R. & C. Black.

BOOKS ANNOUNCED.

Rev. Wm. Jackson’s Bampton Lectures, 1875, The Doctrine of Retribution.

Lectures on the Credentials of Christianity, by the Bishops of Gloucester and

Bristol, and Carlisle, Canon Barry, etc. G. de Pressense, Christian Life and

Practice in the Early Church, translated. The Old and the New Testaments,

newly revised and arranged, by Rev. Drs. Jacob, Gotch, etc. Walter de Gray

Birch, History, Art, and Palaeography of the Utrecht Psalter. George Smith, The

Assyrian Eponym Canon, on the Comparative Chronology of the Assyrian and

Jewish Kingdoms from Solomon to Nebuchadnezzar. Francis Lenormant,

Ancient Chaldean Magic and Astrology, translated from the French. Rev. H. P.

Linton, The Scriptures, arranged in the Order of Time as Written. A translation

from the Persian of The Poems of Hafiz of Shiras, by Herman Bicknell. The

fourth volume of J. Talboys Wheeler’s History of India, from the Earliest Times.
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